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1-PREFACE-
In the book of Habakkuk we have one of the most difficult
problems of the Old Testament. Many and able writers have
contributed to the literature of this subject, and it may with
reason be asked why another treatment should be offered by one
who makes no pretension to mature and seasoned scholarship,
either in this field or any other.
In the first place, in spite of the many discussions on the
subject, no one treatment has been adjudged satisfactory by any
large body of scholars. So the field is open to discussion until
some satisfactory solution of the problem has been given.
In the next place, perhaps the writer's own intense interest
in any and all Old Testament problems may be a sufficient excuse
for his temerity in attempting a solution of what is known to be
one of our most difficult problems.
Nor is the writer sanguine enough to believe that the view
here advanced will prove entirely adequate for all the problems
connected with the book. ' He does hope, however, that there may
bo found in this discussion a real contribution to the problem.
In this connection the writer believes that a definite
contribution lias been made in the following particulars: First
in the matter of the aim of the prophecy. It was not intended
to predict the coming of the Chaldeans, nor even, primarily,
their destruction; but to bring comfort to the distressed and
"heavy-hearted" countrymen of the prophet. Incidentally it
did predict the downfall of the Chaldeans, but this was only in
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2line with the fundamental work of the prophet, to "declare the
purpose and will of God for his people", during every peculiar
crisis of their lives.
another contribution, the writer submits, is with refer-
ence to the date. Any date, to be satisfactory, must include
all the historical situations suggested in Chapter I. The date
which most nearly comprehends these various historical situa-
tions is, in the view of the writer, the period 586 - 585 3. C.
Another view, entirely new, as far as the writer 1 s obser-
vation goes, is that Habakkuk was among the first, if not the
very first, to give the implication in his prophecy, that the
"Day of Yahweh" was not the Exile, as had been suggested by the
earlier prophets; but that the "Day of Yahv.'eh" , even after the
Exile, was yet to come. It was to be a manifestation of
Yahweh* s power over a proud and haughty nation.
Wherever possible credit has been given to the works of
other scholars. Particularly is the writer indebted to
Nicolardot and Stonehouse, the two latest writers on this sub-
ject, for their very complete bibliographies, and their very
trenchant criticisms of the most important works in this field
from 1843 to 1911.
In like manner is he under deep obligations to Franz
Delitzsch and A. J. 3aumgartner for the work done in collect-
ing and criticising the legends dealing with the life of
Habakkuk.
Above all, the writer owes an everlasting debt of grati-
tude to Professor Knudson of the Boston University, both for
the inspiration to this task, and for constant encouragement
through the years, until the task was done.

And finally, to the many kind friends who by word of
advice, or sympathy, or both, have made their contribution
to this 7/crk, the writer is full of grateful appreciation.
Willis J. King.
Jan. 8, 1921.
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Zurich, 1896, p. 74-102. Lauterburg regards the work as post-
exilic and thinks the invaders were not Chaldeans, but
* Persians,
Loeb, Isadore La Litterature des Pauvres dans la Bible, Paris,
1892, pp. 247-252, 258ff. Ch. 3 is an Epic Psalm. This is
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Lowth, R. Lectures on Hebrew Poetry. Trans, by Gregory, p. 309ff
It was Bishop Lowth who in 1753, first discovered the secret of
indicating rhythm in Hebrew poetry. He called the phenomenon
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MacCurdy, J. F. "Prophets" in Jewish Encyclopedia, vol X, New
York, 1905, p. 215. This author thinks the book was written
about 600 B. C. He accepts the traditional conception.
Marti, K. Das Dodekapropheton, Habakkuk, Tubingen, 1904, pp. 326-
356. Marti thinks we have (1) a couple of psalmody measures
(1:2-4, 12a, 13, 2:1-4) which unite to form one psalm, (2) a
couple of prophetic segments (1:5-10, 14ff and 2:5-19. It is
his view, further, that 1:5-10, 14ff was written about 604 3.C.
and that 2:5-19 was written about 540 B.C.
Moulton, Expository Times, London, Feb. 1907, pp. 227-228. An
answer to the radical view of B. Duhm. This author rejects
Duhm's view, «.nd expresses the opinion that it will do much to
lead to a renewed consideration of the view advanced by
uavidson.
Mueller, D. H. Strophenbau Und Responsion, Wien, 1898, p. 36-39.
The writer here suggests that ch. 3 is poetry and proceeds to
give a strophical arrangement of it. According to him there
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Nestle, E. B. Das Lied Habakkuks Und der Psalter, in Zeitachrlft
fur Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft , Giessen, 1900, pp. 167f.
This author takes the view that 3:19 begins a new Psalm,
Nowack, W. "Die Kleinen Propheten," Gottingen, 1897, pp. 247-
273. Now&ck thinks the book is not a unity. In his view it
is not possible to understand l:5ff. in the present arrangement
of the book. The book in its present arrangement was not
written by Habakkuk who wrote about 605 3. C., but was written
by an earlier prophet about 610 3. G. Ch. 3 he thinks is post-
exilic •
Oort, H. Theologisch Tijdschrift, XXV., Leiden, 1891, pp. o57-367.
He regards the book as a unity, even to ch. 3. He thinks the
book dealt successively and simultaneously with the fall of the
despots on the inside and the tyrants on the outside. It dates
from the reign of Jehoiakim,
Oraelli, C. Von The 0. T. Prophecy, Trans, by J. S. Banks, Edin-
burgh, 1885, pp, 323f. He thinks the book of Habakkuk was
written during the reign of Jehoiakim 609-599 3. C. He holds
also to the unity of the book.
Peake, A. S. The Problem of Suffering in the 0. T., London, 1904,
pp. 151-171. He accepts Giesebrecht 1 s view that 1:5-11 is pre-
exilic, while 1:2-4, 1:12-2:4 originated in the exile about
560-550 3. G. Ch. 3 is pre-exilic. Incidentally this author
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ing in the 0. T.
Micolandot, Firmin, La Composition Du Livre D f Habacuc, 1908. One
of the latest and best discussions of the problems in the book
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two prophecies and two psalms. The first prophecy (1:5-10,
14-17) belongs to the 7th Century B. C. The first psalm
(1:2-4, 13, 2:4) between the 5th and 3rd Century B* C.J Ch. 3
probably in the 4th Century ^ It is his view that it was made
a section of the Psalter in the 3rd Century and became a portion
of our book in the same Century.
Pusey, E. 3. The Minor Prophets, New York, 1886, vol II, pp. 165-
223. Pusey regards the book as a unity and datcb it in the
latter half of lianas seh* a reign, about 645 3. C. He has no
sympathy with the methods of modern critical scholarship.
Paton, L. B. The Early History of Syria and Palestine, New York,
1901, pp. 245-254. Here is told in detail the effort of
Merodach-baladan, a Chaldean prince, to revolt successfully
against the Assyrian empire. A knowledge of this history is
necessary to appreciate the times in which Habakkuk lived and
the background of his ministry.
Peiser, P. E. Der Prophet Habakuk, Berlin, 1903. This is a most
unique view of the prophet Habakkuk, and the circumstances of
the composition of the book. Peiser thinks the book was com-
posed at Nineveh by a Jewish captive prince, a descendant of
one of Israel's kings, and who himself hoped to benefit by the
downfall of the invaders of his country. He would date it
about 609 B. C.
Piepenbring, C. Histoire du peuple d'Israel, Paris, 1898, pp.
423-426. T^is author thinks ch . 3 is a psalm of later date.
1:5-11; 2:12-14 and 2:18-20 are interpretations. The rest
was written near the end of the reign of Jehoiakim.

Pertiz, I. J. 0. T. History, Hew York, 1915, p. 210. Here we
have a statement of the fundamental teachings of the book, to
the effect that it predicts the ultimate downfall of Babylon,
The author thinks ch. 3 belongs to a later age.
Peters, J. P. The Religion of the Hebrews, Boston and London,
1914. This is a finely written book and most helpful in the
matter of Israel's theology and Habakkuk 1 s contribution to it.
Reinke, L. Der Prophet Habakuk, Brixen, 1870. A bock of 170
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INTRODUCTION
a. Name and Personal History.
•One of the most interesting, and at the same time, most
baffling problems in connection with the study of the book of
Habakkuk, is that touching the personality of the author of the
book. Who was he? When and where did he live? What were
his peculiar individual characteristics, which, doubtless were
largely responsible for giving his book its unique place in the
Old Testament literature?
How valuable such a knowledge of the prophet's personality
is, is clearly demonstrated in the case of the fuller apprecia-
tion, in our ciay, of those prophets whcs e personal life and
characteristics we knov/ most about. Especially would such a
knowledge be necessary for an age which has accepted as its guide
in this matter of the inspiration of Biblical writers, Immanuel
Kant's conception of the Constitutive Activity of thought, viz:
"The human mind is not the passive recipient of a ready-made
knowledge. It receives from without certain stimuli, and then
out of them builds up for itself its own world."
The acceptance of this principle means the endorsement of
the view that each prophet, although acting under the direction
and influence of the Divine Spirit, is not bereft of his own
personality in the transmission of the Divine message to ot:iers.
On the contrary, this message is worked over in the prophet's
own mind, and is "shot through and through" with his own peculiar
type of thinking and method of expression. This makes it neces-
sary, we repeat, to know as much as possible of the personal
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history of the Biblical writers, if we are to interpret, correctly,
their writings.
It would, therefore, seem the part of wisdom to begin our
study of this remarkable little book of ^abakkuk with an examina-
tion of the material dealing with the personal history of the prophet.
The name Habakkuk is found only in the book bearing the
prophet's name, and there is considerable uncertainty as to its
meaning. However, it seems to come from the verb p^n "to
clasp, to embrace". It is found in Genesis 29:13 where Laban ran
to meet Jacob and "embraced" vl^**) him; again in 2nd Kings 4:16
where Elisha told the Shunammite woman that at a certain time she
would "embrace" Rg?n a son. In the LXX it appears in the form
'
Afjt(3a.KOU|jt. The Greek form of the name would suggest that it
was formerly pronounced 9-1p2Q . The presence of the jj.
before the 3 suggests that the |3 was doubled, and following
the Greek practice, ,u was substituted for one of the p's for
the sake of euphony. It is not so easy to explain how the x
at the end of the word was changed to \i but probably this change
also was made on the ground of euphony. In his article "Habakkuk"
in the Encyclopedia Britannica (9th Edition, p. 319), W. L. Alexan-
der compares the changes in our word to that in the case of the
change of "3eelzebub" to "Beelzebul". This change, he thinks, was
due to the Greek dislike to have a final syllable begin and end
with the same rough consonant. (See also Driver, Art. liabakkuk"
,
•B.B.D., vol. 2, 269).
Other meanings have been given for the name. According to
Farrar (Men of the Bible Minor Prophets, p. 159) Jerome defined
it as "wrestler" (Luctator fortis et rigidus), while Luther took
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it to mean: "one who presses to the heart"
.
One of the most interesting and unusual meanings given for
the name 3s that which connects it with the Assyrian "Hambakku"
,
the name of a garden plant in Assyria (H.B.I), vol. 2, p. 269, Art.
Hab
.
) . It was largely on the basis of this connection that
Peiser (See Introduction p, 17) concluded that Habakkuk was a
captive prince trained in Assyrian learning at Nineveh, nothing
3s known with certainty of the personal lifj of Habakkuk. In
the scriptures no reference is made to him except in the 1st and
3rd chapters of his book. In ch • 1:1 we have the statement:
"The burden which Habakkuk the prophet did see". In ch. 3:1 we
have as the title or superscription of the Psalm: "A Prayer of
Habakkuk the prophet, set to Shigionoth." These two passages
give the inference that he held «. recognized position as a prophet,
but where he lived and when, we are not given a hint. One other
possible reference to him is made. In ch. 3:19 we have what pur-
ports to be a personal note from the author of the book (or the
Psalm as the case may be). It is as follows: "For the Chief
Musician on my stringed instruments." This some take to mean
that Habakkuk was officially qualified to take part in the litur-
gical singing of the temple and therefore belonged to one of the
Levitical families, who v/ere charged with the maintenance of the
temple music, and like the prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel, who
sprang from priestly households, belonged to the tribe of Levi
(Keil and Delitzsch, Com. on the Minor Prophets, £ng. trans, p.
49 ff). However, Driver (Art. Hab., HDD. vol. 2, p. 269) tninks
it doubtful both on account of the uncertainty attaching to the
pronoun "my" which is against the analogy of other similar
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notices, and also on account of the doubt (supposing the pronoun
to be correct) whether at this time the singers were necessarily
Levite's,
b. Habakkuk according to Tradition and Legend,
While little is given us in the Old Testament about the
life of Habakkuk, Jewish Hagaddah had much to tell of him. First
there is the popular tradition concerning the prophet. In the
Jewish Chronicle "Seder Olam Zuta" , we are told that Joel, Ilahum,
and Habakkuk prophesied during the reign of Manasseh, but because
Manasseh was not upright, his name was not prefixed to their
prophecie s
•
This tradition was accepted by most of the early Church
his torians. For example Syncellus, a Christian author, testi-
fied that Hacakkuk was a prophet during the reign of Manasseh,
and that his life was prolonged as a prophet in Judah, while
Ezekiel prophesied in Babylon.
However, Augustine was not strongly impressed with the
testimony of these apocryphal writers. In De civita. Dei XVIII,
31, he says that three of the Minor prophets, Obadiah, Ilahum, and
Habakkuk, neither speak themselves concerning their day, nor is
it found in the Chronicles of Eusebius and Jerome when they proph-
esied.
But the most prolific source of information concerning the
prophet, although, and at the same time, the least reliable, is
that type of the Hagaddah known as the legend. Most of these
legends are fantastic and can make no appeal to the scientific
thought of our day, but they have value in the indication they
give of the place held in tradition by our hero. It is a
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tendency of succeeding ages to weave a halo around the memory of
a popular hero and to so surround him with legend as to make him
almost' a mythical character. And the fact that re have so many
legends Concerning Habakkuk makes it eyident that he had a great
hold on the popular imagination.
For a full discussion and criticism of these legends see
Delitzsch's "De Habacuci Vita atque Aetate", also Baumgartner 1 s
"Le Prophete Habakkuk."
One of the legends makes him a watchman and associate of
Isaiah. Another characterizes him as the son of the Shunammite
woman, "At this season when the time comcth around, thou shalt
embrace a child". The word for embrace there is B{£jfN
This, it is claimed, is from the same root as the name of the
Prophet. In the Codex Chisianus of the LXX, the story of Bel
and the Dragon is prefaced by the words TipocprjTsi ac a|i(3a>cou|-i
utou 'l7)aou ex xrjc qpuXrjc Aevet.
From this it is seen that the prophet was spoken of as the son of
Jesus (Joshua or Jeshua), of the tribe of Levi. He was probably
thought to be of the tribe of Levi because of the expression in
3:19, "On my stringed instruments."
But the most widely diffused legend about Habakkuk is that
found in the story of Bel and the ^ragon (Bel and the Dragon,
Apocrypha vv 33f.). It is the story of Habakkuk the Dishbearer.
According to this story the prophet, while carrying pottage to
his reapers, was suddenly directed by an angel to carry it to
Daniel, who had been cast the second time by Cj^rus into the lions'
den in Babylon. When Habakkuk was given the mission by the angel,
he replied he had never seen 3abylon and did not know about the
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don of lions. The angel seized Habakkuk by the hairs of the head,
and taking him to 3abylon, placed him in front of the den, Habak-
kuk lifted his voice and said: "Daniel, Daniel, take this nourish-
ment which God has sent you." Daniel said: "Thou dost remember
me, God, and thou has not abandoned those who lev e thee." Then
Daniel lifted himself up and ate, and the angel transported Habakkuk
back to his own country.
As was said above, this legend was widespread, being found
in the Greek versions of the LXX and of Theodotion, the Code of
Chisianus, the Midrashim, the Mohammedan traditions, and among the
early church fathers and historians. Some have added certain
features, others have abridged, but in the main,. the legend remains
the same.
This fantastic legend, dressed in its shade of magic, and
representing the quintessence of bad taste,' is effectually disposed
of by Baumgartner (Le Prophete Habakkuk p. 14f ) . It could not do
other than "grate on the nerves" of a scientific age like our own.

Chapter II
.
THE BOOK OF HABAKKUK AND THE MAIN
DIFFICULTIES CONNECTED WITH ITS
INTERPRETATION.
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But our difficulties do not end with the personal history
of the prophet. They are, if anything, increased as we study,
and attempt to interpret, his book.
The book of Habakkuk consists of three chapters which divide
themselves into three sections. First, chs. 1:2-2:4 (Verse 1
gives the title of the book). Here ensues a dialogue between the
prophet and Yahweh as to -the wrong and violence that obtain all
around him. Second, ch. 2:5-20, a series of woes that are to come
upon the evil-doer whose god is his might. Third, ch. 3, an ode
setting forth the wonderful work of Yahweh through the years.
I. Ch. 1:2-2:4,
This section opens with a series of questions, addressed by Habak-
kuk to Yahweh. He wants to know how long he (Habakkuk) shall cry
and Yahweh will not hear. How long must he cry out concerning
violence and Yahweh will not save. Destruction and violence are
before him, and there is strife and contention. Justice does not
obtain in the administration of the law and the wicked encompass
the righteous. The prophet cannot understand why such conditions
should exist with a righteous God whom he regards as supreme in the
universe. These questionings on the part of the prophet are set
forth In w. 2-4.
In vv. 5-11 we have Yahweh* s answer. Yahweh is not unmind-
ful of conditions to which the prophet referred and even in the
prophet's own days was doing a marvelous thing to change those
conditions. He was raising up the Chaldeans as his instrument
of punishment for the wickedness of which Habakkuk complained.
The Chaldeans were fully competent for the given task which Yahweh
had assigned them. They were a bitter and hasty nation who made
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a specialty of taking possession of ]a nds and dwelling-places that
did not belong to them, except by the right of conquest. They
were terrible and dreadful themselves, while their horses were'
swifter than leopards, and both keenly enjoyed their bloody wcr k,
The strongest fortifications of any enemy gave them no concern
whatever. They scoffed at enemy kings and made sport of their
princes. Their face was set ever forward and they gathered cap-
tives as the sand. With them right was might, and might was the
only God they had.
This answer on the part of Yahweh raised a greater problem
in the mind of the pr ophet--greater because it concerned the
character of Yahweh himself in the view of the prophet. He wants
to know now how can Yahweh, who is so pure that he cannot behold
evil, choose such a people as the Chaldeans, as his instrument for
the punishment of a people more righteous than they. He then
arraigns the Chaldeans mercilessly. They make men as the fishes
of the sea, as the creeping things that have no ruler over them.
They are utterly devoid of humanitarian instincts. They take
fiendish delight in the torture and slaughter of helpless victims.
Shall such a nation be allowed to continue indefinitely its career
of ifrightfulness and ruthlessness? This response of the prophet
is found in vv. 12-17.
In v. 1 of ch. 2 the prophet announces that he is going to
place himself upon his watch-tower to see what answer Yahweh will
make to his complaint. In vv. 2-4 we have Yahweh' s answer
First, he requested that his answer be written on tablets so plainly
that even a man running might read it. For the message that Yahweh
was about to give him would surely come to pass. Indeed, it was
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already rapidly approaching. The prophet must not be discouraged
if it seemed to tarry. He was simply to wait for it, for it would
surely come. And this was the vision he saw, the message of com-
fort he was to give to those who looked to him for help. The soul
of the Chaldean is puffed up in him. His triumphs are temporary.
He has in himself the root of his own downfall—his self-conceit.
Only the righteous shall live and that by his faith,
II. Ch. 2:5-20.
This response on the part of Yahweh is followed by a series
of "woes" against the Chaldean tyrant, or whoever the tyrant refer-
red to above was.
Accepting these verses as authentic, the complete destruc-
tion of the oppressor is predicted, and with him his gods, which in
reality are no Gods. In striking contrast to this is set forth
the universality of Yahweh, ' s reign.
III. Ch. 3.
In Chapter 3 we have an ode setting forth the work of Yahweh
through the years. This ode is ascribed to Habakkuk by its title.
There is, however, considerable question as to its authenticity and
the majority of critics are of the opinion that Habakkuk was not
the author.
First we have a prayer that Yahweh would revive his gc eat
work in the midst of the years. The petitioner, however, is
afraid of Yahweh, and would have him, "in wrath remember mercy".
In vv. 3-15 the writer discusses, brilliantly, events in
the life of Israel which set forth the manifestations of Yahweh'
s
power among them. Yahweh came from Teman. His glory covered
the heavens, and the earth was full of his praise. His bright-
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ness was as the light. However, there was another side to him.
Before him went the pestilence and fiery bolts went forth at his
feet. ' He stood and measured the earth; he beheld and drove
asunder the nations. 3efore him all nature trembled.
Was it Yahweh' s displeasure with nature that caused him to
manife st himself as he did? Whatever the reason the fact remains
that Yahweh gave a memorable manifestation of himself in nature.
The mountain and the sea, and the heavens all saw him and were
afraid at the light of his arrows as they went and at the shining
of his glittering spear.
Yahweh continued his triumphal march for the salvation of
his people, for the salvation of his anointed.
In v. 16 the poet's body trembled and his lips quivered be-
cause he must wait quietly for the day of trouble. As he looks
forward into the future, he notes that there shall be a very
general failure on the part of nature to function normally-- the
fig-tree shall not flourish and the fields shall yield no fruit--,
and yet he rejoices that Yahweh is his strength. No harm can come
to him with such a protector. Yahweh will make his feet like
hinds' feet.
MAIN DIFFICULTIES CONNECTED WITH THE INTERPRETATION.
The problems in the book of ^abakkuk which give critical
scholarship the greatest concern are: first, the "wicked" and
"righteous" in ch. 1:2-4; second, the Chaldeans in 1:5-11 are
referred to in such a way as not to be easily understood; third,
( : r
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the identity of the "wicked" and "righteous" in 1:13, and their
relation to those in 1:2-4; fourth, the authenticity of ch. 2:9-20;
fifth, 'the authenticity of ch. 3; sixth, the date of the prophecy.
In ch. 1:2-4 the prophet complains to Yahweh of the destruc-
tion and violence that are before him. There is strife, «nd
con-
tention arises. The Torah is slacked, and justice is perverted.
All of this is due to the fact that the "wicked" encompass toe
"righteous". Our problem is to identify the "wicked" and the
"righteous"
.
A number of scholars take the view that these undesirable
conditions were due to the unjust treatment accorded the lower
class of Jews by their more favored countrymen. These latter,
because of their oppression of their countrymen, were the "wicked",
while their victims were the "righteous". Thus "Davidson
(Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, p. 47) says:
This is the most natural sense of the verses and of the words used
in them."
But as both Davidson and Driver (The New Century Bible-
Minor Prophets, p. 55) recognized, the view advanced above does not
relieve the difficulties in the interpretation of the book. If in
1:5-11 the Chaldean is to be raised up to punish the wrong-doing
prevalent in Judah, why is he to be punished by Yahweh for playing
his role as Yahweh 1 s rod of chastisement?
In order to meet this difficulty some other scholars deny '
that these undesirable conditions are due to any wickedness on the
part of the Jews themselves, but to the oppression of a foreign
tyrant. It is their view that the "righteous" refers to Israel as
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a whole; the "wicked" to a foreign oppressor.
Those critics who assert that 1:2-4 refer to a foreign op-
pressor, are forced to the conclusion that vv. 1:5-11 are out of
place where they are, because in 1:5 the Chaldeans are about to
be raised up for the first time, although, according to these
scholars, their violence ha s just been described in 1:2-4. Thus
Giesebrecht would have vv. 5-11 precede 1:2-4; Wellhausen would
remove it altogether, regarding it as an older passage than the
rest, and not written by Habakkuk; while Budde and G. . Smith
would have it follow 2,4.
Another difficulty is the way the Chaldeans are described
in 1:5-11. In vv. 5,6 there is the suggestion that their being
"raised up" is a matter of the future. The inference being that
they are Yahweh's answer to the prophet's complaint in 1:2-4. In
vv. 7-11, however, a different situation is suggested. The
Chaldeans, who, the reader is told in vv. 5,6, are about to be
raised up, seem already familiar to people who in the preceding
verses were being told about them as if they were entire strangers.
Another problem ha s to do with the identity of the "wicked"
and "righteous" in 1:13. Are the "wicked" and "righteous" here
identical with those in 1:2-4, or are they different? According
to the ordinary interpretation of 1:2-4, the "wicked" and
"righteous" are two classes of Jews in Judah. Regarding these as
identical in 1:2-4 and 1:13, and keeping in mind the scathing
arraignment of the "wicked" in 1:12-17, one aoes not see how such
an arraignment could be made of any class of Jews. Further, the
people described in 1:12-17 are very clearly the same people des-
cribed in 1:5-11 who seem to be the Chaldeans.
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On the view that the "wicked" and "righteous" in both sec-
tions are the Chaldeans and Israel respectively, one is at a loss
to know how the Chaldeans in 1:5-11 could be raised up to punish
themselves. And so "the plot thickens".
Another difficulty is the question of the authenticity of
2:9-20. A number of scholars hold that the genuine prophecy of
Habakkuk goes no further than 2:8. For example Kuenen (Histor-
isch--Criticish Onderzoek naar het Onstaan en de Verzameling van
de baeken des Ouden Verbonds, II, Leiden, 1889, p. 38 6-395) holds
to the unity of 1:2-2:8 only.*
Other scholars, like Wellhausen, think that 2:9-20 were
written by Habakkuk, and refer to the Chaldeans, but that some
passages such as vv. 8b and 17b are unsuitable where they stand
at pr esent •
Another problem usually raised in connection with the
integrity of the book of Habakkuk, is that touching the authentic-
ity of ch. 3. Was this chapter written by Habakkuk, or does it
come, from a later hand? Was it originally a unity with chs. 1,
and 2, or were the two sections put together by an editor, rcany
years later?1
With reference to these questions there is considerable
difference of opinion among scholars; and these -ua rious opinions
we propose to discuss at length in a subsequent chapter.
1 - The question of date will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.
:
Chapter III
.
THE HISTORY OF THE CRITICAL STUDY
OP THE BOOK OP HABAKKUK.
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In the previous chapter, attention was directed to the
problems connected with the book of Habakkuk. It is these
problems and difficulties that have gripped and held the inter-
est of both ancient and modern scholarship for the past twenty
centuries. But in view of the fact that the science of Bib-
lical Criticism is of comparatively recent origin, the history of
the critical study of the book of Habakkuk must of necessity be
limited to the literature of this field produced since Biblical
Criticism came to be recognized as a science.
As a matter of fact, the literature dealing with the criti-
cal study of the book of Habakkuk may be divided into two dis-
tinct groups: (1) that written prior to 1860, or by men who,
although writing later, were still under the influence of the
earlier viewpoint; (2) that written since 1860 by men who were
influenced, to some extent, by the work of Von Gumpach. We now
turn to the study of the literature of both of these periods.
The history of Bible study may be divided into two periods,
the age of tradition and the age of criticism. The age of
tradition held sway down to the time of the Reformation. During
this period there were three assumptions that largely dominated
Biblical study. These were the infallibility of scripture, the
allegorical method of interpretation, and the principle of the
absolute authority of the Church.
It was against this last that Martin Luther made his great
fight and won. Incidentally, the allegorical method of inter-
pretation was rejected along with the principle of papal
authority; but the principle of the infallibility of Scripture
Bt'C
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remained, and the scholars of the Reformation devoted themselves
assiduously to a mastery of the text of the Bible in order that
they might be sure to get the exact message of what they now re-
garded as their absolute authority.
The scholars of the Reformation, however, made little or
no attempt at Biblical criticism. Their revolt was against the
view of the absolute authority of the Church. To justify their
revolt against the Church they had to establish infallibility and
authority elsewhere. So their aim was to establish the authority
of the scriptures and to prove that they were the infallible guide
for Christian conduct. The burden of their efforts was to put
the common people into possession of the Word itself. This was
the crying need of their day, and nobly did they address them-
selves to it. Thus while we find many volumes from the pen of
the great leader of the Reformation, Martin Luther, we find
nothing suggestive of modern critical methods.
The following from Calvin with reference to Habakkuk is
typical of the Biblical scholarship of that day: "The date of
ttabakkuk is uncertain. He seems to have prophesied either under
Manas seh, or under the other kings before the time of Zedekiah,
probably between 606 and 598 B. C. 1
The history of Old Testament criticism may be said to have
begun with Benedict de Spinoza (1632-1677)
.
2 He outlined the
program of* modern Biblical study; denied the Mosaic authorship of
the Pentateuch; and, in several matters of detail, anticipated
1 - Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets, Trans, from
the Latin, by Jno. Owens, vol. 4, 1848. -2- in his Tractus The-
ologico - Politicus, punlished posthumously, in 1677.
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the conclusions of modern scholarship.
Spinoza was followed by Richard Simon (1638-1712) 1 . Simon
developed the theory that the Hebrews were not unlike other
Oriental nations in having official historiographers. This was
characteristic of all the nations of the East. The fundamental
difference between the Hebrew writers and those of other nations
being, that the Hebrew writers were inspired, while those of
other nations were not. Simon did not present much that was new,
so far as the matter itself was concerned, but his genuine histor-
ical spirit and method were new, and marked an epoch in the his-
tory of the study of the Bible.
After these men came Johann Gottfried Eichhorn (1752-1827).
He was the first to apply the name "higher criticism" to the
analyses of the Biblical books into their later and earlier
elements. He was also the first to write a comprehensive intro-
duction to the Old Testament from this new point of view. Because
of his conception of the true aim of literary and historical in-
quiry, as well as by the wide range of his learning, Eichhorn be-
came known as the real founder of Old Testament criticism.
Other notable names in the history of Old Testament Criti-
cism are Martin Lebrecht De Wette (1780-1849), Heinrich Ewald
(1803-1875), Wilhelm Vatke (1806-1882), Abraham Kuenen (1828-
1891), and Julius Wellhau3en (1844-1918).
While most of the labor of the scholars named above was
expended on the documents of the Pentateuch, it was inevitable
that the same method and spirit of historical inquiry should be
1 - Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament.
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applied to the other books of the Old Testament; and It was not
long before this was done.
Early Critical Views Touching Habakkuk.
It is interesting in this connection to note the views of
the earliest and most prominent Old Testament critics concerning
the Book of Habakkuk. For the most part they regarded the book
as a unity, and as written by the prophet whose name it bears.
For example, Eichhorn^ says: "Nobody could well doubt that
Habakkuk had elaborated and committed to writing this beautiful
piece of work." He thinks, however, that allowance must be made
for poetic speech and prophetic poetry. He regards the book as
a unity, and to have been written in the fourth year of Jehoiakim,
604 B. C.
De Wette 2
,
writing of Habakkuk, said: "Habakkuk lived and
prophesied in the Chaldean period, but it is doubtful and con-
tested in what part of the period we should place him. Ch. l:5ff
certainly refers to the beginning of it, and belongs to the reign
of Jehoiakim, 610-599 B. C. Even the last chapter does not ap-
pear to demand a later date, for he has no misgivings of the des-
truction of Judah (3:16-17); consequently he was a younger con-
temporary of Jeremiah."
1 - Einleitung in das Alte Testament, Gottingen, 1824, vol. 4, pp.
398-414.
2 - Einleitung in Alten Testament, trans, by Theodore Parker,
Boston, in 1843, p. 463f.
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The scholar, who, unquestionably, made the largest contri-
bution, prior to 1860, to our knowledge concerning Habakkuk and the
book attributed to him, was Franz Delitzsch. His first book^,
published in 1842, is a fine collection and criticism of the
numerous legends concerning Habakkuk. In 1843, in a second book2 ,
he took the position that the book of Habakkuk was a unity, and
was written during the reign of Josiah. In a third book
,
pub-
lished in 1899, Delitzsch expressed the view that the book of
Habakkuk was a unity and written during the reign of Manas seh.
Another of the early Old Testament critics who regarded
the book a unity was Heinrich Ewald4 . He thinks we have here a
drama divided into three parts. The whole drama could hardly be
performed in Jerusalem, but ch. 3, he held, is so arranged that
it could be performed in the temple; and if Habakkuk was a priest
(which Ewald thought was probable), there is a great probability
that ch. 3 was actually performed in public. In his view the
book is a unity, and he would date it in the reign of Jehoiakira,
605-597 B. C.
Hitzig 5 regarded the book a unity, and dated it during the
reign of Jehoiakim; chs. 1 and 2 in 604 B. G.J ch. 3, a little
later.
1 - De Habacuci Prophetae Vita Atque Aetate, Lips., 1842.
2 - Der Prophet Habakkuk, 1843.
3 - Messianische Weissagungen, Leipzig, 1899, p. 136.
4 - Prophets of the Old Testament, vol. Ill, translated by J.
Frederick smith, 1878, pp. 27-48.
5 - Die Zwolf Kleinen Propheten, Leipzig, 1852.
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Maurer 1 thought ch. 1 was written 605, and chs. 2 and 3 in
604 B. c.
As was intimated at the beginning of this discussion, most
of the earlier critics accepted the traditional conception of the
unity and authenticity of the Book of Habakkuk. This view of
the unity of the book, however, was not shared by all even of the
2
earliest critics. Carriere refers to certain critics Who would
divide the book into fragments" • One of these to whom he refer-
red was J. C. Friedrich3 . Friedrich held that the book ought to
be divided into four parts: the oldest part being ch. 3:1-15,
which Friedrich regarded as depicting a victory of Jehoiakim
against the Midianites, a victory of which history makes no men-
tion, ^he second part, in his opinion, was formed by 1:5-17 and
3:16-19. It was published after the fall of Jerusalem. The
third, 1:2-4, dated from the reign of Zedekiahj and the. fourth,
ch. 2, was the latest of all. It was written during the Exile
and just before the death of Habakkuk.
Another of the earlier critical scholars who dared to differ
somewhat from the traditional conception of the book of Habakkuk
was Aug. Car. Ranitz4 . Ranitz insisted that the book was divided
1 - Comment Gram-histor-crit . in Proph. Minores, Lips. 1840.
2 - Etude Historique et Critique sur l'epoque de la Prophetie d'
Habakuk, Strasbourg, 1864, p. 20f.
3 - Historische-Xritischer Versuch Ueber Habakuks Zeitalter und
Schriften, in the Allgemeinen Bibliothek dr bibl. literatur,
published by J. C. Eichhorn X., 379f.
4 - Introductio in Habacuci Vaticinia, Lips, 1808.
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into three parts, each being published at a different date: ch. 1:
1-5 under Jehoiakim; ch. 1:6-2:20 under Jehoiachinj ch. 3 under
Zedekiah.
Our brief survey of the field of critical scholarship, in
the first half of the last century, as it had to do with the
interpretation of the book of Habakkuk, reveals the following:
While here and there might be found an occasional writer who
doubted the unity, if not the authenticity of the book, there was
practically no change from the traditional view of the book of
Habakkuk, down to the middle of the 19th century. At this time
it was still very generally believed that the book was written by
the prophet whose name it bears,* that it was a unity; and that it
should be dated anywhere from the reign of Manasseh to the reign
of Zedekiah.
The Critical Study of the Book of Habakkuk Since I860,
As was noted above, prior to 1860, the traditional conception
of the book of Habakkuk was almost universally accepted, even by the
critical scholarship of that period. There were those who thought
different parts of the book were written at uifferent dates, but
nobody questioned either the authenticity of the book or its pres-
ent arrangement. All the chapters were thought to be the work of
the prophet whose name the book bears. In 1860, however, a dif-
ferent arrangement of the book was proposed, and the authenticity
of some verses was called into question. The scholar who first
proposed this different arrangement was J. Von Gumpach, a German
scholar, in a book1 published in I860. Not many critics accepted
1 - Der Prophet Habakkuk.
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his view of the prophecy; nor was it made the basis for later work
on the subject, except by a Dutch scholar, De Goeji. Von Gumpach*s
book was important only from the fact that, in his analysis of the
book of Habakkuk, he dared to break away from the beaten path. He
was the first, really to assume a critical attitude toward the
study of the book* Since that time many and varied theories have
been set forth in connection with the book. It is these several
theories which we propose to study, and to criticize, at this time.
Stonehouse1 has made a classification of these various views which
we shall use as the basis of our study in this investigation.
They are as follows: (1) The Two Oracle Theory; (2) The Fragmen-
tary or Composite Theory; (3) The Reconstructive Theory; (4) The
^edactional Theory; (5) Interpretative Theories.
In our investigation of these theories we hope to list each
of the most important contributors, in this field, in one of these
five classes.
The Two Oracle Theory.
Taking them in the order in which they are listed above, we
shall study first, the "Two Oracle Theory".
Von Gumpach may be called the father of the Two Oracle
Theory - that is the view that the book is composed of two distinct
prophecies which have been put together, by a later editor, as one
prophecy.
o
In a book
,
published in 1852, Gumpach had expressed the
1 - The Book of Habakkuk, f . 66.
2 - Die Zeittrechnung der Babylonier.
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view that Habakkuk r s first prophecy referred, not to the Chaldean,
but to a Scythian invasion. In hie book published in 1860, of
which mention has already been made, he developed his "Scythian
invasion theory," further. He based his view, that the Scythians
were the oppressors referred to in 1:2-4, on the similarity between
Hab. 1:6-11 and Jer. 4:1-6:1. In the latter reference, it will be
remembered, the prophet gives a vivid description of the "Foe from
the North." From this Gumpach concluded that the book of Habakkuk
contained two oracles: the first (1:1-14; 2:1-3; 3:16-17) predicted
the invasion of the Scythians; the second (3:1-2; 2:4-20; 3:3-7; 3:
15, 8-14, 18, 19) told of the deliverance that would come to the
Jews. He held that the word CP "lip which is usually rendered
"Chaldeans", was wrongly pointed. The correct reading should be
CPT?2 which would be rendered "Like the Demons", or "Demon-
like". This he thought to be an epithet of the Scythians. 1
The following year, 1861, De Goeji, a Dutch scholar, set
2forth much the same view, but left it an open question as to who
the foe was. His arrangement was as follows: The first oracle
consisted of 1:1-4; 2:1-3; 1:5-11; 3:16, 17. The second oracle
consisted of 3:2; 1:12-17; 2:4-20; 3:3-7, 15, 8-14, 18, 19.
In 1890 Giesebrecht gave notice of a rearrangement of the
book of Habakkuk . He held that attempts to understand the book
1 - Of. Stonehouse, The Book of Habakkuk, p. 67, N. 1.
2 - In Nieuwe Jaarboeken Voor Wetenschappeli jke
,
Theologie, IVth,
deel, 1861, pp. 304-319.
3 - Beitrage zur Jesiakritik, p. 196 f.
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hitherto had shown an awkwardness in the arrangement of the au-
thor's ideas. The author, according to Giesebrecht, dealt with
the definition of the "righteous" and the "wicked", and several
times placed them over against each other. It is clear in 2:1-6
and in 1:12 ff. that the prophet referred to Israel as the
"righteous" and to the Chaldeans as the "wicked". It is at least
probable that these terms have the same significance at the begin-
ning of ch. 1* If this be true the wrongs complained of in 1:2-4
must be understood to refer, not to social wrongs in Israel, but
to Chaldean oppression. What he wants then is relief from this
oppression. In that case, 1:5-11 is clearly out of place, since
it announces the coming of the Chaldeans as something new, while
the rest of the passage shows that they have been oppressing
Judah for some time.
From this Giesebrecht concluded that Habakkuk's original
oracle consisted of 1:1-4, 12-17; 2:1-8, 12. .This oracle, in his
opinion, dated from the time of the Exile. The Oracle 1:5-11 was
added later, by the prophet, as an introduction, and placed before
1:1.
This view, in the main, has been accepted by Wellhausen1 and
Nowack2
;
and, more recently, has been advocated by A. S. Peake3 .
Wellhausen and Nowack agree with Giesebrecht that 1:5-11 was not a
part of the original oracle, but both regard the original oracle
as pre-exilic, and not dating from the time of the Exile.
1 - Die Kleinen Propheten, pp. 165-173.
2 - Die Kleinen Propheten, pp. 247-252.
3 - The Problem of Suffering in the Old Testament, pp. 151-171.
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Wellhausen would remove 1:5-11 altogether, because he thinks It was
not written by Habakkuk. Nowack, however, regards 1:5-11 as au-
thentic, and would date it about 610 B. C.
In the first place it must be admitted that the question of
the relation of 1:2-4, 12-17 to 1:5-11 is a problem of considerable
moment; and if the above proposal removed the difficulties in con-
nection with the interpretation, it would be cordially welcomed, if
for no other reason than for its simplicity. There are a number
of reasons, however, to be urged against the acceptance of this
view. In the first place Giesebrecht builds his thesis on the
presumption that the terms "righteous" and "wicked" in 1:13 and
1:2-4 mean the same thing. But that does not necessarily follow,
for in 1:2-4 the "wicked" seem to be blamed for a "slacked Torah"
and "perverted judgment." Tnis evidently points to a people who
were familiar with the Torah and subject to its requirements.
Again it reduces the original oracle (1:2-4, 1:12-2:4) to very
meager dimensions without any hint as to who the oppressor is in
1:12-17 and 2:4, over whom the righteous are ultimately to have
victory. Finally 1:5-11, as a separate oracle, would seem to
require an occasion for its existence; and to cut it off from its
present connection would be to leave it suspended in the air. We
would then have a brilliant description of a mighty people, and
their expected invasion, without any definite idea as to what land
they were invading, nor why they were making the invasion. It is
true that Giesebrecht regards 1:5-11 as the introduction to the
main oracle, but that does not remove the difficulties in connec-
tion with this view. What reason would there be for its having
been written, originally, as a separate oracle?
ex
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The Fragmentary Theory.
We study next the Fragmentary, or Composite Theory. This
term includes those views which do not regard the book as a lit-
erary unity, but as possessing a fragmentary character. The
leading exponents of this view are W. B. Stevenson1 , Karl Marti 2 ,
and Firmin Nicolardot 3 .
According to Stevenson, ch. 1, as it stands, is composed
of four sections: 2-4, 5-11, 12-13, 14-17. He would combine 2-4
and 12-13 and make them one section; he would then combine 5-11
and 14-17 for a second section. The first of these two sections
(1:2-4 and 12-13) is a complaint of oppression in which the suf-
ferers are spoken of as the "righteous" , and the oppressors as
the "wicked". The opporessed suffer violence and iniquity and
spoiling. Here we have a description of social conditions with-
in the Jewish community. The second section is a delineation of
the character of the Chaldeans and a description of their con-
quests. As an answer to the view that 14-17 describes a more
advanced stage in the conquest than 5-11, he says: "This is
probably due to the fact that vv 14-17 are always read in the
light of 12-13. At most there is a certain literary progress
in the description.
As to the logical and historical connection between the
two sections, he says that it is well to remember that the
1 - In Expositor, 1902, pp. 388-400.
2 - 'Das Dodekapropheton, Habakkuk, 1904, pp. 326-356.
3 - La Composition Du Livre Habacuc
.
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prophetic utterances, both larger and smaller, are mere fragments.
*e are not, therefore, entitled to assume connection between suc-
cessive paragraphs, or even between verses, unless the transition
is smooth and evident • He consequently concludes that there is
no proof that the two sections of ch. 1 are parts of one utter-
ance or composition. They contribute separately to our knowledge
of the teaching of the prophet
•
In the case of ch. 2, Stevenson takes the view that we
have here also two main divisions: (1) The prediction of the
overthrow of the Chaldeans or Assyrians (vv 5-8, with 2-4 possibly
as a. preface). (2) A denunciation of social evils (vv 9-12, 15-
17). He thinks neither section is clearly a unit from a literary
point of view.
These divisions are unmistakably parallel to the sections
Of ch. 1, but there are points of contrast also, and we are not
entitled to assume literary connection between the chapters.
On this view we have in chs. 1 and 2, four distinct oracles
instead of one, all of which are to be thought of as the work of
the same author, though written at different dates.
There are several objections to this theory of the composi-
tion of the book, in the view of the present writer: (1) It pro-
poses to separate vv 12-13 from 14-17 and unite them with w 2-4.
Whatever may be one's view as to the relation between 2-4 and 1:
12 ff., it seems very clear that 12-17 are a unity. Vv 14-17
are absolutely dependent oh 12-13 for a coherence, and 12-17
represent decidedly more than "a certain literary progress" in
the description of the Chaldeans. (2) Stevenson holds that
there is no necessary logical connection between the two sections
--
-
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of ch. 1. They simply contribute separately to our knowledge of
the teaching of the prophet. He bases his assertion on the fact
that we have only fragmentary utterances from the prophets. While
this is true, the fact remains that the purpose for which each
oracle has been uttered or written is, as a rule, quite intelli-
gible. If this were not true, how could we be sure that we have
any distinct coherent message from any particular prophet? (3)
What warrant have we for supposing we have two oracles in ch. 2,
even if we are disposed to regard some of the verses as later ad-
ditions, as some scholars do? (4) It is hard to follow the
reasoning which arrives at the conclusion, that, although the two
sections in ch. 2 are unmistakably parallel to those in ch. 1,
were doubtless written by the same author, and are certainly found
here together in the same book, we are, nevertheless, not entitled
to assume any literary connection between the two chapters.
The view of Stevenson does not seem to have commended it-
self very highly to other scholars.
Marti makes the following analysis of the book of Habakkuk:
(l) a couple of psalmody measures (1:2-4, 12a, 13, 2:1-4), which
unite to form one Psalm. This Psalm sets forth the Divine answer
to the poets' s complaint of a domineering kingdom of unrighteous-
ness. According to it, the "wicked" will be destroyed, but the
"righteous" will stand. (2) There are a couple of prophetic
segments (1:5-1), 14ff.) embodying a prophecy in which the upris-
ing of the Chaldeans, and their entrance into the destiny of even
the most remote nations, is proclaimed. (3) Then follows a
series of woes (2:5-19) which point to an insatiable conqueror
i
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who has overrun the nations and has heaped together their posses-
sions • Marti regards the prayer in ch. 3 as a late Psalm in
which the appearance of Yahweh for world judgment, and ror the
deliverance of his people, is set forth with great rhetorical
ardor*
Besides the constituent elements named above, Marti thinks
there are several detached segments which may be regarded as
glosses, due to redactions of the book. These segments are 1:11,
12b, 17; 2:20.
The prophetic element (1:5-10, 14ff.) appears only in the
two middle sections. This is the oldest part of the book of
Habakkuk, and the only part written by Habakkuk. It should be
dated 605 B. C.
In Marti's opinion, the "woes" (2:5-19), which here «*re
directed against the Chaldeans, could not have come irom the
prophet who proclaimed these same Chaldeans to be the instru-
ments of God. They could not have been written, he thinks,
until the Chaldean kingdom was on the decline, about 540 B. C.
Marti has a unique explanation of the present arrangement
of the book: The prophetic element was written by Habakkuk
about 605 B. C. As the Babylonian Kingdom neared its downfall,
another author wrote the "woes". This was about 540 B. C. The
author of the "woes" joined them to the prophetic segment, but,
in order to make the different judgments of the Chaldeans in 1:
5-10, 14ff. agree, it became necessary to add 1:11, 12b. These
two segments (the prophetic and the "woes") were united at the
end of the Exile. The book remained in this condition until
about the second century B. C, when, due to the fact that the
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prophetic writings began to be thought of as prophecies of the end
of the world, the Psalm 1:2-4, 12a, 13, 2:1-4 was written on the
margin of the book* *'rom there it was transferred to the text,
after having been broken up into pieces
•
While this view of Marti 1 s is an ingenious one it cannot be
said to be very satisfactory, (l) He holds that 1:2-4, 12a, 13,
2:1-4 is the union of two psalmody measures to form one psalm, and
that this psalm gives the answer to the poet's complaint against a
domineering unrighteousness. As ^iver says1 , "Marti has un-
doubtedly succeeded in extracting three consistent and logical
wholes; but the dislocation which has to be postulated for no, 3
is too improbable," (2) The "woes" would seem to need an adequate
historical occasion and background to bring them into existence.
Whatever the excesses of the Chaldeans against other nations in
540 B. C, the Jews in Babylon do not seem to have been unduly
oppressed. As a matter of fact the exiles seem to have been more
prosperous than their countrymen in the homeland. With this in
mind it is not clear how an older prophetic segment, written in
605 B. C, so well fitted the conditions which obtained in 540 B.C
that an author living in the latter period could join together the
older prophetic segment and a vitriolic diatribe against the op-
pressors of his own aay, and find them a perfect match, in practi-
cally every particular, (3) Nor is his statement that the psalm
(1:2-4, 12a, 13, 2:1-4) was allowed in the second century B. C.
to be written on the margin, and then later inserted into the text
in broken pieces, very convincing.
1 - Century Bible, p. 58ff.
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Another writer who has accepted the Fragmentary or Compos-
ite Theory is Pirrain Nicolardot. He holds that the book is com-
posed of several fragments of which the first redaction stretches
itself over several centuries. These fragments, or pieces, are
as follows: (1) The earliest prophecy (1:5-10, 14-17). This
prophecy, which is the announcement of the coming of the Chal-
deans, belongs to the seventh century B. C. (2) The prediction
of the downfall of the Chaldeans (2:5-17), written about the mid-
dle of the sixth century (550 B. C). (3) The Psalm (1:2-4, 13;
2:4) which was combined with fragments of the rirst prophecy be-
tween the fifth and third centuries B. C. (4) The Psalm, ch. 3,
written probably in the rourth century B. c., at the time of the
persecution of Arta-Xexes III. It became a part of the Psalter
in the third century B. C, and a little later, in the same cen-
tury, was made the conclusion of our book. The redaction of the
whole book was completed about the second half of the third cen-
tury.
As Stonehouse says1
,
"This view, though ably argued, can
scarcely be said to possess any advantage over the ones just con-
sidered, and it would be interesting to know the history of the
preservation of 1:5-10, 14-17, and, indeed, of 2:5-19, before the
work of redaction began. 11
The Reconstructive Theory.
The leading exponents of this view are Karl Budde, George
Adam Smith and A. Van Hoonacker. It was first proposed by
1 - The Book of Habakkuk, p. 78.
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Budde in 18931 . In 1895 he again expounded it in the Expositor2 .
Budde begins with Giesebrecht 's view that 1:12 immediately
connected with 1:4, and that 1:5-11 is, in the present arrangement
of the text, out of its original place. He does not, however,
agree with Giesebrecht in regarding 1:5-11 as a complete oracle,
preceding v. 2. On the contrary, Budde is sure that 1:5-11 does
not form a complete oracle for the following reasons: (1) In
what is said of the invasion of the nations, there is no such
reference to Judah as we would expect in the case of a Hebrew
prophet. (2) The prophecy 1:2-4; 12-17; 2:1-8, regarded as a
prophecy against the Chaldeans, has no intelligible conclusion©
.
he announcement of the overthrow of the oppressing world-power
is wholly absent. We simply have in 2:6f. a hymn or parable
against * power of which we have, as yet, heard nothing.
Again, if a powerful nation is to be overthrown, a second
nation is required to effect the overthrow. Habakkuk must, there-
fore, speak of two nations. As 1:5-11 announces to the Chaldeans
their conquests of cities «nd kingdoms, they are manifestly, in
Habakkuk 1 s oracle, not the anvil, but the hammer. In that case
the proper place for 1:5-11 is not, as a piece complete in itself,
before 1:2, but «fter 2* 4, as the needed conclusion. w ith the
view of the overthrowing of the oppressor of the present, Yahweh
will raise up the Chaldeans and make them victorious. In which
case the oppressor of that time is none other than the Assyrians,
and Habakkuk 1 s prophecy is not uirected against the Chaldeans,
1 - In Theologische Studien Und Kritiken pp 383-393, 1893.
2 - In Expositor, May 1895, pp. 372-385.
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but against the Assyrians.
Budde explains the displacement of the text (1:5-11 after
2:1-4) in the following way: The prophecy of ^abakkuk remained
unfulfilled. The invasion of the Chaldeans did not bring to
Judah, life, freedom, and prosperity, but destruction and misery.
This was due, doubtless, to the evil policy of Judah, which defied
all the prophetic warnings of Jeremiah. But lack of fulfilment
did not change the current view of the abstract validity of
prophecy. Accordingly, by transposing the section 1:5-11, and
perhaps, also, by the erasure of the name Assyria, it was made to
appear that the prophecy announced the overthrow of the Chaldeans.
Budde 1 s arrangement of the book was «.s follows: 1:2-4, 12-17, 2:
1-4, 1:5-11, 2:5, 2:6-20; ch. 3.
Perhaps the most searching criticism of Budde 1 s theory is
that made by Davidson. 1 He takes up first Budde's transposition
of 115-11 after 2:4. *t will be remembered (see above) that
Budde explained this by saying that, in the original prophecy,
the Chaldeans had been announced as the destroyers of the
Assyrians and the liberators of Israel. But the Chaldeans had
failed so completely in their role of liberators of Israel that
later editors changed the text so as to make it appear that the
Chaldeans were to be the oppressors. This accounted for the
removal of 1:5-11 from its true place after 2:4.
Of this explanation Davidson says that it is possible, but
if it is true, criticism is not without its romance.
Second, he calls attention to the fact that nowhere in the
1 - Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges pp. 50-55.
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two chapters does the name Assyria appear. Third, Budde would
date the prophecy about 621-15 B. C. in the years immediately
following Josiah's reformation. This was the only time the term
"righteous" could be referred to Judah with good grace. TO this
Davidson replies: It is not Israel alone, however, that is cal-
led "righteous" but other nations also (1:13); and even as applied
to Israel the term "righteous" is a very uncertain criterion of
date.
He makes several objections to the date 621-15 B. C. on the
theory that the Assyrians are the oppressors complained of. While
not much is known of this period of Assyrian history, it is very
generally sgreed that its hold on the Western provinces, after the
death of Assurbanipal in 626, had become greatly relaxed. They
would not be able to be the very powerful oppressors complained
of in 12-17. The phrase "the Torah is paralyzed" does not com-
port well with Josiah's known zeal in the behalf of the observance
of the Deuteronomic covenant at this time.
Again, it is hardly probable that the prophet would have
possessed such an accurate knowledge of the Chaldeans as is sug-
gested in 1:5-11, at such an early date as 621-15 B. C.
Fourth. While the "woes" pronounced in 2:5ff. might apply
either to the Assyrians or Chaldeans, there is one point which is
rather adverse to the supposition that different nations are refer-
red to in 1:5-11 and 1:12-17. In 1:16 the nation spoken of
deifies its might or its weapons. In 1:11 the Chaldeans are
spoken of in practically the same way, "this his power becometh
his god." This would imply that the nations were identical.
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George Adam Smith, who follows in the main Budde's argu-
ment, says that while the objections raised by Davidson are not
inconsiderable, they are not conclusive. He, however, while ac-
cepting Budde's view that the Chaldeans were raised up to liber-
ate Judah from a foreign oppressor, takes the view that this op-
pressor was probably Egypt. He reminds us that Judah was sorely
beset by Egypt from 608-605 B. C. It was probably during this
period that Judah and the prophet had reason to complain of the
heavy hand of a foreign oppressor. There is, however, some doubt
in his mind as to whether the description in 1:14-17 suits Egypt
as well as it does Assyria. He, therefore, concludes that the ty-
rant is either Assyria up to about 615, or Egypt from 608-605 B.C.
Another writer who may be named in this connection is A.
2
Von Hoonacker. He agrees with Giesebrecht, Wellhausen, and No-
wack, that 1:5-11 is out of its proper place and thinks that vv.
12-17 are the continuation of 1:2-4. However, he does not be-
lieve that Habakkuk would have composed the complaint of 1:2-4
and 12-17 without naming the oppressor whom he had in view if the
oppressor had not been on the scene. Further, he thinks 1:11b
introduces the complaint of Habakkuk which is continued through
1:2-4 and 12-17, and to which Yahweh responds in 2:lff. He
regards the present text of 1:11b as incorrect and emends it to
read ^n?^ 'ron d^bk instead of fsft*3 -lnb -it dj^'k , This he
would render, "i will address my complaint to my 004" (p. 456f )
.
1 - The Twelve Prophets, Vol. II, p. 122f.
2 - Les Douze Petites Prophetes pp. 456-497.
3 - However, the usual word for "my complaint" is *rpfc (cf.
Job 23, 2; 7, 13; 9,27; 10,1; ISam. 1,16).
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Since it was the proclamation of the coming of the Chal-
deans in 1:5-11 which was responsible for the complaint of the
prophet which begins in 1:2-4 and continues through 1:12-17, the
author concludes that originally this proclamation of Yahweh
(1:5-11) formed the beginning of the book preceding 1:2-4 and
12-17, In all probability l:5ff was introduced as a divine
discourse, perhaps by the formula, "Thus speaks Yahweh" • This
formula disappeared on the occasion of the transposition. Its
disappearance would be explained perhaps by the circumstance,
that when transposed the formula would naturally be placed on the
margin. The first page, or leaf, of the copy, on the margin of
which the formula was written, then disappeared or was destroyed.
He thinks the Chaldeans were the oppressors, and that the date of
the prophecy was between 605 and 600 B. C. At this time the
Chaldeans were virtually masters of Palestine. In three years
they were destined to capture Jerusalem.
With reference to ch. 3, while he thinks that w. 17-19
constitute an addition from a later hand, the poem found in 3:
2-16 is of common origin with chs. 1 and 2.
Something may be said in favor of the above view. It
tends to emphasize the theory that the oppressor in 1:2-4 and 12-
17 is the aame, since it combines these two segments and makes
12-17 a continuation of 1:2-4* Further, it would seem that
Hoonacker is correct in his view that the prophet would not have
composed the complaint in 1:2-4 and 12-17 without naming the
oppressor whom he had in mind, if the oppressor had not been on
scene. But in most of his conclusions we cannot follow him.
Take, ror example, his proposal to regard 1:5-11 »s the intro-
bjs rue eJxrJJ.\t2noo
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duction to the prophet's complaint In 1:2-4 and 12-17. As Stone-
house aptly observes in this connection, it would be exceedingly
unusual for a prophet to do such a thing as Hoonacker suggests. He
holds that the prophet makes his complaint immediately following
his statement of Jehovah's purpose to raise up the Chaldeans. "The
prophet," says Stonehouse, 1 "in making announcement in Jehovah's
name does not dissociate himself from the message he gives and ex-
postulates with Jehovah for what he has predicted, but, on the con-
trary, speaks as his representative and seeks to interpret and
justify the pronouncements in the light of the circumstances in
which he lived."
Then, take the view that 1:11b introduces the prophet's com-
plaint. In order to make it square with his own theory Hoonacker
has to emend the text so as to make it read, "I will address my
complaint to my God". The emendation of the text for that purpose
is hardly such as to inspire confidence.
And, finally, notice his explanation of how his supposed
formula, by which 1:5-11 was introduced, was lost. To suppose
that it did exist, but was placed on the margin of the page when
the proclamation was transposed after 1:2-4, and that this page was
then lost or destroyed, seems to be giving rather free reins to the
author's imagination. There are no data to warrant such a conclu-
sion. Therefore, it is hardly probable that Hoonacker' s solution
will be accepted with any great amount of enthusiasm by scholars.
1 - The Book of Habakkuk, p. 90ff.
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Tho Redact ional Theory,
A fourth theory is that known as the "Redact ional Theory 11 .
It was advanced by J. W. Rothstein1 in 1894, in opposition to the
view which had been proposed by Budde in the same magazine in
1893.
Rothstein held that the present arrangement of chs. 1 and 2
was not the original arrangement • The prophecy had come to its
present arrangement through a somewhat considerable redactional
process. Originally there was an old prophetic complaint, a great
deal more brief, against the exactions which the unjust rich im-
posed upon their fellow-countrymen in Israel, That was the theme
of the original prophecy. This prophecy was first written about
605 B. C., as an oracle against Jehoiakim and the godless in
Israel, It was "worked over" during the Exile by a later hand,
and its whole purpose changed. Where, before, it was directed
against the godless in Israel, it is now made to apply to the
Chaldeans, According to Rothstein, the original prophecy was
1:2-4, 12a, 13; 2:l-5a; 1:6-10, 1:14 (reading 3»J£ ), 15a; 2:
6b, 7; 2:9-11 (except / ip rn'Sj? ); 2:15, 16 (partially); 2:19,
18.
Stonehouse's criticism2 of Rothstein's theory strikes the
writer as especially pertinent. He says, this view of the
prophecy shows keen insight into the literary writings of the
times, but his conception as to the redactional process, through
1 - In Theologische Studien Und Kritiken, pp. 51-85.
2 - The Book of Habakkuk, p. 92 f.
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which the prophecy passed, will doubtless be regarded as too
elaborate. It is highly improbable that any editor would have
re-edited an older oracle as minutely, and transformed it so
thoroughly, as Rothstein's theory suggests. That would mean
attributing to him all the acuteness and insight of the modern
critic. On the contrary, the editor of Old Testament times
never thought of doing anything so elaborate. He contented
himself with making some slight changes in the text, with the
view of making the "received text" more understandable.
Interpretative Theories.
And now we come to those views which, while they differ
from each other, may all be classed under the general head of
Interpretative Theories.
In this connection, an interesting view is that advanced
by Prof. Betteridge 1 . He holds that in chs. 1:2-2:5 we have
two parallel sections, both dealing with the destruction that
shall come to the cruel oppressor. The oppressor is not the
Chaldean, nor is there here, a reference to a class in Jewish
society. Budde, he thinks, was correct in saying that Assyria
was the oppressor referred to. He uoes not agree with Budde,
however, in the view that 1:5-11 originally followed 2-4,
To the objection that Assyria is nowhere named in the
prophecy itself, he says the objection is not valid, for the
description of the tyrant is such as to show that his presence
was so definitely and vividly felt by the whole people that
1 - In American Journal of Theology, Oct. 1903, pp. 647-662.
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there was no need of naming him.
As to the date of the prophecy, he thinks that there are
two periods in which it might have arisen: (1) In connection with
the rebellion against Assurbanipal, which was organized by his
brother Shamash-Shumukin, who had been established by his father
as regent of Babylon under the suzerainty of Assyria. This rebel-
lion began about 652 B. C. and continued for some years before it
was finally crushed. But there are decisive reasons against the
view that this was the period, viz: (1) Under Manasseh's reign no
prophet would have spoken of the Judean states as being relatively
righteous; (2) The Chaldeans had only a subordinate part in this
rebellion and could not be spoken of as saviours of the Jews,
The other «nd more probable period was the invasion of
Sennacherib in 701 B. C. The Chaldeans were very prominent at
the close of the eighth century. Merodach-Baladan had held the
throne of -^abylon rrom 720 - 709 B. C, when he was defeated by
Sargon. However, he rebelled again when Sennacherib came to the
throne. Although the rebellion was put down by Sennacherib, when
the latter made what was probably a second expidition into Judah
and besieged Jerusalem, he was forced to raise the siege because
of another uprising of Merodach-Baladan. It was during this
siege that the book of Habakkuk was written.
Betteridge is of the opinion that Habakkuk was, therefore,
an associate of Isaiah in this great crisis of Judah' s history.
This view, he thinks, is the only satisfactory explanation of the
remarkable similarity in thought and diction between the prophecy
of Habakkuk and many of the utterances of Isaiah.
Finally, he sees no reason for not accepting the
1
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traditional view as to the authorship of the Psalm in ch. 3. There
is no incongruity in language or style as between the psalm and the
rest of. the prophecy. Further the circumstances furnished the oc-
casion for such a psalm as this; therefore the author maintains
that the Psalm is from the same hand and brain as the rest of the
prophecy
•
With reference to the theory that the oppressors were the
Assyrians rather than the Chaldeans, we say again, as was said in
objection to Budde's hypothesis, that it is rather striking, on
that view of the case, that we have nowhere any mention of the
Assyrians. Betteridge replies to this objection that the tyrant
was so well known to the people that there was no need of naming
him. But if this be true, would we not expect a similar proce-
dure on the part of the prophets generally, where a particular
foreign foe was being spoken of? Note, however, the prophecies
of Isaiah against Assyria (chs. 7:20; 10:5-15, 14:24-27); and
against Babylon (14:4-21). He refers by name to Assyria again
and again. Is it then probable that a prophet who regarded
Isaiah so highly as did Habakkuk, and who was especially dependent
upon him for his style in his prophecy against this particular
oppressor, would have refused to follow his admired exemplar in
the matter of naming the foreign foe?
The date he suggests is of great interest to us. The one
thing that may be said in its favor as over against the date sug-
gested by Budde is, that it does name a period in which the
Assyrians were strong and active, and might easily have been des-
cribed as the tyrants. However, there is considerable to be
urged against the acceptance of this aate. It would seem that
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Merodach-Baladan's coming to the throne of ^abylon in 720 would
have aroused more enthusiasm among the oppressed peoples in
Palestine than his revolt years afterward when he had been long
out of power. But it is a well-known fact that auring this
period, Judah was strongly bound by an alliance to Assyria,
brought about by her king Ahaz. And while it is true Hezekiah,
the son of Ahaz, entered into a conspiracy, in 702 B. C. with
Merodach-Baladan and other Tyrian and Palestinian states to rid
themselves of Assyrian control1 , it is hardly true that the
Judeans were oppressed and afflicted as suggested in 1:2-4 and
12-17. Further, there is nothing to warrant the view that the
Chaldeans were as well known to the Judeans as the representation
in 1:5-11 would suggest.
Finally, if, as Betteridge claims, Habakkuk was an associ-
ate of Isaiah, it is strange that while he too prophesies against
the Assyrians he nowhere intimates that the Chaldeans were to be
raised up to deliver Israel.
As to Betteridge 's view that we can explain the many simi-
larities between Isaiah and Habakkuk only on the basis of their
being contemporaries, and doubtless collaborators, our verdict
must be that this does not by any means follow. Isaiah and
Micah are known to have been contemporaries, and yet they have
very little in common so far as thought and style are concerned.
On the contrary, there is far more in common between Hosea, whose
ministry dated from about 743-733, and Jeremiah, whose ministry
extended from about 626-586, than between Amos and Hosea who were
1 - Goodspeed's Hist, of Assyrians and Babylonians pp. 258-260.
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really contemporaries. This matter of spiritual kinship is not
one of proximity either in environment or age, but rather a mat-
ter of mutual sympathies, and a similar outlook on life. It is
this that makes it possible for the stirring messages of the old
Hebrew prophets to find a responsive chord in the hearts of men
of the most diverse races, in the farthest stretches of time. Is
it not better to agree with Kittel1 , that in Habakkuk* s prophe-
cy and in those of others like him, we are witnessing a rebirth
of the spirit and faith of Isaiah? As the peril threatening the
Israelitic nation became more and more serious, faithful souls,
who had before them Isaiah^ prophecies touching the inviolabili-
ty of Jerusalem, began to study these prophecies with new zeal.
It thus came about that prophets like Habakkuk sought to explain
the message of their great prophet (Isaiah) in the light of the
terrible calamities that came upon Israel in the "latter days".
One of the most unique hypotheses, concerning the composi-
tion of Habakkuk, is that by Peiser2 . First, he contends that
Nineveh is the place of the origin of the prophecy of Habakkuk.
He bases this view on the following considerations: (1) There
are a number of resemblances between certain passages in the
book of Habakkuk and the Assyrian literature. This suggested
to Peiser that the writer of the book of Habakkuk must have been
familiar with the literature of Assyria, and must have studied
it in its own language. (2) He finds the reading 1311^ ay?
of the M. T. at the end of 3:16, unacceptable. He prefers the
1 - Hist, of Hebrews, Eng. Trans. 1896, vol. II, 380.
2 - Der Prophet Habakkuk, p. lOf.
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LXX, etc ^aov napouuac ^ou, instead. This would give the
Hebrew rendering, *"!**p Bg?, "For or to the people among whom
I dwell*' • Peiser contends that the prophet sees danger coming
to the people among whom he is sojourning as «. stranger. These
people cannot be the people of Jerusalem, but of another city
which had been once attacked by the Chaldeans, and were now in
danger of being conquered. This city must be Nineveh, which
was attacked several times before its final capture by the Medes.
(3) The name Habakkuk is an Assyrian pseudonym,
Peiser concludes, therefore, that the prophet is not in
Judah. Nineveh is the city where he finds himself being at-
tacked by the Chaldeans,
In 3:13 reference is made to "Yahweh's anointed", Peiser
understands this to be the prophet's designation of himself. He
is Yahweh's anointed. This implies his royal lineage, and gives
us a further clue, in Peiser* s opinion, to the prophet's identity.
He is a Jewish prince who was taken to Nineveh as a hostage. He
was the son, or the grandson, of Manas seh. As a member of the
Jewish royal family, he aspired to the throne of his fathers, and
was watching his opportunity to attain his ambition.
The date of the prophecy was about 609 B. C., near the time
of Josiah's death, and perhaps occasioned by that tragic event.
This uate is confirmed by another indication. A prince of the
"house of the wicked one" has been defeated by Yahweh (3:13).
The wicked one, according to Peiser, was none other than Madyas,
king of the Scythians, grandson, by his mother, of Esarhaddon.
He la d been killed by the Medes when he tried to lift their siege
against Nineveh.
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As Nicolardot says, one must admire this ingenious recon-
struction of the prophecy of Habakkuk by Peiser, but on close
examination it becomes very evident that both his critical
methods and his conclusions are arbitrary and unconvincing.
Note that most of the evidence for the view that Habakkuk is a
resident of Nineveh is based on ch. 3. When one remembers that
there is, to say the least, grave doubt as to the authenticity
of ch. 3, it may be seen how precarious a procedure it is to con-
struct one's solution of practically all the problems of the book
on a disputed rendering of a passage in ch . 3.
Again, Peiser presumes too much upon the parallels found
between the cuneiform texts and the writings of Habakkuk. The
employment of one or two analogous expressions in the context,
and in a totally different sense, would hardly constitute a
presumption that both passages were inspired from a common
Assyrian source.
With reference to the view that the name of Habakkuk is
Assyrian, it may be added that the hypothesis of Peiser does not
justify it. All that one can be sure of in this connection is
that the name was not anterior to the period of the captivity.
The identity of Habakkuk with the author of the whole book re-
mains an open question.
As to the expression "thine anointed", 3:13, there is
nothing to prove that it aoes not designate the whole Jewish
nation, as a parallel to the expression "thy people," found
in the preceding line of the same verse. Still less has one
the right to suppose that the poet means to designate himself,
personally, by the use of this expression, and besides, to make
B'lllh %BMM$$
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it known that he is a descendant of a long line of Jewish kings.
Peiser's assumption, that the poet was the son, or grandson, of
Manasseh, is purely arbitrary and gratuitous.
And so with reference to this unique hypothesis of Peiser,
we conclude that while it is interesting, scholarly, and original,
it is too arbitrary to be regarded as proven or even as probable.
°ne of the most unusual views relative to the book of
Habakkuk is that of Bernard Duhm. 1 Duhm holds that the book is
composed of six poems. They are all closely connected and treat
of the same subject. They are written in well-constructed, four-
line pieces. The first has alternate three and two accents. The
other five are genuine three accented measures. These poems fall
into two groups. The first three poems form the exposition.
They are 1:2-4, 1:5-11; 1:12-17. The second group (2:1-3; 2:4a,
5-12, 13b, 17, 15, 16; 3:2-16) give the reply to the questions and
complainings raised by the first group.
From the close connection of the six poems Duhm gets the
impression that the first four 1:2-2:3 were written according to
a carefully thought out plan, and that the last two were added by
the author himself and are in agreement with the order of thought
of the fir st four.
However, he thinks there is no sentence in the book which
warrants us in thinking of the Chaldean as the nation referred
to. On the contrary, there are many objections to such a view:
(1) The nation is spoken of by the prophet as suddenly
appearing on the scene of history, and causing great astonishment
1 - "Das Buch Habakkuk.
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because of its sudden appearance. The Chaldeans, in the 7th
century, were a long known, powerful and friendly people to the
Jews (Jer. 13:21), and since their contact with Assyria no one
could be surprised that they should now share with Media in the
Assyrian succession.
(2) The nation is described as "bitter and dreadful."
The Chaldeans were not so represented by Jeremiah, Baruch, Eze-
kiel. Not till after the storming of Jerusalem, the carrying
away of the people, the imprisoning of two Judean kings, could
the author of Isa. 14:4ff and Psalm 137 judge so harshly con-
cerning them. In 604 B. C. no one would have so spoken of them.
(3) The nation is represented as "swift". The Chaldeans
were very slow.
(4) The author speaks of the predatory campaigns of the
new nation as an unusual bit of wickedness. But a writer, who
in his youth had known the Assyrian yoke, and in 608 B. C. had
experienced the subjugation of the Jews by Egypt, could hardly
have regarded the Chaldeans as so wicked when they had taken
Palestine from Egypt.
(5) The nation in question marched on its robbing expedi-
tions from West to East: The Chaldeans marched from East to West.
(6) The robbing expeditions of the foreign nations refer-
red to must have fallen in a time when the Jews had been accus-
tomed for a long time to an unhistorical twilight; when they had
intercourse in business and trade, with the rest of the folks,
but did not shine among the rest of the nations politically; when
to them "Torah" and "righteouness" were familiar terms of the
true religion, when they were able to write a theophany with the
jIfijiO 9flT
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learning of an archeologist ; when also the uneducated understood
without further explanation the eschatological terms Hend M and
"delay 11 (Ch. 2:3); and the apocalyptic allusion to the Gomer
(ch. 1:9) was listened to; when God was called already "the
Holy", and in poetic speech "Eloah"; when the prophetic writer
must borrow from a Micah and a Jeremiah the entire turn of an
expression and sentence (2:9, 10, 12), For all of this the year
604 B. C. was too early*
Duhm thinks the prophet can only mean Alexander the Great
of Macedonia, This is clear from ch. 1:6 where ,r[f2. should
be written D^n:? or B**SI3 (cf. 1 Mac. 1:1; 8:5). He thinks
the false name became fixed in the text in the third century B.C.,
before the Jews perceived that the Greeks were a wicked and
haughty nation or adversary like the Chaldeans.
The appearance of the Macedonians was somewhat sudden to
the Palestinians because they had scarcely heard of the successes
of Philip in far away Europe. Further, the Macedonians were the
only ones to march from West to East in the conquering manner
described by the prophet.
The date of the prophecy, according to Duhm, was then about
the time of the world-conquering carrer of Alexander the Great
(334-331 B. C). The prophet Habakkuk himself was no great
prophet, nor genius, but a pure visionary, and serious, inter-
ested witness of the attitude of the Judean in his first encounter
with the Greek spirit. Habakkuk wrote his visions and comments
on a tablet, and 150 years later they were found by the scribe who
gave us the present arrangement of the book. This scribe, be-
cause of the very pleasant relations now existing between the Jews
>evieo*ieq i
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and Greeks, felt that there must be a mistake In the prophet's
use of the term Kittim. He must refer to the Chaldeans in-
stead. So he changed 1:6 to accord with this view (Das Buch
Hab. pp. 1-7).
This view of Duhm has not to any large extent commended
itself to serious scholarship. Stonehouse speaks of it as an
"extravagant view". Nicolardot says that "the Macedonian
hypothesis of IHihm is ingenious. It is wisely followed up.
But it rests upon an unacceptable elimination of the word 'the
Chaldeans' to the profit of a conjectural mention of the Greeks,
upon an unusual restitution of 'Gomer', upon a disputable inter-
pretation of nDMj? , a term itself not very clear, and which
belongs to a member of a corrupt phrase, and upon some facti-
tious comparisons". With this criticism Moulton (Expository
times, Feb. 1907), and Cheyne (Jewish Quarterly Review, Oct.
1907 pp. 3ff) agree.
W e pass now to a more detailed criticism of Duhm's view.
(1) Take his view that we have here six distinct poems
written in well-constructed four-line stanzas, the first poem
having alternate three and two accents, the other five being
genuinely three accented measures*
In order to prove this part of his theory he is forced to
take unusual liberties with the text. For example in 2: 4 he cuts
out the most celebrated text in the whole book: "The righteous
Shall live by faith"; in ch. 3 at the end of v. 2 the reading,
"In wrath remember mercy;" at the end of v. 4 of the same chapter
n't 9 B«ft; in v. 6, "these were His goings from of old".
V. 7 *}» |W ; v. 8, "Was Yahweh displeased with the
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rivers?" V. 14, the whole of the second half of the verse.
These are only a few instances of his wholesale emascula-
tion of the text. While there are in the book, as practically
all scholars agree, instances of textual corruption, it requires
considerable bravery, not to say audacity, to throw out passage
after passage simply because they do not fit in with some precon-
ceived notion of metre having it3 origin in the author's own mind.
(2) He thinks there is no sentence in the book which gives
us the right to think of the Chaldeans as the nation referred to.
On the contrary, he sets forth several objections to this view.
For example, he thinks that the coming of the Chaldeans in
604 B. C. could have occasioned no surprise to the Jews of that
period. In answer to this it should be remembered that the mat-
ter of chief interest to the Jews and to their prophet, who was
their spokesman on this occasion, was not the question as to who
was in the ascendency at Nineveh or Babylon, but the nearness of
either of these conquering powers to their own land. They had
scarcely recovered from the shock of the defeat suffered by Josiah
against Necho. They were just beginning to become accustomed to
their new masters, the Egyptians, when Carchemish came. The
defeat of the Egyptians, who had defeated so decisively the forces
of the Hebrews, was without doubt a great surprise to the Egyp-
tians themselves, and must have caused no little astonishment among
other nations. These nations see in the new, young giant from the
East first of all their deliverer. For this they are grateful.
But they are also astonished that the military machine of the
Assyrians was defeated, and that it was followed so quickly by the
defeat of the great Egyptian army.
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(3) He thinks the representation of that nation as "bitter
and hasty" could not apply to the Chaldeans who were not so repre-
sented by Jeremiah and others. This representation would cer-
tainly fit the Chaldeans, if the author had before him the very
recent treatment of king Zedekiah and his sons, if there was be-
fore him the mental picture of the king blinded, and carried off
to Babylon in chains, his sons executed before him, and the temple
of God plundered by the robbing troops of the enemy. With such a
picture before him, the surprise would be if he had not applied
the severest epithets to the Chaldeans. The language used by the
prophet in describing their plunderings comports well with the
historical facts that have come down to us in connection with the
siege and capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar.
(4) Duhm's statement that the nation marched from "West to
East" is based as Nicolardot aptly shows, on the expression found
in ch. 1:9 no'fp orpaa naio • H© thinks rtDMp can only
mean "toward the East". But as Nicolardot says, this is only one
of several possible readings. Besides, this word is part of a
corrupt text, as most scholars agree. In the case of no JO
Duhm has taken more liberties with the text, and has changed it to
"ip'iip and reads it "from Gomer." To say that he is unwar-
ranted in making this change, is putting it mildly.
(5) Duhm makes the statement that these robbing expeditions
on the part of the foreign nation must have fallen at a. time when
the Jews had been for a long time "accustomed to an unhistorical
twilight". T^ey did not rank among the nations, but busied
themselves with trade and the observance of the Torah.
How then can we explain the violent outbreak of the prophet
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in protest against this invasion? It would seem first that the
habit of submission would have been so strongly instilled by this
time that nothing of the kind would occasion surprise.
(6) Note how he rids the text of "Chaldean", Instead of
d'^tbq he insists that the text originally read Q'na or
i**H!> • Tne difficulty with accepting this view is that all
the versions have "Chaldean", and the reasons given for dropping
it are, to say the least, far from convincing.
(7) He fixes the date at 334-331 B. C. No one can study
the prophecy without coming to the conclusion that the writer was
a profound student of the writings of Isaiah. And when we think
of the emphasis of the older prophet on the inviolability of the
temple at Jerusalem, it would seem to necessitate some such crisis
as its destruction to wring from a student of his writings such
denunciations as we have in this prophecy.
(8) He says that the sudden appearance of the Macedonians
was something wholly unexpected by the Palestinians and incredible
to them.
This hardly squares with Josephus* account of Alexander's
coming into Palest ine-*-. Here it seems that the movements of
Alexander were perfectly well-known to the Jewish leaders. After
defeating Darius at Issus, Alexander came into Syria and took
Damascus. He then obtained Sidon, and besieged Tyre. At this
time he sent an epistle to the Jewish high-priest, "To send him
some auxiliaries and to supply his army with provisions; and
1 - The *orks of Josephus, Trans, by Wrn. Whiston, vol. II pp.
251-257.
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that what presents he formerly sent to Darius, he would now send
to him and choose the friendship of the Macedonians, and that he
should never repent of so aoing." But the high-priest replied
that he had given his oath of allegiance to Darius and could not
desert him while he lived, Alexander, of course, was angry and
determined to wreak vengeance on the recalcitrants. The high-
priest too was greatly disturbed as to what reception should be
given Alexander when he came. However, he was warned in a dream
how to meet the conqueror, and Josephus tells how he aid it in
the following words:
"And when he understood he was not far from the city, he
went out in procession with the priests and the multitude of the
citizens. The procession was venerable, and the manner of it
different from other nations. It reached to a place called
sapha, which name translated into Greek, signifies a prospect
both of Jerusalem and of the temple; And when the Phoenicians
and the Chaldeans that followed him thought that they should have
liberty to plunder the city and torment the high-priest to death,
which the king's displeasure fairly promised them, the very re-
verse of it happened; for Alexander, when he saw the multitude at
a distance, in white garments, while the priests stood clothed
with fine linen, and the high-priest in purple and scarlet cloth-
ing, with his mitre on his head, having the golden plate whereon
the name of God was engraved, he approached by himself and adored
that name, and first saluted the high- priest. The Jews did also
altogether with one voice salute Alexander and encompass him
about; whereupon the kings of Syria and the rest were surprised .
at what Alexander had done and supposed him disordered in mind."
Oft
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Then Josephus tells how he gave his right hand to the high-priest
and went into the city, and going into the temple offered sacri-
fices to God according to the high-priest's directions.
Even after making all due allowance for whatever coloring
Josephus, himself a Jew, may have given to this description of
Alexander's entrance into Jerusalem, the views entertained of
this entrance by Duhm and Josephus are still poles apart. And
the critical student must lean to the view that there is hardly
enough in the facts connected with Alexander's entrance, after
all the coloring has been allowed for, to warrant such a denun-
ciation of the Macedonians as is set forth in our prophecy. In
view of all these facts we must agree with other critical schol-
ars that Duhm is altogether mistaken in his conclusions as to the
book and date of the prophet Habakkuk.
The most recent interpretation of the Book of Habakkuk
that has come to the attention of the writer is that of Professor
George G. V. StonehouseJ- Vice Principal of the Theological Col-
lege, Coates Hall, Edinburgh. He thinks that the real crux of
the passage 1:1-2:1 is to be found in 1:5, 6a. These verses
neither agree with the character of the description which is im-
plied in by far the larger proportion of the prophetic message,
nor uoes the form in which they are cast suggest that they were
originally intended as an answer to the complaint raised in 1:
2-4. For these reasons he thinks they must be discarded. In
answer to his own question as to what relation l:6b-ll sustains
1 - The Book of Habakkuk, 1911.
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to 1:12-17, he says there is nothing in the description which the
former verses give of the advancing Chaldeans which is inconsis-
tent with the latter verses. On the contrary, the present text of
l:12ff presupposes some previous reference to an invading foe. And
so the problem is as to the connection between 1:2-4 and l:6b-17.
He does not agree either with those who hold that the wrongs
complained of in 1:2-4 are domestic wrongs or that they were perpe-
trated by some external foe. He is not unmindful of the force of
the arguments on both sides but thinks they are inconclusive. To
him the true interpretation of vv. 2-4 is *ts follows:
The violence and wrongs of which the prophet speaks in vv.
1:2-4 are those which he sees perpetrated on neighboring peoples
and not such as are immediately directed against his own country-
men. The terms used would be quite as applicable to a description
of outrages which were being committed on the nations as to a des-
cription of what was being perpetrated in Judah. He accounts for
the prophet's interest in these nations by the statements in v. 4
relative to the paralyzed state of the Torah and the fact that
justice (mishpat) went forth perverted. He explains Torah as
meaning "political direction" or "policy" of the nations. Mishpat
was the "right course of action". The Torah's being slacked,
then, would mean that the policy of intrigue and reliance on for-
eign aid was being substituted for the only correct rule of life
for the Jews—absolute reliance on Yahweh. The verse is meant
to set forth the gloomy prospect held out to the righteous in
their endeavor to carry through the course of action to which they
were pledged by the authoritative teaching of the prophets.
While Stonehouse thinks there is no good reason for doubting
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the present position of 1:3-4 and their connection with l:Sbff.
he i3 rather of the opinion that vv. 5, 3a formed the basi3 of
the original text, but have been worked o ver in order to bring
the text into conformity with the purpose the editor had in
view. He thinks the original text was in the form of an address
to Jehovah, in which not only 1:2-4 but vv. obff are to be under-
stood a3 being a part of the prophet's plea. With this in mind
Stonehouse would eliminate both the plural imperative and the
clause D'pp . According to this view, the prophet is
directing attention to the astonishment the Chaldean army is
causing among the nations. For this reason he prefers the M. T.
Mils "to "the LXX, which in the Hebrew is • Th®
original text probably read as follows: QM'an -no
B^to* run *>3 "is©* »5 *l*9£t K?
This he holds would not involve much change in the consonantal
text j only the substitution of o*Van for and the
change of the second into the third person.
In Stonehouse 1 s opinion our pressnt arrangement cane from
the fact that an editor, about the time of the exile or later,
desiring to make clear that the Chaldean had been raised up for
judgment on the nation, and understanding 1:3-4 to refer to vio-
lence and wickedness within Judah, altered the text in v. 5 and
v. 3a so as to make the prophet announce as a future event the
appearance of the Chaldean rather than to refer to that power as
a present evil in the land.
He thinks the date of the prophecy was in the year 304
or the beginning of 303 B. C. The occasion was the approach of
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Nebuchadrezzar to invest Jerusalem,
He regards it as improbable that Habakkuk was the author of
ch. 3, holding that this Psalm was probably taken from a Jewish
Song-book. He regards the Psalm as probably composite, and thinks
.its original parts were composed in the times of the monarchy—per-
haps the later monarchy. It is not so easy to say when the Psalm
received its present form. "The remembrance of the past in order
to give encouragement for the present suggests an exilic or post-
exilic date."•
With reference to this interpretation by Stonehouse there
are a number of things that commend it to sane, critical scholar-
ship. It is not a wild fanciful flight into imaginary realms in
search of something novel, irrespective of its relation to the
text in hand. And most certainly the principle that he has set
forth as a guide for himself in his work is one that will commend
itself to every earnest, reverent student of the scriptures. This
is his principle, one that represents his attitude toward emenda-
tions and rearrangements of the text generally: "What is required
is some explanation which will embrace these different elements of
truth without at the same time either postulating any considerable
rearrangement of the text or disturbing the literary unity of the
chapters. It is only when this is done that we can hope for a
satisfactory solution of the problem (The Bk. of Hab. p. 108).
However, there a?e several things about the view of Stone-
house which appear to be forced and unnatural. For example, he
speaks of the violence and wrongs of which the prophet complained
as the wrongs being perpetrated on the neighboring nations. In-
deed, the inference is that they are righteous as against the
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Chaldeans who are wicked. ^e explains the prophet's interest in
them by saying that the prophet was concerned because it meant his
own country would forsake her old policy of absolute reliance on
Jehovah and resort to an alliance with foreign powers.
While we have the case of Jeremiah who spoke of himself as
a "prophet to the nations", it is evident that he regarded this as
giving him a larger scope for his work rather than as practically
disassociating or separating him from the work of his own people.
It would be an entirely new role for a Jewish prophet to have as
the burden of his prophecy, the sufferings of other nations rather
than his own.
Again the interpretation is forced and artificial which
fails to relate the terras Torah and mishpat to the Jewish life of
which they are inseparably a part.
As to his rearrangement of the text of 1:5, 6a, the reasons
given are not convincing.
As to the date of chapters 1 and 2 and the connection of
chapter 3 with the first two, we shall have more to say, later,
in another chapter.
The views of three other impor tant writers remain to be
treated in this connection. They are Happel1
,
Lauterburg2
,
and
Davidson3 .
According to Happel the prophecy of Habakkuk does not
refer to the Chaldeans, although their name is used. The Chal-
1 - Das Buch des Propheten Habakkuk.
2 - In Meili's Theologische Zeitschrift Aus der Schweiz, pp. 74-102.
3 - Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges pp. 45-94.
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deans are only typical of the enemy who is to rise up at the
Messianic Age. The prophecy is not meant to be historical, but
eschatological. One of his main arguments in support of this
view is that, while those who are oppressed by the world conqueror
are called the "righteous" (that is the people who are of the same
race as the prophet), they were called in 1:4 "men", and in 1:17
the "peoples". But in 2:6 a distinction is made in the two types
of "peoples". Thus the term "peoples" is made to include persons
on both sides. He would explain this representation by saying
that it is an eschatological picture which represents a powerful
enemy rising up at the time of the Messianic Age, and incuding all
the nations to join in war against the once powerful enemy.
Happel thinks the historical background of the prophecy is
to be found in the post-exilic period, and for the following rea-
sons: (1) The fact that Israel was called the "righteous" sug-
gets a date when Israel was free from idol worship; and this must
have been some time after the death of Josiah. (2) The fact
that 2:13 is a quotation from Jeremiah 51:58; and (3) he construes,
like Duhm, 1:9 to mean that the enemy came from the West. This he
takes to indicate the Greek period; and the part of that period
that he regards the most probable for the circumstances of our
prophecy, is the beginning of the Syrian oppression under Antiochus
IV, about 170 B. C.
In criticism of Happel* s view, Von Hoonacker does not see
why a contemporaneous prophet of the Chaldean conquest was not
able to embrace in one common condemnation the feeling against
the Chaldeans, in proclaiming the future triumph of the religion
of Yahweh, a conception familiar enough to the prophets of
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the 7th century B. C. He thinks further that Happel's view that
1:9 should be modified so as to represent the enemy as coming from
the West is a conjecture without any foundation.
Marti thinks Happel's view does not do justice to the facts
offered by the text. These facts, he thinks, lead to a wholly
different view as to the origin of the book.
Stonehouse thinks Happel's view of the book will scarcely
commend itself, because there is nothing in the book which would
definitely suggest an eschatological interpretation.
Thus it is clear that scholars who have written on the sub-
ject since the appearance of Happel's book in 1900 do not accept
his view of the solution of the problem.
One of the most interesting theories touching the Book of
Habakkuk is that of Lauterburg1
.
Lauterburg regards the book as
a unitary composition, written by a single author, during the
later period of the exile. He proposes a radical change with
reference to the announcement of the coming of the Chaldeans in
1:5-11. He would not read the names of these invaders as Chal-
deans in 1:6. These invaders are the persons who have come for
the purpose of liberating the Jews. The Chaldeans are the
oppressors whom the Persians have come to chastise.
In support of his contention that the people mentioned in
1:6 are not Chaldeans, Lauterburg appeals to the LXX, one variant
of which, while it mentions the name Chaldeans, is rather ambig-
uous as to its meaning. For example, the one he cites is as
follows: ibob s^eyeipa !<p* u,uotc tovc, XocXSoctouc tovq (iaxiT«C to
1 - Nicolardot's La Composition Du Livre D' Habacuc
,
p. 45 ff.
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ZQvoc, to TitKpov )tai to TaxivoV
"Behold I raise up against you the Chaldeans, the warlike ones,
the nation bitter and hasty". Lauterburg asks if the text as we
have it here would not warrant us in making "Chaldeans" to stand
in apposition to "you" rather than to have the three substantives
as mutually independent of each other. On this view the Chal-
deans would not be regarded as the avengers announced, but as the
oppressors. He thinks the word "warlike" dropped out of the ext;
and so the original reading was probably as follows;
may have been translated ,uax7]Tas by reason of its affinity with
miff to strive, to contend, and , T273 would be found in the
original only because of the confusion of i and 7 , and of
o and 3
As a proof that the Persians are meant here, he calls atten-
tion to the fact that their cavalry was described as being swift.
This is shown further in 1:7 in the expression "It is from
himself that his judgment and dignity proceed." He takes this to
refer to Cyrus who designated himself the king of Persia only after
the Lydian conquests. In this Cyrus was like the first Prussian
king who said "Ex me mea nota Corona."
Lauterburg makes another ingenious modification of the text.
He changes v. 11 so as to make it read as follows:
iri^x? nato »a njn? l n-n qzn tx
"Then he changes his disposition,- that is to say, his warlike
thoughts give place to pious ones",- or: "Then his heart is lifted
up--and he kindles the fire, sacrificing to his God".
,
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Instead of the haughty impiety which the Massorete attri-
buted to the invaders we are invited to find in them models of
gratitude and religion.
Again, the evils mentioned in 1:13-17 were not caused by
the new conquerors, the Persians; the author is still speaking
of the Chaldean oppressors as if the new conquerors had not yet
come.
As was said with reference to Duhm, the attempt to read
0*1*3 out of the text is an extreme measure. All the ver-
sions retain the term "the Chaldeans" ; and while we might accept
Lauterburg's rendering of the variant which has the ambiguity,
if it were the only source we had, yet in view of the fact that
the Massoretic text and all other versions not only retain the
term "the Chaldeans" but make them the invaders rather than the
victims, we can hardly do other than abide by the M. T.
Nor is it very convincing to give as a reason for the be-
lief that the invaders are Persians the fact that they are des-
cribed as having swift cavalry. As Nicolardot says, Budde
thought that of the Assyrian cavalry; Duhm of the Greeks under
Alexander; and others of the Scythians. Nor does the
comparison of them to leopards and eagles apply any more to the
Persians than to anybody else. It only serves to make the idea
of their swiftness more vivid.
Again, take Lauterburg* s modification of v. 11. Granted
that it is ingenious, it hardly fits in with the evident thought
of the rest of the chapter, which is describing a haughty
conqueror against whom the prophet complains further in the next
section. Nor is Lauterburg's solution of the difficulty he
4 i. • > r,
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finds himself in, with respect to the continued complainings of
the prophet after the liberating Persians had come, very convinc-
ing. It would be very strange if they continued to complain so
bitterly after deliverance had come.
Then, note the complete change in the disposition of the
conquerors after they have overcome their victims. Their warlike
thoughts give place to pious ones. Gratitude and thankfulness
fill their hearts and they sacrifice to their God. As Nicolardot
says^-, "It would seem strange for a Hebrew prophet to felicitate
the Persians on sacrificing to their God."
We have purposely omitted consideration of one of the most
widespread hypotheses of the Book of Habakkuk until the last, be-
cause of the large number of those who accept it, and because, in
many ways, it so nearly approximates the view of the writer. The
hypothesis in question is that advanced by A. B. Davidson.2 After
calling attention to difficulties found in 1:2-4, 1:5-11, 1:12-17,
he expresses the view that ch. 1:1-4 may be understood as a com-
plaint regarding internal wrong and injustice in Israel, after the
manner of all the ancient prophets. To avenge this injustice the
Chaldeans are raised up, but the more terrible wrong-doing of the
Chaldean gives the prophet a greater problem, and he appeals to
Yahweh for a solution of it. He receives an answer to the effect
that only the righteous man should live, and he by his faithful-
ness. It is Davidson's view that at the time when the prophet
writes, the Chaldeans had long been on the stage of history, and
1 - La Composition .Du Livre D'Habacuc, p. 48.
2 - Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, pp. 45-94.
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were well known in Western Asia. He, therefore, thinks 1:5-11
is not a prophecy of the raising up of the Chaldeans, "except in
form'1 . "It is a reference to the past, an explanation merely
of their presence and meaning as instruments of Jehovah." The
real subject of the book, in his opinion, is the destruction of
the Chaldeans. While he admits that this view of the book has
something artificial about it, it seems to have fewer difficul-
ties than other views » He would date it not earlier than 597
B. C.
With this view Driver, Orelli, and Kirkpatrick practically
agree.
This theory has much to commend it, in that it relieves the
great difficulty of ch. 1 by throwing back 1:5-11 to a date prior
to l:12ff. It seems to the writer, however, that the suggestion
that 1;5-11 is not a prophecy "except in form", is too strong an
implication that the main idea in prophecy is prediction. As we
say elsewhere, prediction is only a subordinate element in
prophecy. The main business of the prophet has to declare the
will and purpose of God in any given situation. There is some-
thing artificial about Davidson* s construction when on thinks of
prophecy as prediction, and takes the view that 1:5-11 was simply
a dramatic representation of what had been revealed to the
prophet years before; but when we emphasize the declaration of
the purpose and will of God as the main thing in prophecy, and
think of the whole of chs. 1 and 2 as representing "the communing
and questioning of the prophet's soul with God" over a prolonged
period, then the form in which the prophet expresses what he con-
ceives to be the will of God in this connection, becomes a
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secondary matter.
We agree with Davidson that it could not have been written
earlier than 597 B. C., but go further, as will be seen in a
later chapter, and assert that it not only was not written
earlier than 597 B. C, but most likely not earlier than the
period immediately following the fall of Jerusalem (586-585 B.C.).
Our criticism of the main theories in connection with the
book of Habakkuk is now ended. No one of them, in our view, is
entirely satisfactory; and only two of them have had any appre-
ciable degree of acceptation among scholars. These two are:
(l) the view of Budde, who thought the Chaldeans were raised up
to punish the Assyrian oppressors, named in 1:2-4, and who would
have 1:5-11 follow 2:4; (2) The view of Davidson, expressed
above, who regarded the "wicked" and "righteous", in 1:2-4, as
referring to two classes of Jews in Judah, one of whom the Chal-
deans were raised up to punish.
Perhaps the problem is not soluble, but this will not
deter the present writer from presenting the results of his own
patient, and reverent study of this most wonderful little book;
nor will it hamper any of us a great deal in our appreciation of
^abakkuk's spiritual attitude and poetic gifts.

II. THE MOST SATISFACTORY SOLUTION OF THE
CRITICAL PROBLEMS OF THE BOOK.
Chapter IV.
SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS, OTHER THAN DATE.
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In the preceding chapter we have made an exhaustive study
of the efforts of scholarship, both ancient and modern, to solve
the problems connected with the book of Habakkuk. While most of
the proposed solutions of the problems in the book are doubtless
valuable contributions to their ultimate solution, no one of them
is- entirely satisfactory. It thus becomes the duty, no less than
the privilege, of the writer to present his own conclusions with
reference to these difficult problems.
Our first difficulty is the question of the identity of the
"wicked" and "righteous" in ch. 1:2-4. Who are the "wicked" who
are responsible for destruction and violence; who bring about
strife and contention? Who are they who cause the "Torah" to be
slacked; the righteous to go forth perverted? It does seem to
the writer that "the most natural sense of the verses and of the
words used in them" would make them refer to two classes of Jews,
in Judah . "Destruction and violence" might, and do to a number
of scholars, suggest an outside oppressor, but how much more sug-
gestive are the following terms and expressions: "There is strife,
and contention ariseth" . Where more naturally could the prophet
justly complain of "strife" and "contention" than among his own
fellow-countrymen? Then follows language more suggestive still:
"The Torah is slacked, and Justice (Mishpat) never goes forth".
How characteristic of the Hebrew prophet, after 621 3. C, to link
up in his preaching the "Torah" and "Mishpat," both fundamentals
of the prophetic teaching. But who, "among the nations", could
fully appreciate this language? Only the prophet's countrymen,
the Jews. It would seem to be evident, then, that the terms

refer to two classes of Jews in Judah.
As to the relation of the terms "wicked" and "righteous" in
vv 1:2-4' and 1:13 there seems to the writer no necessity that the
terms should refer to the same people in both cases. Indeed the
context seems all against such a view. The wicked in v. 4 are,
without doubt, those who are responsible for the Torah's being
slacked and Wishpat's going forth perverted. These terms, as we
have said before, would most naturally apply to two classes in
Judah. The use of "wicked" in v. 13 is, if anything, more clear
in its reference to the arrogant and cruel foreign oppressors.
The terms used here are relative. The righteous Jew in v. 13 is
only "righteous" as compared with the more "wicked" Glial dean. As
comja red with a more righteous Jew, the first "righteous" may have
been wicked.
Another problem is the connection of 1:5-11 with 1:2-4. In
the view of the writer 1:5-11 represents the response of Yahweh to
the complaints of the prophet in vv. 2-4, and is simply one phase
of the prophet's contemplation of the long line of disasters that
have attended his nation's career for <x number of years.
These verses doubtless represented the frame of mind with
which the average Israelite, especially those of the prophetic
party, observed the advance of the Chaldeans early in their career,
say probably in the reign of Jehoiakim. When they noted how far
away from Josiah's ideals the people lad fallen, and how little the
spirit of the Deuteronomic reforms was being observed, they felt
that . such a course would lead to the coming of an instrument of
judgment. This they conceived to be the Chaldeans, and at first
raised no objections. Later, however, when they came to know
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more about the Chaldeans they could not see how Yahrceh could use
such instruments as they.
All of this passes in review before the reflective mind of
our prophet, who now attempts to speak words of comfort to those
who are as sheep without a shepherd. In these verses he is sim-
ply reminded of the rich promise and glorious expectation aroused
in Israel when the Chaldeans were first announced. Now, however,
that picture has all gone. Instead, the Chaldeans have become a
haughty tyrant, carrying the Jews away as captives to a strange
land.
Another difficulty is encountered in the passage, ch. 2:9-
20. A number of scholars have contended that the genuine prophecy
of Habakkuk goes no farther than ch . 2:8. This view is discussed
at length by Kuenen in his book Historisch-Crit ic ish Ondezoek, II
Leiden, 1889, p. 386-395 ff. With reference to the strophe con-
tained In vv. 9-11, "Woe to him that gaineth evil gain to his house
that he may set his nest on high, that he may be delivered from the
hand of evil etc.", Kuenen thinks that this could be hardly said of
the Chaldeans. He can not see what need they have to be delivered
"from the hand of evil". Davidson (Cambridge Bible for Schools
and Colleges, p. 56) admits that we have a difficulty here, but in-
sists that "delivered from evil" need not imply present danger. It
may refer either to present or prospective danger. Davidson fur-
ther points out with reference to the difficulty in v. 10, "Thou
hast devised shame to thy house by cutting off many peoples, and
hast sinned against thy soul", that we have a parallel in Isaiah
14:2 in the words, "Thou hast destroyed thy lands and slain thy
people." This meant, of course, that because the king of

3abylon had acted as a cruel tyrant he had made inevitable the
ultimate destruction of his own land and the slaying of his own
people. 'So here in Habakkuk it was a prophecy of the ultimate
effect on his own people that the tyrannical ruler would have.
Davidson thinks that Kuenen's objections to the strophe vv. 12-
14 which appears to contain reminiscences of several passages,
some of which are late, is more plausible. With reference to
Kuenen's doubts that the idolators in vv. 18-20 could refer to
the Chaldeans, and his belief that the reference must be to per-
sons who knew better than to be idolaters, Davidson replies,
"what the prophet assails in these verses is idolatry in itself,
the idolatry of the heathen." On the whole Davidson thinks the
objections to vv. 9-20 are not very weighty.
The majority of critics agree with Davidson in the view
that, for the most part, vv. 9-20 are authentic.
Such unanimity on the part of critical scholarship as to
the authenticity of these vv. 9-20 would seem a strong presump-
tion in their favor. And with the general position taken above,
the writer is in hearty agreement and wishes to add the following
suggestions which in his mind tend to strengthen the view that
the verses are authentic.
Nothing is more evident to the student of Habakkuk than the
fact that the prophet himself was a student of the prophecies of
Isaiah and apparently an admirer of Israel's greatest prophet.
As Betteridge has shown (although with a different motive), there
are many parallels between the Book of Isaiah and the Book of
Habakkuk. And one of the most marked similarities between the
two is the "woes" pronounced upon sinful peoples whether Jews or
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foreign oppressors. Compare Habakkuk with Isaiah 5:18-26,
10:1-4. Then note the judgment pronounced upon Assyria in ch.
10:5ff. '
Again note in this passage (Isa. 10:5ff) the similarity of
the roles to be played by the two peoples, the Assyrians and
Chaldeans. The Assyrians were to be the rod of Yahweh 's anger,
and' the staff of his indignation. He planned to send them
against his rebellious people, but in Yah^eh's mind the Assyrians
were simply his instruments of punishment. They were expected
to be amenable to Yahweh but the Assyrians themselves did not
have this view of it. When the Assyrian king had accomplished
his mighty works he gave none of the credit to Yahweh, but said,
"By the strength of my hand I have done it, and by my wisdom".
How like Habakkuk 's characterization of the Chaldean in
ch. 2-4 this. And the fact that Isaiah utters a malediction, or
a series of them, against the Assyrian because he was the charac-
ter the prophet described, is a strong argument to the effect
that his young admirer of more than a century later, who followed
him in so many things, would imitate him in this matter of utter-
ingmaledictions against a tyrannical foe.
And finally some. such maledictions were necessary to meet
the exigencies of the situation described by the prophet in the
preceding passage. These people who were terrible and dreadful;
who dealt treacherously; who made men as fishes of the sea, as
the creeping things that have no ruler over them, must needs be
punished; not merely for the satisfaction it would give their
enemies, but to prove the assertion of Yahweh, that the righteous
should live, and the proud and haughty perish.
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So we a£ree with the great body of critical scholars, that
while this series of maledictions has probably been worked over,
and possibly enlarged by interpolation, it is in the main authentic.
Chapter 3. The last problem usually raised in connection
with the integrity of the Book of Kabakkuk, is that touching the
authenticity of the 3rd chapter. Was this chapter written by
Ilabakk.uk or does it corne from a later hand? Vifas it originally a
unity with chs. 1 and B, or were they put together by an editor
many years later 9 With reference to these questions tnere is
considerable difference of opinion among scholars.
Some prominent modern scholars take the view that the F-,alm
comes from Habakkuk. For example Betteridge (Amer . Jour. Theo .
,
1903, pp. 647-5S1) says: ,,,T1he third chapter is a Psalm but that
does not settle the question of its authorship. If there are pre-
exilic Psalms the question arises firaij is there any satisfactory
objection to the early origin of this supposed pre-exilix piece?
Second, can this Psalm be satisfactorily explained out of the same
historical circumstances as the rest of the prophecy There is
no satisfactory reason to be urged against the date of the Psalm;
nor is there any reason for' denying its reputed authors.lip ." In
Betteridge' s view prophecy was seeking to lead people to submit
to the inevitable catastrophe. Ivlany Psalms ?/ere called forth in
those dark days. In the midst of the devastation that he sees,
the prophet is convinced that Yahweh will deliver h? s people.
Nor does Betteridge think there is any incongruity in language or
style as between the Fsalm and the rest of the prophecy. The
circumstances furnished the occasion for such a Psalm as this.
He maintains, therefore, that the Psalm is from the same hand and
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brain as the rest of the prophecy.
However, most modern scholars take the view that chapter 3
did not Originally belong with chapters 1 and 2; that they were not
written by the same author; nor do they reflect the same background.
Davidson (Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, p. 58)
refers to Kuenen's view that the hymn once belonged to a book of
sacred songs, from which it had been transferred to the Book of the
Prophet, probably because ascribed to him in a title just as cer-
tain psalms are ascribed in the LXX to the prophets Haggai and
Zechariah. . Davidson holds that on this supposition the authorship
of ^abakkuk would be very uncertain, for even with the Psalter,
the names of authors given in the titles to Psalms are nothing more
than conjectures or traditions of more or less antiquity. He
thinks that the alternative supposition would be that the Psalm is
an integral part of the prophecy but was used in the liturgical
services. This would account for the musical directions in it.
Davidson adds, however, "Such a use of any part of a prophetic book
has no parallel."
To the writer it seems clear that ch. 3 is a separate produc-
tion, and was originally no part of the prophecy contained in the
first two chapters.
In the first place this poem does not seem to reflect the
historical situation set forth in chs. 1 cxnd 2. For example note
the difference in the prayers of the writers in chs. 1:2-4 and
3:2.. In ch
.
1:2-4 the prophet has a different problem to solve.
He is trying to interest Yahweh in the chaotic conditions that
obtain among the prophet's own people and perhaps their neighbors.
He faces the problem of the injustices heaped upon the weak by the
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strong. He uoes not understand why this condition of things is
allowed to continue, and so asks Yahwen the "why" of it. The
problem is not lessened in 1:5-1.1 when ho is told the character
of the people who will be used as Yahweh' s instruments of justice.
He dares to question the justice of Yahweh himself in his handling
of this situation.
. The situation suggested in 3:2 is that of a devout and God-
fearing student of his country f s history and his nation's God. He
is writing in a perfectly calm and dispassionate way. There is no
suggestion of storm and stress, so far as the writer is concerned;
no indication of deep anguish and trouble d spirit over the gloomy
outlook for his nation. ^e is singing of Yahweh *s lovingkindness
"in the midst of the years". He has heard full many a time the
thrilling account of how Yahweh led Israel by the hand of Moses
from Egypt to the "promised land". He has heard of their settle-
ment in Canaan and how Yahweh made them victors over their enemies.
He has heard of the remarkable work of David and Solomon and their
successors and is filLd with admiration for them all and for Yahweh
who directed them. So he says, as he thinks of all these things:
"Oh, Yahweh, I have heard the report of thee and am afraid." He
wants Yahweh to revive his work in the m3d st of the years. Con-
trast the words lie re , "I have heard the report of thee and am
afraid", with the prophet's boldness ir cn. 2:1: "I will stand
upon my watch-tower and station myself upon the fortress, and I
will look out to see what he will say to me, and what I shall
answer concerning my complaint." It is evident that the two
passages could not have been written by the same man in the same
frame of mind; and there is no question as to the authenticity of
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ch. 2*1.
The theophany which follows 3:2, and extends to 3:13, shows
the same -dissimilarity , in a historical way, with chs. 1 and 2, as
the passage quoted above. In ch . 2:5ff. we have the "woes" to be
inflicted on the Chaldeans by various nations. The Chaldeans are
to be severely punished by tlisse nations. Ultimately the religion
of Yahweh will be established throughout the earth. "The earth
shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of Yahweh as the
waters cover the sea."
In ch. 3:3-13 the writer sets forth the manifestations in
nature. Yahweh came from Teman and Mt. Paran. His glory covered
the heavens. Before him went pestilence. He scattered the moun-
tains and the hills and drove asunder the nations. We find nothing
in common with chs. 1 and 2, where the prophet's concern is the com-
ing of better times to Israel, and the inevitable fate of such a
nation as the Chaldeans. This dissimilarity is more and more
apparent as one studies the Fsalm and compares it with the two pre-
ceding chapters. Chapter 3 is u beautiful ode setting forth in
thrilling form the majesty and supremacy of Yahweh, but all the
evidence both external and internal sugges'ts that it was a separate
production, and originally formed no part of the prophecy.
Now whence comes this mysterious ode ctnd how does it happen
to be found in the book of Habakkuk? These arc problems that are
perhaps insoluble, certainly in any absolute and final way; but
there is certain evidence within the Psalm itself which tends to
throw light on its early connection if not its original composition.
Note first the title, "A prayer of Habakkuk the prophet set to
shigionoth." While scholars are not certain as to the exact meaning
I
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of the terra "shigionoth" all agree that it is a musical term; and
its presence in this ode would suggest that the Psalm was used in
the temple worship* The term is also found in Psa. 7:1. This
Psalm (7:1) is known to have been one of the hymns in the earliest
collection known as the "Psalter of David". The fact that we have
here the same title as that used by one of the hymns known to be in
the collection for temple worship is strongly suggestive of the
common origin and similar use of the two poems.
Then, note the musical sign "3elah" . According to C. A.
Briggs (Psalms vol. 1, p. LXSX, Int. Crit. Com.) Selah indicates
the abbreviation of a song in liturgical use, and marks the place
where the closing benediction might be sung. It is found 71
times in the Hebrew text, and except for the three times found in
this chapter, is round nowhere else but in the Psalms, in 39 of
which it occurs. This is a strong argument for the view that the
ode was originally one of the Psalms and used in the temple wor-
ship.
Finally, note the subscription after v. 19, "For the Chief
Musician, on my stringed instruments." The term in the Hebrew
text is n£30> This Dr. 3riggs. (Psalms, vol. 1, p. LXXII,
Int. Crit. Com.) takes to mean "Belonging to the Director". There
was a collection of fifty-five Psalms, collected in tie middle
Greek period in Palestine for use in the synagogues, which have
the title n$5P? J
In view of the fact that Habakkuk 3 uses the term
as part of its title, Briggs thinks this Psalm was originally a
part of that collection known as "Belonging to the Dir- cctor"
.
Later it was removed to Habakkuk.
; C O J Q i 'J _C
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This . would suggest the middle Greek period as the time when
the Psalm was taken from the Psalter and added to the book of
Habakkuk..
Prom this nothing may be inferred as to the original
composition of the poem, since the larger collection was made up
from previous minor Psalters, and Stonehouse may be correct in
his conjecture that vv 3-15 came from the later Monarchy. There
is nothing in the Psalm itself which precludes such an early
origin.
We would conclude, then, that the Psalm in ch. 3 did not
originally belong to the prophecy of Habakkuk. It was, before
its connection with the Book of Habakkuk, one of the hymns in a
collection knov/n as "Belonging to the Director". Here it was
found by the editor of the -Book of Habakkuk, probably a Levite,
who felt that it would form a fitting close to one of the most
unique little books ever written.

Chapter V.
THE DATE OF HA3AKKUK
AND THE
TERPRETATION OP THE BOOK
.
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One of the most difficult problems connected with the book
of Habakkuk is the matter of the date of the prophecy. Even
among scholars who are in practical agreement about other problems
connected with the book there are, as we have seen, the most
divergent views with reference to its date.
For example Pusey (Minor Prophets, vol. 2, pp. 1G7 ff) takes
the view that Habakkuk f s ministry fell in the latter half of the
reign of Manasseh or the earlier half of that of Josiah. This
would be between 645 B.C. and 625 3.C. He regards the prophecy
as a prediction. He gives two reasons for the dates he suggests.
First, the prophet's statement that he was working a work in their
day; second, the fact that the invasion was "incredible" to those
to whom the prophet was speaking. The last would suggest that
Nineveh had not yet been overthrown by Babylon. The first reason
would suggest that it would happen in the life time of many of
those to whom the prophet was speaking; the second, that it was
prior to the capture of Nineveh by the Chaldeans (625 B.C.).
Delitzsch (Keil and Delitzsch—Com. on Minor Prophets, p.
49ff) takes the view that it cannot go beyond Josiah 's reign,
because the prophet is not speaking to the children, in his words,
"I am working a work in your day," but to the adults. However,
he thinks since there were only 38 years between the death of
Manasseh and the first invasion of the Chaldeans, the Chaldean's
judgment might well be announced during the last years of Manasseh.
Orelli (0. T. Prophecy p. 329) places it before the year
605, the year of the battle of Carchemish, on the ground that after
.:. . o
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that battle it was almost self evident that the Chaldean on his
victorious march against Egypt would also visit Judah.
Davidson (Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges p. 53)
thinks that the description of the Chaldeans given in 1:5-11 is
scarcely conceivable before the battle of Carchemish (605-4).
With this Driver (Century Bible p. 53) agrees. Budde (Expositor,
May 1B93, pp. 372-385) thinks the prophecy was about 615 B. C.
With this George Adam Smith (The Twelve Prophets, vol. 2,
p. 124) agrees, if the tyrant spoken of in 1:2-4 is Assyria. But,
if, as he thinks possible, it is Egypt, then he would uate it from
608 to 605 3. C.
On the other hand some scholars like Duhm, Happel, and
Lauterbxirg would assign the whole book to a very late date: Duhm
334-331 B. C; Happel 170 3. C; Lauterburg to the Persian period.
It seems clear from evidence contained in the book that it
was written while the events which culminated in the Chaldean con-
quest of the kingdom of Judah were fresh in the minds of both
writer and his readers. This seems especially true of the first
two chapters. Several passages suggest this. For example, we
read in 1:5-6 "I am working a work in your days, which ye will not
believe though it be told you. For lo I am raising up the
Chaldeans that bitter and hasty nation etc." The expression "In
your days" suggests the present or very near future. Left unsup-
ported it would not be very clear just when "your days" meant, but
the following statement to the effect that it is the Chaldeans who
will be raised up is u strong, and to the writer's mind, a
practically conclusive argument that the date is the Chaldean
period, Duhm, Lauterburg and others to the contrary, notwithstanding.
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Taking it for granted that it was written during the Chaldean
period, it must have been written between 025 3. C. and 538 3. C.
In G25 3. C. Nabopolasser , a man of energy and enterprise, had be-
come ruler of Babylon. At rirst he was viceroy under the
suzerainty of Assyria. In 611 or 612 he declared his independence,
^n 607 Nineveh was laid in ruins by Nabopolasser , assisted by the
Umaman-IvTanda (one of the tribes of the North, probably the kedes).
The victory of Nabopolasser brought Babylon into conflict with the
Egyptians under Necho, Pharaoh of Egypt, who was trying to assert
his claim to the country west of the Euphrates. The two armies
met at Carchemish in 605 3. C. (Jer. 46-2), and Necho badly beaten,
fled hastily, followed by Nebuchadrezzar and the conquering Chal-
dean army. With the defeat of Necho all the kings in S-. W. Asia
who had been vassals of Egypt pledged their allegiance to the
Babylonian king. Among these was Jehoiakim king of Judah (2
Kings 24:1). The new kingdom of Babylon lasted until 538 3. C.
when it was overrun by the Medes under Cyrus (For historical
sketch see Goodspeed's "A History of the Babylonians and Assyrians"
p. 324-6; also Paton's "The Early History of Syria and Palestine"
pp. 271-275)
.
Our problem now is to settle as nearly as possible the
particular time during this period in which the prophecy was writ-
ten. As we have said before, Davidson, Driver and others take
the view that it was written shortly after the battle of Carchemish,
viz. about 600 3. C. They base their view on the selfishness and
tyranny of Jehoiachim, on the one hand, and the effect of the Chal-
dean's victory at Carchemish, on the other. When one thinks of
the picture of life in Judah described by the prophet in 1:2-4 he
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is led to believe that this date is the most fitting one for the
coming of the Chaldeans. They have just won a brilliant victory-
over the .Egyptians, and all the states in Palestine must look to
them as their deliverers. But another problem presents itself.
1:5-11 presupposes a knowledge of the Chaldean methods of war and
their rapacious character that would h* rdly be known to any
^ebrew writer as early as 600 3. C, if indeed these qualities and
methods of warfare ha. d as yet been developed among the Chaldeans.
Then there was the additional problem their successes raised in
the prophet's mind (ch. l:12ff). Carchemish and its outcome must
have seemed to every pious Jew, who remembered P.'egiddo and the
death of the pious king Josiah, a great deliverance. It was the
Egyptians who had slain their valiant king and any nation that
could beat such an enemy ought, and would have their eternal
gratitude unless that nation's later treatment of them made this
utterly impossible. In that case the Chaldeans would be regarded
as raised for deliverance, and the "wicked" described in 1:12-17
would be Egypt. 3ut the fact that Egypt is nowhere mentioned,
and the further fact that Egypt ha d no such military equipment and
power in this period as the prophet here describes, argues against
the view that Egypt is the foe spoken of in 1:12-17. If Egypt is
not the foe, it follows that the Chaldeans, who are evidently the
foe, would have to be known better than it was possible to know
them immediately after Carchemish.
When had the prophet had a chance to know that the Chaldeans
dealt treacherously or "took up men as the fishes of the sea"? He
and his countrymen must have had first hand experience with these
"wicked ones". They must have felt the "mailed fist" of the
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tyrant before he could write so bitterly concerning them.
In short what we seem to need for the date of our prophecy is
one which, while it takes account of the conditions described in 1:
2-4, must also make due allowance for the changed attitude of the
Hebrew toward the Chaldean avengers raised up by Yahwen; which
changed attitude came from a fuller knowledge of their cruel charac-
ter.
To the writer the key to the solution of the problem seems to
be suggested by Kirkpatrick (Doctrine of the Prophets, p. 266), when
he says: "The book as a whole is the fruit of religious reflection;
it exhibits the communing and questioning of the prophet's soul with
God, doubtless spread over considerable time, and presents conclu-
sions reached only after a prolonged mental struggle."
When, during the Chaldean period, do we have such a situation
as is described in 1:2-4? To the writer it would seem that the
period between 597 and 586 B.C. more re arly fits the situation des-
cribed in 1:2-4 than any other period in Israel's history. Speak-
ing of the first deportation of the Jews to Babylon and its effect
in the homeland, Kittel (History of the Hebrew, Eng. Trans., vol. 2,
p. 392) says, "The deportation of the propertied and influential
element was a source of many complications for the new constitution.
Nov/ that all offices and possessions were free, the door was open
for the incapable, the ambitious and self-seeking. The new
possessors of property and power,- with the usual zeal of upstarts,
were still less inclined than their predecessors had been. to
renounce the right of Judah to play an independent role,
factions of all kind are formed; there seems even to have been
instances of violence and bloodshed."
c J r
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Then, note the testimony of Ezekiel, the first prophet of
the exile. It is a matter of com-non knowledge that he was among
the captives taken to Babylon in that first deportation in 597.
He began his work as a prophet in 592 3. C., and from that time
until the fall of Jerusalem in 58G 3. C, his prophecies had to do
with conditions in Judah, and the approaching doom of the nation.
Note the strong words of the prophet in ch. 7:23-27; "Make
the chain; for the land is full of bloody crimes, and the city is
full of violence. Wherefore I will bring the worst of the nations,
and they shall possess their houses: I will also make the pride of
the strong to cease; and their holy places shall be profaned.
Destruction cometh; and they shall seek peace and there shall be
none. Mischief shall come upon mischief, and rumor shall be upon
rumor; and they shall seek a vision of the prophet; but the law
shall perish from the priest, and counsel from the elders. The
king shall mourn, and the prince shall be clothed with desolation,
and the hands of the people of the land shall be troubled: I
will do unto them after their way and according to their deserts
will I judge them; and they shall know that I am Jehovah."
Again, note the prophet's words in ch. 8:17-13, "Is it a
light thing to the house of Judah that they commit the abomina-
tions which they commit here? for they have filled the land
with violence, and have turned again to provoke me to anger
Therefore will I also deal in wrath; mine eyes shall not spare,
neither will I have pity; and though they cry in mine ears with a
loud voice, yet will I not hear them."
Compare Yahweh f s statement / that though they cry. with a
loud voice he will not hear them, with Habakkuk's complaint in
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1:2-4 that although he had cried out of violence etc. Yanweh had
not hearkened.
Other quotations might be given but those already given
seem sufficient to substantiate our view that the situation des-
cribed in Habakkuk 1:2-4 is similar to, and ?e believe, contem-
poraneous with the situation and period described above by the
prophet Ezekiel, and that the conditions described by both were
prevalent during the period between 597 B. C. and 586 3. C.
Further, this view gives the longer time necessary for a
Hebrew prophet to get that fuller knowledge of the Chaldean
character which our author reveals In 1:5-11. He has seen the
Chaldean at close range. His nation lias come to battle with
him. They have felt the weight of the "mailed fist",. of the
rapacious conqueror.
One occasion for this fuller knowledge of the methods and
barbarities of their conqueror would seem to be furnished in the
treatment accorded Jehoiachin, the son of Jehoiakim, and his
captured subjects, at the time of the first deportation in 597
3. C. • Note, the account as given in 2 Kings 2 4:10-17: "at that
time the servants of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came unto the
city while his servants were besieging it; and Jehoiachin the
king of Judah went out to the king of 3abylon, he and his mother
and his servants, and his princes, and his officers, and the king
of Babylon took him in the eighth year of his reign. And he
carried out thence all the treasures of the house of Jehovah,
and the treasures of the king's house, and cut. in pieces all the
vessels of gold which Solomon king of Israel had made in the
temple of Jehovah And Ho carried away Jehoiachin to Babylon,
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and the kirk's mother, and the king's wives, and his officers,
and the chief men of the land, carried he into captivity from
Jerusalem to Babylon etc."
Here is the treachery about which the prophet Habakkuk
speaks in 1:13 « The rebellion was begun by Jehoiakim who
doubtless all along had retained his Egyptian sympathies. His
son Jehoiachin goes out on the approach of the king and gives
himself up, expecting, as he had a right to, some measure of
clemency for himself and loved ones. Instead, he and his fam-
ily and thousands of his subjects are deported from their native
land.
But while this act of treachery gave the Hebrews a fuller
insight into the character of the Chaldeans and led them to
understand that their conquerors meant to put down revolts with a
firm hand, not even it alone was calculated to produce such in-
tense bitterness in the heart of the most patriotic Hebrew as is
shown in the words of Habakkuk In 1:12-17. This cruel nation
has "Swallowed up" nations more righteous than itself; has made
men as -the fishes of the sea; has taken them up with its angle,
and gathered them in its drag. The prophet and his people must
have had a yet more bitter experience with him than even the
deportation of Jehoiachin and those associated with him.
The occasion for the intense bitterness of the prophet
would seem to be furnished in the destruction of Jerusalem in
586 3. C. Kittel (Hist, of the Hebrews, vol. 2, Eng. Trans,
pp. 393-394) describes the capture and destruction of Jerusalem
as follows: "The besiegers nave returned. Famine rages in the
city. After besieging it for a year and a half, Nebuchadrez-
I
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zar's troops succeed in making a breach in the walls. Zedekiah
(the king), is seized with the courage of despair. He attempts
a sortie.' On the south side he succeeds in breaking through
the ranks of the besiegers. He has already gained the open, and
tries to flee to the country east of the Jordan. He is over-
taken at Jericho and made prisoner, and his troops are dispersed.
He is blinded by Nebuchadrezzar and carried off in chains to
3abylon. His sons were executed before his very eyes. The city
is given up for a month to the plundering troops of the enemy,
and then set fire to, together with the temple and the king's
fortress. The walls fall; what still remained of the temple
utensils is carried off. A frightful doom overtakes those who
are found alive in the city. The populace is subjected to a
second deportation," This vivid account is borne out by 2 Kings
25:1-21.
Hers, in the mind of the writer, is to be found the reason
for the intense bitterness evident on the part of the prophet for
the wicked one "Whose might is his god". Let us make some
comparisons between the two passages. "They gather captives as
the sands." He has before him not only the thousands of his own
countrymen who were carried away to Babylon in the two deporta-
tions, but the proportionately equal number that were being taken
at this time from the neighbor ing states of Edorn, I.'oab, Amnion
etc. "He scoffeth at kings". The contempt for and harsh treat-
ment accorded both Jehoiachin and Zedekiah. "He divideth every
stronghold; for he heapeth up oust, and taketh it." His army
besieged Jerusalem on two different occasions: the result of the
of the siege the first time was the surrender of Jehoiachin; a
1r
.
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year and a half the second time, ended in the city's complete
destruction. His army besieged Tyre for thirteen years, begin-
ning probably in 59 8 3. C. (Paton's the Early History of Syria
and Palestine p. 279—However, the ordinary view is that the siege
was 585-573 B.C.}.
The date of the prophecy then, in the opinion of the writer,
is to be found in that period immediately following the fall and
destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B . C, probably 585 3. C. It was
written while the thoughts of the whole people were fixed on the
national tragedy. Habakkuk then was a contemporary of Ezekiel.
But immediately another problem presents itself. How can
this date square with the statement in 1:8 touching the raising
up of the Chaldeans? How is it possible to have prediction on
the part of a prophet, after the event, and still call it
prophecy?
Cornill (Prophets of Israel, Eng. Trans, p. 127) would call
this "applied prophecy", the type of prophetic exposition of the
history of Israel, which converts the historian into a prophet
with hjs eyes turned toward the past.
But as a matter of fact, according to our view, Habakkuk 's
work as a prophet did not consist in predicting the raising up of
the Chaldeans. That had been done in a far more vivid way by
others. He was raised up to predict the downfall of the Chaldeans,
to bring comfort to the depressed and burdened hearts of his almost
despairing countrymen in Judali, as Ezekiel, after the fall of
Jerusalem, did in jabylon.
It might not be amiss to emphasize in this connection a
fact as to the nature of prophecy, which is not always clearly
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understood. "The Idea of prediction was a subordinate one in tne
Hebrew conception of Crod. According to the 0. T
.
, the prophet
was primarily and essentially a speaker for God. It was his func-
tion to declare to men the divine will and purpose" (Xnudson,
Beacon Lights of Prophecy, p. 30).
Surely there was need here of declaring the "divine will and
purpose" to these people who had almost lost their faith because of
the terrible experiences through which they had passed, and so
Yahweh raised up a man whose sole business it was to declare that
will and purpose. The matter of the Chaldeans being raised up, as
well as the mention and description of the wretched conditions
which prevailed in Judah prior to the Chaldean invasion, were only
given as parts of the link in the prophet's statement of the whole
circumstances about which he. was raised up to write. He briefly
and yet vividly brings before his people the sad picture with
which they had been confronted for years, and which reached its
climax in the fall and destruction of Jerusalem. But ho does not
stop with that picture of sadness. He has been "down' in the val-
ley" with them. He knows the terrible burden of sorrow and dark-
ness under which they are staggering. He has been there, too.
But now he has come out into the light, &jp<3 so comes to give his
countrymen the benefit of his vision.
As further proof of our viev/ that Habakkuk was a contem-
porary of Ezekiel and wrote after the fall of Jerusalem, note the
fact (l) that unlike all the pre-exilic prophets, even Jeremiah
and Ezekiel (until after the fall of Jerusalem), he does not
emphasize the doom that was coming to them. (2) He essays to
comfort Israel. Tnat was clearly the role of Ezekiel after
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586 B« C. (3) He used a f igur e common to Ezekiel in this period,
in speaking of his work. Ezekiel spoke of himself as a "watchman
over the house of Israel" (Ch. 3:16): Habakkuk in seeking light on
the problem of Israel's suffering, said, "I will stand upon my
watch, and set me upon the tower, and will look forth to see what
he will speak to me, and what I shall answer concerning my com-
plaint" (Ch. 2:1). The two prophets were filling the same role
with their people.
Again, the fact that we have here a problem study, due to
the fact that a prophet dared to ask Yahweh himself the "why" of
certain conditions, suggests that it must have been later than
the time of Jeremiah. The latter raises the problem of suffering
(Ch. 12:1-6), but, in the first place it only concerned his
individual suffering, and in the second place he arops it as being
too difficult for him to solve. But not even he
;
pretended to
question the justice of Yahweh' s dealings with Israel as a nation.
And while his failure is not proof conclusive that he antedated
Habakkuk, who did raise this question; still when one remembers
that these "problem studies" and "speculations" which later played
so large a part in the literature of the Hebrews, were all much
later, it strongly suggests that our prophecy, strongly speculative
as it is, must have been written later than Jeremiah.
And finally the question raised by the prophecy would seem
to become most pertinent in a great national crisis such as the
fall of Jerusalem in 586 would bring.
For these reasons we give it as our conviction that the
prophecy of Habakkuk (Chs. 1 and 2) was written in the years
immediately following the fall of Jerusalem in 586 3. C
.
.11
In line with the view expressed above, the interpretation
of the Book of Habakkuk would be as follows:
The book is of composite authorship. The first two chap-
ters, except possibly a few interpolations in 2:9-20, were written
by the author whose name the book bears. Chapter 3 la a Psalm
taken from one of the Temple Collections for praise and worship.
It was added to our prophecy, in all probability, by some devout
Levite, who after reading the prophecy and sensing clearly its
message of comfort and hope, felt that this stirring patriotic
hymn would be a fitting close to the prophet's message, and so
added it to the prophecy.
The first two chapters were the result of the prophet's
long pondering over the continued calamities to his nation which
ended in the capture and destruction of Jerusalem.
He was first filled with concern over the unhappy political
and social conditions which obtained among his own countrymen, the
Jews. He felt that these conditions could not go on forever and
so regarded the coming of the Chaldeans as an act of vengeance on
the part of Yahweh for the sins of Judah. But as he learns more
of the Chaldean character, and notes how cruel and vindictive they
are—a characteristic made clear by their utter destruction of
Jerusalem in 586 B. C.— he thinks Yahweh has made a mistake as to
the character of his instrument of justice. The Chaldeans are
more wicked than those whose sins they punish.
The whole situation is a problem to the prophet and his
people. He finally solves it by telling his people that the
Chaldeans would not go on dominating continually and forever.
The root of their destruction was in themselves. Only the

righteous could live; and they only because of their faith.
The Book was written to comfort the crushed and broken-
hearted Judahites, whose national capital had just been captured
and destroyed. He wanted to let them know that there was some-
thing yet for which to live.

TRANSLATION, BASED ON METRICAL
ARRANGEMENT OF HEBREW TEXT.
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In the preceding section we have set forth, at some length,
our own solution of the problems found in the book of Habakkuk,
and have followed this with an interpretation of the book in the
light of the proposed solution of these various problems. In
this section we submit a translation of the book of Habakkuk,
based on the metrical arrangement of the Hebrew Text. The trans-
lation is as follows:
SUPERSCRIPTION.
1. The Revelation 1 which Habakkuk the prophet saw.
I. The Dialogue Between Yahweh and the Prophet. 1:2-2:4,.
The Prophet's complaint, vv. 2-4.
2. How long, Yahweh, have I cried,
And thou dost not hearken?
I cry out to thee: violence,
And thou givest no aid.
3. Why dost thou cause me to see wickedness,
And (thou) dost look with indifference upon mischief?
Oppression and violence are before me,
There is strife j and contention ariseth.
4. Therefore the law is paralyzed,
And justice doth never obtain;
For the wicked encompass4 the righteous,
Therefore jus tice goeth forth perverted.
1 - mo Noun from tt|f^ "to lift". The noun means "a
load", "burden", "lifting". When this lifting up is done
by a prophet, it has the sense of "oracle" or "revalation"
.

IS^afi Hiph. Imperf. from C£j to look upon, i. e., to
endure, to see (to look upon with indifference), Kelly (The
Strophic structure of Habakkuk in Araer, Journ. of Sem.
Languages and Lit., Jan, 1902, p, 101) reads after the Targura
and the Syr. version £ 3 i-*~ , He thinks this the better
reading unless with Ewald we allow a causative force for
B*ag which does not seem to have that meai ing elsewhere.
However, we do not see the advantage to be gained by depart-
ing from the M. T. which the LXX and the Vulg, in reality
retain
.
3**1 Some would omit as a gloss (Kelly). He thinks
it was inserted to explain the unusual Kf "! p'lD-1. 1
Hiph. of to surround or encompass (an
enemy). LXX has Jtaxaauvaaxeue i "to oppress or have
dominion over". Nowack suggests B**"Qfi , He thinks
the term Vsdb too weak to express what the wicked one had
done. The wicked had most likely annihilated ( "Vernichtet"
)
the righteous. Nowack would compare it with in v. 13.
(Handkommentor zu A. T. p. 276, Notes, Ed. 1903).
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The Chaldeans being raised up, vv. 5-6.
5. Look ye among the nations1 and behold,
Tarry ye 2 and wonder;
For I am doing a work in your days,
Which ye would not believe if it were told you.
6. For behold I am raising up the Chaldeans,
A nation bitter and impetuous,
Who go through the breadths of the earth,
To possess dwelling-places not their own.
D 1
,
l'33
. Kelly, Ward, Now ack an d others, would read instead
DMp
. The reasons for this rendering are (1) the presence
of D Mpin a similar position with in 1:13; (2) The
desire to establish a connection in the need for chastisement
between the disorders in w. 1:2-4 and the Chaldean invasion.
To the writer the context would seem to suggest the M. T.
rendering. With this Nicolardot, Stonehouse, G. A. Smith,
"Driver, Davidson and others agree.
Viori •lnonni Stonehouee thinks the combination we have here
is somewhat strange, and that the text is in error. He says
the Hithpa^el -Tnonn occurs only here. In view of the fact
that in Isa. 29:9 we have the phrase mon-i -inpncnn
occurring as an expression of astonishment, he thinks it is
possible that this was the original text. In that case it
would read "tarry ye and wonder". To the writer this view
and the reasons for it are convincing. Further, there are
others which tend to strengthen it: we find the imperf. of the
hithpalpel, bdbqbi used in Habakkuk 2:3, as well as a number
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A detailed description of the Chaldeans, vv. 7-10,
7. Dreadful and terrible are they;
From themselves their justice and dignity proceed,
8. Swifter than leopards are their horses,
And more fierce than evening wolves;
And their horsemen1 come from afar,
They fly as an eagle hastening to devour,
9. They come all of them for violence,
They set their faces2 forward,
And they gather captives as the sand,
10. He scoffs at Kings,
And princes are an object of derision to him;
He laughs at every fortress,
3And heaps up dust and takes it.
of other places. Again the parallelism seems to require some
such phrase as this emendation would give.
1 - In the line above of the M. T., the text is manifestly cor-
rupt. There we have a third clause Piha a$'b>i . instead of
t T-r t '
two clauses as we find in the line preceding it. The fact that
one of these words is psna , the first wora we have in the fol-
lowing line, is suspicious. Then when we note that the LXX does
not have this first I'^Qf our suspicions appear to be confirmed.
Nor does the word t»f<l seem to add to the clarity of the sen-
tence. so it would seem better to drop both words. In this
view Nowack, Peiser, Marti, Wellhausen, Nicolardot, and others
agree.
'31 aisriJ J©2 ysnT
e-ufiXo &%(jg3 £ ©vsri ©w ©isriT .Sqwi
wsiv
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2 - on^p nsjp A difficult passage, noap is only found
here* Gesenius takes it from the root »»f "the host (of their
faces). G. A. Smith, thinks it probably means "direction".
Hitzig (according to G. A. Smith, Twelve Prophets, p. 135, n.3)
translates it "desire", "striving". Delitzsch (Keil and De-
litzsch Cora, on Hab.) thinks it means "snorting", "endeavoring",
from the root kdj . Duhm translates it "from Gomer" and thinks
it probably one of the cities of Ionia-Cappodocia. His transla-
tion is "Prom Gomer they marched toward the East." Stonehous e
thinks the text is in some disorder as the clause seems intended
to give some further information as to what the Chaldean does,
rather than a description of what he is.
To the writer it seems that this word npjp is a hopeless
corruption. If it comes, as most scholars think, from the root
Dj"to assemble" or "an assemblage", we cannot make sense of the
clause. Further, the context would suggest that we have here
more information about what the Chaldeans do. The second word
DfPJ? gives us a clue. Wherever this word is used in a
hostile sense, as is apparently the case here, the words employed
are d'b and ?ni . For example in Lev. 20:3, we have 'M*"*]?
(also note Ezek. 15:7; Jer. 21:10; Lev. 17:10 etc). This would
Wo
suggest^the emendation onus Tfi^ (in agreement with the sing,
imperf. Ki'n^. ) instead of the M. T. This seems to be borne out
by one of the meanings of wip
,
which is "forward" in a hostile
sense. It is used with this sense in 2 Kings 19:32 and Isa. 37:
33. The LXX agrees with this in the rendering av6ecrT7)KOTac
Ttpoawrcoi c aiaiv eEevavxiac • Our rendering then would be,
"They set their faces forward", in a hostile sense.
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The Chaldeans' attitude changes, v. 11.
11. Then his attitude 1 changes,
2
And he passes over and becomes an offender :
This, his strength, is his god.
3 - The technical expression is "to throw up a mound",
compare 2 Kings 19:32; Jer* 6:6.
1 - nn — Several readings are suggested, but we prefer the
M. T. here, which seems to be supported by the LXX ( tote
|xexo'f3a\£i to Ttveujjta )• It is also in line with our
general position, that at first the prophet thought of the
Chaldean as a deliverer, but, after a number of victories,
the Chaldean's attitude changed, and he made his strength
his god.
2 - DErHT Wellhausen, Norack, Marti suggest that this word
points to some form of , and would make this form
Qjp*1 connecting it with the following clause. Nowack
thinks the construction which places as the last
member of the verse is not only too unwieldy, but makes
the conclusion of the whole portrayal too weak. Stone-
house, replying to this suggestion, says, it seems to be
attractive, but in the present case seems to
complete the description of the preceding term and the -IT
begins a new clause. With this view we agree.
i
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The Prophet in a Quandary 1:12-17,
His Confidence in Yahweh, v. 12.
12, Art not thou from time immemorial, Yahweh,
My holy God, Thou undying One1 ?
Yahweh, for justice thou hast raised him up;
Rock, for reproof thou hast established him.
1 - §k4e J x
1
? —According to some Jewish traditions this is one
of the eighteen passages called Tikkune Sopherim Corrections of
the Scribes*1 ). These are passages in which the original reading
was supposed to have been altered by scribes on account of its
containing something which appeared to them to be unseemly or ir-
reverent. Here the original reading is supposed to have been,
"Thou wilt not die", changed to "We shall not die". This change
is supposed to have been made because of the irreverence implied
in bringing together the ideas of God and death. However, the
LXX has this same reading. To the writer it seems that we have
here an instance of the Niphcal participle being confused with the
1st person, plu. imperf. of the Kal. The consonants would be the
same in both cases. It is only when they are pointed with the
vowels that the difference is seen. For example h-iqj. "we shall
die"; B*DJ (when used with the pronoun) "Thou thyself who diest".
The context would seem to suggest the latter reading. Following
out the custom of the ancients in addressing the Deity, the
author is applying many honorary epithets to him. Yahweh is
from ancient times, a Holy One, a Rock etc. In harmony with the
use of these epithets is the use of a term which expresses the
immortality of the Deity. Otherwise we would seem to have here a
gloss.
» y^iiiDn&Uj.} Mr
-tut joriqoi^ eriT
, Icj^cfiionmi MRjM isict! x/criJ ion ftM - <
>eilqra.
JJ'jBOQCJ
ID
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The Prophet's Difficulty, vv. 13-14.
13. Thou whose eyes are too pure to behold evil;
Who art not able to look upon mischief;
Why dost thou look upon those who deal treacherously1 ;
Art silent when the wicked swallow up those more
(righteous than they?
14, And thou dost make men as the fishes of the sea,
As creeping things that have no ruler over them.
1 - B»"iafa --Kal Participle Plu. of na "to deal
treacherously". The participle means, "Those dealing treacher-
ously". This evidently refers to the Chaldeans from their
•rapacious conduct. Compare Isa. 21:2 where Babylon is referred to
as "the treacherous man who dealeth tracherously , and the destroyer
who destroyeth". For proof that Isaiah refers to Babylon see v. 9
of chapter 21. The expression seems to have been used with
reference to Israel's enemies (cf. Isa. 24:16).
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The Chaldean 1 s Atrocities Narrated vv. 15-16,
15. All of them they take up with the hook;
And drag away in their net;
And gather together in their seine.
Therefore they rejoice and are glad.
16. Therefore they sacrifice to their net,
And burn incense to their seine;
For in them their portion is fat,
And their food plenteous.
The Prophet's Question, v. 17.
17. Will they therefore empty their net,
And continue to sDay^ the nations unsparingly2 ?
1 - Jin? An example of the socalled periphrastic future (cf
.
Ges.-K. 114 h-k).
2 - 5iDBl k? — "Unsparingly" (cf. Ges.-K. 156 g).
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The Prophet Awaiting Yahweh's AnsWer, ch • 2:1.
1. Upon my watch-tower I will stand,
And upon the fortress I will station myself
j
And I will look forth to see what he will speak with me,
And what he will replyl concerning my impeachment.
Yahweh's Answer, Ch, 2:2-4.
2. And Yahweh answered me and said:
Write the vision, and make it plain upon the tablets ;^
In order that one may read it when running.
3. For yet is the vision for the appointed time;
It panteth for the end and will not fail;
Though it tarry, wait thou for it;
For it will surely come, it will not delay.
4. Behold, swollen4 , not level, js their soul within them,
But the righteous shall live by his faith.
1 - 3*WK We prefer to read with Now., Mart., Driver, Hoonacker,
stonehous e and Ward the 3rd per. instead of the 1st per.
of the M. T. The context seems to require the 3rd person in-
stead of the 1st.
2 - run? — "Tablets". Noun from Di? . It was for writing
prophecy on. Compare Isa. 30;8, also Isa. 8:1.
3 - n2;i --Hiph. 3rd per. Imperf., from ma , "to breathe,
puff, pant". This form is the contracted form of (Com-
pare Psa. 27:2)
.
4 - n?=!$; --An adj. from 7B<£
,
to swell. G. A. Smith says it
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is equivalent to the colloquial "swollen-head" as opposed to
"level-headed" (G. A. Smith, The Twelve Prophets, p. 134, N . 4).
5 - fta!a*»Jf! A number of authors such as driver, Davidson, G. A.
Smith, Duhm, Stonehouse and others render this term "his faith-
fulness". Delitzsch gives a number of meanings for the word:
as an attribute of God, it means trustworthiness, unchangeable
fidelity in the fulfilment of his promises (Deut. 22:4): as a
personal attribute of man, fidelity in word and deed (Jer. 7:28;
9:2: Psa. 37:3); and in his relation to God, from attachment to
God and undisturbed confidence in the divine promise of grace.
This is the word used in speaking of Abraham's trust in God
(Gen. 15:6).
It is evident from the context that our passage treats of
the relation between man and God. It is the prophet's faith and
trust in God that is in danger of being shaken. The danger is
even greater among his people. As a reward for his faith he is
promised "life". In addition miDK is opposed to the pride
and conceit of the Chaldeans.
Jewish expositors have unanimously retained the meaning
"faith": the LXX renders it itVric
,
although by certain changes
they have perverted the sense. The Apostle Paul (Rom. 1:17, Gal.
3:11) based his doctrine of "Justification by Faith" on this
interpretation.
So the writer is of the opinion that the best rendering of
this word, as far as the context and the traditional interpreta-
tion are concerned, is the one given in the American Revised Ver-
sion: "The Righteous shall live by his faith." For a good
representation of the other view, see Driver in Cent. Bible p. 63f.
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II The Woes, Ch. 2:5-20.
The Prophet's Comment, v. 5,
5. Moreover as wine^- which deals treacherously,
The strong man is arrogant and is never contented
But enlarges his soul as Sheol
And like death he is not satisfied.
He gathers to himself all the nations,
And heapeth to himself all the peoples.
1 - Here the text is manifestly corrupt. The LXX makes
no mention of "wine". Most critics are agreed that emendations
will have to be made. Wellhausen suggests that ??-D is a cor-
ruption of M'n with which this verse like 6b, 9, 12, 15, 19 may
have originally begun. However, the impression we get from 6a
is that the "taunt- songs" or "woes" begin in 6b. Driver would
read > in for j?*a and leave *g >i*<)as an unexplained residium.
He would then render it, "ah! the treacherous dealer, the
haughty man that resteth not."
According to the translation adopted above (by the present
writer), there would be only a slight change in the text, and yet
the clear and manifest idea contained in the context would be
preserved. For i?jin~ ,, £ we would read p^s • This would
parallel Mttjfe and Eiltoa •
2 - nn) Not found elsewhere in the 0. T., and thought by our
translators to mean "keepeth at home", because the noun allied
to it ( nn ) means "homestead or resting-place". However,
Driver says with reference to this use of the word: "If the text
Hab. 2:5 be sound, Hebrew must have possessed a verb 3* J with
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some such sense as "to sit quiet", which does not appear in the
c ogna t e language s
•
nu may^ perhaps be connected with it. As a general
thing nu "habitation in general", but in particular it means a
pastoral abode. It is only applied to other kinds of abode in
poetry (Ex. 15:15) or the higher prose. Its use in the present
connection is doubtful (Driver, Notes on Hebrew text of the Bks.
of Samuel, p. 158). Wellhausen, Nowack, G. A. Smith and Marti
would read instead r\}i\ "to satisfy". In commenting on nu^
Nowack says the word n-u appears dubious. Prom what follows
one would not expect here any allusion to his fate or fortune
but a description of his activities. Besides, the verb nu
is not found in Heb., nor any of its derivatives, with the mean-
ing "to live". "To remain" from nu (dwelling, house) is very
doubtful. Perhaps it is from mv. "be satisfied" which meets
the demands of the following gaip . This emendation seems to
us the most satisfactory.
* I
n *V»v'-I4 1AJ. UJ.MJIJX uuli fc. X
ismsi oT w ; "evil ci" sni
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A Prose Introduction to the Woes, v. 6a.
6a. Shall not all these lift up a taunt-song against them,
And songs of derision against them, and say 1 :
The First Woe, vv. 6b-8.
p
6b. Woe to him who multiplies that which is not his own**
And loads himself with heavy pledges.
7. Shall not they suddenly rise up who shall bite 3 thee,
And they awake who shall violently shake thee,
And thou shall be for booty unto them?
8. Because thou hast plundered many nations,
All the rest of the peoples shall plunder thee;
fiecause of the blood of men and the violence done the
earth,
The city, and all that dwell therein.
1 - "IBKVI Probably •119*0 ] with Nowack. Plu. to agree with ik^
and the clear sense of the passage.
2 - , QD~"T£ Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti think it a gloss. Nowack
thinks it could hardly be used in any other sense than njK_ip
in 1:2 and that would be very surprising here. Hence it must be
a gloss.
3 - tP2?'J There is a play here on the double sense of the word
which means both "to bite" (Gen. 49:17) and also (Metaphori-
cally) "to bite off" from the principal lent-to give interest.
The participle means the giver of interest or the biter. The
Chaldean is represented as the creditor who exacts heavy interest;
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The Second Woe, vv. 9-11.
9. Woe unto him who has made an evil gain to his house,
To set his nest on high,
To escape from the hand of evil.
10. Thou has devised shame to thy house,
Thou hast cut 1 off many peoples,
2And hast forfeited thine own life.
11. For a stone out of the wall shall cry out,
And the beam out of the timber shall answer it.
the nations are the debtors or biters who when their day comes
will punish him remorselessly for his exactions (Driver Cent.
B. p. 79 N).
1 -m'S|2 Inf. Const, from ysjj. . It might be used substantive-
ly; however, the LXX has JuveTiepctvac which would suggest ElTsg.
,
2nd Mas. Perf •
2 - RBfm Literally "sinned against thy soul", but when the
verb is used with the accusative, it means "forfeit one's life"
(Brown, Driver, Briggs, Heb. lex. p. 307). Further, Duhm
would change wain of M . T. to MfcB to make it agree with B?g*«
iwoTtE
)
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The Third Woe, vv. 12-14.
12. Woe unto him who builds a city with blood,
And establishes"*" a town in unrighteousness.
13. Is it not rrom Yahweh of hosts,
That the people shall toil only for fire,
And the tribes weary themselves for vanity?
14. For the earth shall be full
Of the knowledge of the glory of Yahweh,
As the waters cover the sea.
1 - £1*31 Perf. with waw consecutive continuing the parte.
»Jte • It expresses a habit or cu^om: "And continually
establishes «. city" (cf. Ges. K 116 x)
.
2 - Here the prophet quotes a no aoubt familiar proverb, (Jer.
51:58). "The peoples shall toil only for fire--for fire will
destroy their cities." "The tribes weary themselves for
vanity"--Their labor shall come to nought, for the empires
they establish will fall into ruins.
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The Fourth Woe, vv. 15-17.
15. Woe unto him who giveth his neighbor drink
From the cup of his fury; 1
And even maketh (his neighbor) drunk,
That he may gaze upon his nakedness.
16. Thou art filled with shame instead of glory:
Drink thou ttlso «nd stagger. 2
The cup of ^ahweh's right hand shall be turned to thee,
And shame shall be for thy glory.
17. For the violence to Lebanon shall cover thee,
And the destruction of the beasts shall make thee
(afraid;
Because of the blood of men, and the violence done
(to the earth,
To the city, and all who dwell therein.
1 - H?!f These words do not make sense. The verb oc-
curs in the sense of "attach" or "join" in I Sam. 2:36; 26:19;
Isa. 14:1. ^non comes from ncn meaning "heat", hence figura-
tively it means "fury" (cf. Nahum 1:6). The expression as we
have it in M. T., would read: "One who joins or adds to his
fury", which is not very illuminating. Wellhausen emends the
text on the basis of practically the same figure used in Zech .
12:2. Here we have the statement: q^mv^br d'1 »3J8 nan
7 5L"i~>l 5 "Behold I will make Jerusalem a cup of reeling etc."
Wellhausen by dropping the n of the first word bbod > which he
thinks was attracted here because of the presence of the same
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letter at the beginning of the next word, and by making another
slight change, arrives at a clever rendering. His emendation
is fnofl f)QQ instead of what we have in M. T. This gives us,
"Prom the cup of his fury"
•
2 - 7lym Not found elsewhere but has been conjectured to
T- " !
mean "uncover the foreskin". Wellhausen emends the text by
reading Jgjn'! instead (cf. Zech. 12:2; Isa. 51:17, 22), "and
stagger"
•
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The Fifth Woe, vv. 18-20.
18. 1 What does it profit the image that its maker hath
(formed it:
The molten-image and teacher of lies?
That he who fashioned his image trusted in it
To make dumb idols?
19. Woe to him that sayeth to the wood, awake I
To the dumb stones, arise!
2--Behold it is overlaid^ with gold and silver
And there is no breath at all in it.
20. But Yahweh is in his holy temple,
Silence before him all the earth.
1 - A number of scholars would have v. 18 follow v. 19
(Nicolardot, Stonehouse, Rothstein) on the basis that the "woe"
is mentioned in v. 19. See notes on reconstructed text, p.
2 - V. 19 i"ns Mfi - Seems to be a gloss (Nowack, Bib. Heb.).
3 - Davidson (C. B. p. 82) says the term is obscure,
though it may mean, "laid over with gold" or "set in gold".
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III. The Psalm, Chapter 3.
Title, 3:1.
1. The Prayer1 of Habakkuk the prophet set to Shigio-
noth2 .
The Prayer, v. 2.
2. Yahweh I ha ve heard thy fame;
Yahweh I have feared thy work.
In the midst of the years revive it;
In the midst of the years make thyself known.
In wrath remember mercy.
1 - n£an From ??3 . It means in general a prayer. It is the
title of a number of psalms: 17:1, 86:1; 90:1; 102:1; and of the
Davidic Psalter as a whole, 72:20.
2 - QfJv 3* This is the plural of H^ptohich appears in Psa. 7:
1. The meaning, like most of the musical titles appearing in the
Psalms, is obscure. The verb from which it comes is rutf , "to go
astray" (Ezek. 34:6; Isa. 28:7 thru wine), hence it was supposed
that Shiggayon may denote a dithyrambic poem, written in wandering,
irregular rythms, and set to Shigyonoth, "One set to music of a
similar character" (Dr. Cent. B. p. 86).
Others (Nowack, Wellhausen, Condamin, Marti, Briggs, Ward)
follow the LXX and read nii^Ji because this form is found in v.
19. Betteridge thinks the title in v. 19 was the beginning of a
new Psalm, and was transcribed here by mistake. Duhm thinks we
know too little of the musical indications in usage to declare the
text unacceptable where they are concerned.
3 - £
T!<a Nowack would follow the LXX and read instead $n}B
,
*,nwc
ISit
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Yahweh' s brilliant approach vv. 3-4.
3,. God came from Teman,
And the Holy One from Mount Paran;
His majesty covered the heavens,
And the earth was full of his praise,
4. And his brightness was as the light,
And rays 1 of light went out from his hands,
And there was the hiding of his power.
Impf. Niph. after LXX jpaciftfcfi • There seems to us, however,
no necessity for a change from the M. T.
1 - This from ]~}Q. originally "horns". Arabic poets
called the first rays of light "horns", or rather compared them
to 'horns" .
i
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Some Effects of Yahweh's Coming, vv. 5-6.
5. Before him went the pestilence,
And firebolts went out from his feet.
6. He stood and the earth melte dl;
He beheld and drove asunder the nations;
And the everlasting mountains were broken in pieces;
The eternal hills bowed themselves.
These be his ways from of old. 2
1 - TTbTT The text here is evidently corrupt, -no "measure",
but the context would suggest a statement dealing with the effect
of "his having stood", (cf. Am. 9:5; Mic. 1:3-4; Nah. 1:5). In
these passages the effect of Yahweh's action is seen in the
"melting of the earth". The verb used in Am. 9:5 and Nah. 1:5
is • That we think is the emendation necessary here:
libn for VP]l (Nowack--3ib. Heb.; Driver- -Cent . 3. p.
89). Wellhausen is also inclined to SlbTI which the LXX
renders eacxAeu67| and which is the same word it renders for
a form of i%Q in Am. 9:5.
2 - The line t? a?Vj; m'D?n .--Thus G . A . Smith (The
Twelve Prophets, vol. 2, p. 153). He thinks the line so ren-
dered sums up and clinches the theophany from v. 13 onward.
He would not omit the line as Wellhausen does.
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An Inquiry of Yahweh, vv. 7-8.
7, I have seen the tents of Cushan under violence,
The curtains of the land of Midian trembled,
8. Yahweh, wast thine anger against the hills? 1
Wast thy wrath against the rivers?
Wast thy outpouring against the sea?
That thou shouldst ride upon thy horses,
Upon the chariots of victory?
1 - "•nn.iiin A. difficult passage. This word seems to be used in
a tautologous way. It would seem that one of the words D*"]fi^3
got into the text by an error. G. A. Smith would emend the text
by reading for the present word, the word, »nnan , (is it with
the hills) , because hills have already been mentioned, and rivers
occur in the next clause and are separated by the same disjunctive
particle, » , which separates "the sea" in the third clause from
them. The use of the second person suggests that n|rp is a
vocative.
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Yahweh in the Guise of a Warrier—Nature his first Victim,
(vv. 9-11.
9i Thou hast surely brought into action thy bow; 1
Thou didst fill thy quiver with missiles2
Thou didst cleave the earth into rivers.
10. The mountains saw thee, they withered in pain;
4
The clouds poured forth waters;
The ueep gave forth its voice,
5
And lifted its hands on high.
11. The sun and the moon stood still in their lofty abode,
At the light of thine arrows as they went forth; 6
At the brightness of thy glittering spear.
1 - "iVyfl — A very difficult passage. If the text is cor-
rect we have here a Niph. Imperf. of a supposed verb, ny • This
verb does not occur elsewhere, according to Nowack. He is there-
fore suspicious of the present text. Further while it is possible
to have a substantive ( ) used in the capacity of an infin.
Absolute (Ges—K, 113 W) , it is rarely done. We would ordinari-
ly expect the infin. Abs. to be from the same root as the verb
itself. It seems doubtful that we have such a verb as "Vtj
,
therefore he (Gesenius-Kautzsch) accepts Wellhausen's emendation,
based on 2 Sam 23:18. He would substitute for the M. T., the
phrase, "ntyia Tltp
2 - nlao ntpis? --No satisfactory rendering has been found
for this clause by scholars. Undoubtedly the text is corrupt.
Delitzsch (Dav. Camb. B. p. 88) calculates that a hundred transla-
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tions of this passage have been offered. The word n fjptf is
rendered in the Authorized Version, "oaths"; it is the same in
the R. V., except that on the margin there is the alternate read-
ing, "Sworn were the chastisements of thy word." Both render-
ings are thoroughly unsatisfactory.
Two meanings have been given for nlcso "branches",
"rods", "staffs", or "tribes". Delitzsch thinks it could not
have meant "tribes", because in that case it would have been
defined by a suffix or some determining clause. He renders it
"stick" or "staff" for two reasons: it is suggested by the con-
text—the allusion to the bow in the preceding clause—and the
analogy in v, 14, where the word unquestionably means "staves"
or "lances."
Perhaps the most satisfactory rendering of the clause is
that proposed by Nowack. He sees in the Syriac rendering of
this passage that it regards the M. T. nfyn^ as some form of
PSH "be satisfied", and understood ntao in the sense of
"shafts", "arrows". This is supported by the rendering found
in certain Greek Codices (23, 62, 86, 147, v. Field, Hexapla).
On the basis of the clause o Tipo Ij3nc eBir]yipBri to to'^ov gov,
exoaxotaac ,6o\i'6a<; xrjc qpapetpac auT/)c,
he conjectures that the original text read -anssx m'so atn»
He thinks the flSBtpa should replace n"7D no*K and must have been
the original reading. He explains the confusion of the two
phrases as due to the similarity in form of all the letters of
the old Semitic alphabet to each other. His rendering would
then be read, "Thou didst fill thy quiver with missiles."
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This rendering is not entirely convincing, especially as
it relates to the alleged confusion of n?o no'a with 3ft?f?!f
but it comes nearer solving a very difficult problem than any
other that has come to the writer's attention.
3 - -ft**^ --Writhe in pain (cf. Psa. 77:17).
4 - d?o BHT —Nowack, Marti, Wellhausen, Duhm
,
Nicolardot,
Kelly (American Journ. Sem. Lang. p. 115) would emend the text on
the basis of Psa. 77:18, which Psalm C A. Briggs (Psalms Int.
Crit. Com. vol. 2, p. 171 N) thinks was based on the Psalm in
Hab. The emendation would be as follows: m'np q"»d IdTt "The
T
clouds poured forth waters", -idi't would be a poel denominative
from QTT cf. ni'iz? from rn» -Ges.-K, 55 b).
5 - •l>^ , '^^ oi"1 —A, difficult passage, and a number of
scholars (Nowack, Stonehouse, G. A. Smith etc.) regard it as cor-
rupt. Various emendations of the text have been suggested, but
none satisfactory in the judgment of the writer; therefore we
prefer to leave the text as it is.- This rendering, too, seems
to fit the context. It certainly is preferable to transferring
to the following verse as Nowack and Stonehouse propose to
do.
6 - iD?n^ Tp??n Compare Psa. 77:18. Marti and Peiser regard
"the sun and the moon" as the subject, but comparison with Psa.
77:18, which was evidently taken irom Hab. 3, leads to the con-
clusion that "arrows" (-fpsn ) is the subject.
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His Conquests Widening, w. 12-15.
12. In indignation thou didst march through the earth;
In anger thou didst thresh the nations.
13. Thou didst go forth for the salvation of thy people,
For the salvation1 of thine anointed,
Thou didst shatter the head from the house of the
(wicked;
Thou didst lay bare 15 its base even to the neck.
14. Thou didst pierce with staves 3 the head of the
(Perizzites; 4
They came on as a tempest to drive us 5 away;
Their exultation was as it were to devour the poor
(from a hiding place.
15. Thou didst march through the sea with thy horses,
The great waters foamed.
1 - — Tne Lxx T0 ^ ffSaai tov Xpuidv crou
instead of aaxrjpiav as in the preceding clause. For this
reason Nowack and others would emend the text by reading IL^Vn?
an infinitive, instead of a noun. These scholars re-
mind us that while there are instances in which an abstract noun
is used with the force of an infin, and governs the ace, these
instances, they think, do not justify the present case; besides
the Kal would be intrans. rather than trans. However, Kelly
(Amer. Jour, of Sem. Lang. p. 155) thinks we may have here an
archaic usage whereby an infin. noun is followed by an acc. He
compares it to n$nn in Gen. 2:9. We retain the M. T.
2 -
~ijt-i:f"iy ifo"' m'ny as we have it here is an infin. Abs
.
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The usual form would be riiv or mu • However, the form in
nl occurs in Isa. 22:13; Hos. 10:4. Its use in that case would
be adverbial (cf. Ges.-K, 113 h, and Dav. Syn., 87). So con-
strued it would read "laying bare the base unto the neck". The
context, however, seems to demand a 2nd per. perf., following
the analogy of the preceding clause. And so we would read n , "io
instead of imtr nny. ^
"J
neck, seems to be necessary to continue
the figure of arrin head, in the preceding clause.
3 - "with staves or lances". Read instead n 1*202 (cf.
Hab. 3:9).
4 - ins --Stonehouse says the word occurs only here. The LXX
renders it "chief men". The evident reference is to a hostile
people. The R. V. has "warriors". But we are not warranted
in making such a translation from a word which means "country-
people". To the writer it seems that the reference here is to
one of Israel's ancient enemies. Just a slight change in the
text would make it read the Perizzite. And so we would read
'•nan (cf. Gen. 13:7; 15:20; 34-30; Judg. 1:4-5; Ex. 3:8-17).
While it is true that in the passages cited above the Perizzites
are always associated with other nations, such as Canaanite,
Hittite etc., still they could be named here as a type of their
ancient foes. Further these other foes may have been mentioned
in the text originally but dropped out. In Ezra 9:1 we note
that the Perizzites are among those spoken of as being still in
the country as a snare to the returned exiles. The word no
doubt alluded to Israel's early conquest of Canaan.
5 - » j^sn? perhaps better *13*»sg£ . The writer is talking
of the struggles of his nation against an ancient foe.
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6 - *ip*n A. V. "heap", R. V. m, "surge". LXK xapdlaaovtac .
On the basis of some of the codices of the LXX (Codd. 23, 62, 86,
147,—Dr. -Cent. B. p. 95), Wellhausen and Nowack would read -non
for "ton which would give us, "The gr eat waters foamed" (cf. Psa.
46:4)
.
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The Effect of Yahweh's Manifestation upon the Poet, v. 16.
16, I heard and my body 1 trembled;
At the voice, my lips quivered;
Rottenness came into my bones
And I trembled in my place. 2
While I waited quietly3 for the day of affliction,
For the coming up of the people who would attack us.
1 - 'i?! from ) 233 "body".
2 - *BB& — literally, "underneath myself". An idiomatic expres-
sion meaning "in my place". (Cf. 2 Sam. 2:23; 7:10; Isa. 25:10).
3 - nV'7 nux This and the next line are very uncertain. If
the text is correct it would seem to lend force to the view of
Habakkuk's authorship of the Psalm, and yet not necessarily.
Israel's history throughout was a. repelling of foes who "came up
against them to eat up their flesh" • And these lines were
simply commemorative of their experience through the years.
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An Expression of Triumphant Faith, vv. 17-19.
17. For though the fig-tree should not bud,
And there should be no fruit from the vines,
And the product of the olive-tree should fail,
And the fields should not bring forth food,
And flocks should be cut off from enclosures,
And there be no cattle in the stalls,
18. I will (still) exult in Yahweh,
I will rejoice in the God of my salvation.
19. Yahweh, the Lord, is my strength,
And he will make my feet as the hind's feet;
And upon my high-places he will cause me to walk.
For the Chief Musician on my stringed instruments.
1 - Compare Psalms 4:1; 6:1; 54:1; 55:1; 67:1; 76:1.
VI
tit
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TEXT.
i 1
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In Section III of the Dissertation is found a "Translation
based on the Metrical Arrangement of the Hebrew Text". In the
present section we propose to give the original from which that
translation was made.
While for centuries the third chapter of the Book of Habak-
kuk has been recognized as a Psalm, the book as a whole has not
been considered to be poetic. A careful examination, however,
of chapters one and two, brings out the fact that here also are
to be found all the characteristics and peculiarities of Hebrew
poetry.
In this section we give a brief survey of the forms of
Hebrew poetry; analyze the book with the view of determining
whether we have here poetry or not; and having convinced ourself
that the whole book is poetic, we proceed to make a metrical ar-
rangement of the Hebrew text.
A brief survey of the forms of Hebrew poetry.
In the year 1753 two epoch-making books were published, as
far as Old Testament study was concerned. One was the work of
Jean Astruc
,
questioning the authorship of the book of Genesis by
Moses; the other was "De Sacra Poesi Hebraeorum Praelectiones
Academicae"
,
by Robert Lowth. This book by Lowth was the first
systematic treatment of any of the formal elements of Hebrew
poetry.
Prior to Lowth there had been attempts to define the laws
of Hebrew metre, to prescribe the numbers, the feet, the scanning
of the lines etc. All such attempts were based on the assump-
tion that Hebrew poetry and metre were similar in every respect
teseTq
2e.£ 'tjjjnsa
t ml&;
1 Jtoeeti 6 J o^-xsri;
3c cert nsad sjed ifjgg
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to the Greek and Latin. Lowth's contribution was two-fold: (1)
He for the rirst time analyzed and expounded the parallelistic
structure of Hebrew poetry: (2) He drew attention to the fact
that the extent of poetry in the Old Testament was much larger
than had generally been recognized.
Let us note in detail his first contribution. He made
the important discovery that Hebrew poetry was not marked by
rhyme or by the regulated succession of accented or unaccented,
or long and short syllables, but by the arrangement of two
clauses of approximately the same length; so that the second
clause answers or otherwise completes the thought of the first.
He called this phenomenon, "Parallelism of Members".
Bishop Lowth distinguished three primary forms of Paral-
lelism: (1) The Synonomous; that is parallel arrangement in
which the second line contains a thought identical with or simi-
lar to the thought of the first line. For example, compare
Psa. 1:2.
"But his delight is in the law of Jehovah,
And in his law doth he meditate day and night."
(2) The Synthetic: Here the thought is either advanced in dif-
ferent ways or merely completed. Example Psa. 40:1-2.
"I waited patiently for Jehovah;
And he inclined unto me and heard my cry.
He brought me up also out of a horrible pit, out of the
miry clay;
And he set my feet upon a rock, and established my
goings ."
(3) The Antithetic: Here the second line expresses the opposite
thought from the first. Example Prov. 10: 1.
nonemoixerfq etaf tell bo e
ei9H : ox Jsxiirr^S 6;
moo Yl®"I © fn VTC£V
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"A wise son maketh a glad father,
But a foolish son is the heaviness of his mother."
Bishop Lowth's views on Parallelism in Hebrew poetry were
at once accepted and have maintained themselves until the present
time
.
The Measured Beat.
Another form of Hebrew poetry was the "Measured Beat"
.
The measures were not of feet, as in classic Latin and Greek, but
of words or word accents. That is to say, the main element in
the measure of Hebrew verse was the accent or tone. Julius Ley
(Die Metrischen Formen der Hebr. Poesie 1866; Grundzuge des
Rythmus des vers—und Strophenbaues in der Hebr. Poesie, 1875,
Leitfaden der Metrik der Hebr. Poesie, 1887) is due most of the
credit for the development of the view of the measured beat in
Hebrew poetry. " Another scholar who accepted in the main Ley's
view, and made large contributions to it, was Karl Budde
(Zeitschrift fur die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft , 1882).
Here, and in later articles, he analyzed the book of Lamentations,
showing the great preponderance of the 3 plus 2 line, which he
called the kinah verse, from the fact that it is the form used in
"mournful" poetry.
The simplest measure is the trimeter, measured by three
tonic or accented beats. Dr. Briggs says (Psalms, Int. Crit.
Com. vol. I, p. XLI ) , there are 89 trimeter Psalms in the
Psalter. Next to the trimeter, the pentameter or kinah was
used most frequently. We have also the tetrameter and hexameter,
but these were not used so frequently as the other forms.
With reference to the kinah verse 3udde 1 s position was as
bi©w x^Seoq vfG^.cieft ni melI©II*«tJi<l no awoiv e'riJTt
,3V9I
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follows: (1) The kinah measure divides the line into unequal
parts of which the larger precedes the shorter part. (2) The
normal' length of the longer part is three words; of the short-
er part, two words. (3) By legitimate variation, a longer
part, consisting of four words, may be followed by a shorter,
consisting of (a) three words, (b) two words. (4) The
period is never equally divided. (5) Between the two periods
of the verse, there is no strict and constant rhythmical rela-
tion beyond the fundamental fact of inequality of length.
He, however, would have us be on guard against assigning
too great importance to Metrical regularity.
Archaic Words and Forms.
The Hebrew poets used archaic words and forms for metri-
cal purposes, for the following reasons: (1) The archaic case
endings softened the transition from word to word, and made the
language more melodious. (2) The archaic suffixes and modal
forms were used partly for the same purpose. (3) The archaic
prepositions were employed in order to get independent words
or variation in the tonic syllable (Briggs, Psalms, Vol. I,
Int. Crit. Com. p. XLIII f.)
Ornamentation of Lines
.
The Hebrew poets ornamented their lines by various de-
vices. At the beginning the alphbet, in order, was used as an
acrostic (Compare Psa. 119; Nah. 1; the first four chapters of
Lamentations). At the end of the line a kind of rhyme, or
assonance was used, (cf. Amos 8:1-2; Isa. 5:7.
The Strophe.
Another very generally accepted form of Hebrew poetry, is
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the Strophe. Roster (Die Strophen Oder Parallelismus der Verse
der Hab. Poesie, Studien Kritiken, 1831), who is given the credit
of calling the attention of scholars to the strophical organiza-
tion of Hebrew poetry, defined the strophe as any union of several
verses according to definite laws. He built on Lowth's system of
Parallelism and maintained that groups of verses are arranged on
the same principles of parallelism as the verses themselves.
Koster gave as the first criterion of the Strophe, the re-
frain. It indicates either the beginning or the end of the
strophe. Note Micah 3. In vv. 1, 5, and 9 we see rrom the
opening words here the beginning of a new strophe. Another in-
stance is Psa. 42 and 43. It seems evident that the Psalms are
one by the refrain in 42:5; 42:11 and 43:5. Note also Isa. 9:8-
10:4.
Another criterion is the division in the sense of the pas-
sage. In almost every passage or chapter, one or more portions
naturally separate themselves from the rest. Using one of these
portions as a measure, the whole poem will often be found to con-
sist of several equal or nearly equal parts, each forming a lesser
whole. Take Psalm 2 for example. The last three verses are an
address to kings. Take this segment as a measure and it will be
found that we have in the twelve verses of the Psalm four strophes
of three verses each.
Other indications of the strophe are such expressions as
"hark", "see", "woe", "when", "Thus saith Yahweh" etc.
THE POETIC FORM OF HABAKKUK
.
The problem now before us is to decide whether, as judged
by the forms of Hebrew poetry we have named above, the whole book
taJaoX •erfqo'iJ'2 eriJ
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of Habakkuk can be considered poetic or not. It is very
generally conceded that ch. 3 is a poem, but there is considerable
question as to the first two chapters.
If we can find in these first two chapters undoubted ex-
amples of parallelisms, the measured beat, as seen in the accented
word, archaic and poetic forms, paronomasias, acrostics--any or
all of these—we have <x right to think of these chapters as poetry;
and then will come our other task, if it is possible, to discover
the strophical organization of the book.
Our first study will deal with parallelisms. Here the
primary forms are the synonomous, the synthetic, and the antithet-
ic. Suppose we search for examples of the synonomous. F. T.
Kelly (The Strophic Structure of Habakkuk, Amer. Jour, of Sem.
Lang. Vol. XVIII, No. 2, Jan. 1902, pp. 94-119) finds at least
fourteen synonomous parallelisms in these chapters. Let us
examine some of the examples he gives to see how they square with
the principles set forth in preceding pages. Take chapter 1:10
lines a and b for example:
"He scoffs at kings,
And princes are an object of derision to him."
Here we have a very clear case of a parallel arrangement
in which the second line contains * thought identical with the
first line.
Take another; ch. 1:13, a, b, c, d:
"Thou whose eyes are too pure to behold evil
Who art not able to look upon mischief;
Why dost thou look upon those who deal treacherously;
Art silent when the wicked swallow up those more right-
ous than they?"
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Here again we have another very manifest instance of the
synonomous parallelism.
Some other examples are 1:15a, b; 2:1a, b, c, d; 2:5c, d,
e, f.
Examples of the synthetic are just as evident. Note 1:
6a, b, and c, d:
"For behold I am raising up the Chaldeans,
A nation bitter and impetuous,
Who go through the breadths of the earth,
To possess dwelling-places not their own."
Here we have an instance in the second member of each of
these parallelisms, not of the second line containing a thought
identical with or similar to the one expressed in the first
line, but advancing the thought expressed by the first member.
Other examples of the synthetic are 1:10c, d; 2:2b, c; 2:
3c, d; 2:9a, b.
The most outstanding example of the antithetic parallelism
is furnished by 2:4a, b:
"Behold, swollen, not level is their soul within them,
But the righteous shall live by his faith."
Here we have a very clear case of the second line expres-
sing a thought directly opposite to the first.
It would seem to be fairly well established, from our
discussion that that form of Hebrew poetry known as "Parallelism
of Members" is found quite frequently in the first two chapters
of the book of Habakkuk.
The Measured Beat
.
This form of Hebrew poetry is, if anything, more prominent.
,
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The measures most frequent are the trimeter, and the tetrameter
measure. In v. 2 we have an example of the pentameter, or kina:
yam k?i mm rua iv
Now this complies with Budde 1 s statement with reference to
the kina measure, in at least two particulars: (1) It is divided
into two unequal parts of which the longer precedes the shorter,
(2) The normal length of the long part is three words; of the
shorter part, two words.
As an example of the trimeter movement, taken at random,
note 1:4a, b: nvfa JtSP)
Archaic Words and Forms,
F. T. Kelly, in the article referred to above, calls atten-
tion to a number of these: in vv. 9 and 15 of ch. 1, in the case
of the word n'?? , we have a' instead of the masculine suffix
f . In 2:17 we have JS*?P for |BBT , that is mm.
for an? , In 2:7 we have Vo^ , a poetical form used
very frequently in the Psalms, In 1:11 -l t is used as a rela-
tive. It is only used as such in poetry. In this same verse
(1:11) we have the poetic form m"?ft with a suffix W>* . This,
says Kelly, is the only case of its occurrence.
Ornamentation of Lines.
Under this form of poetry we find in the book of Habakkuk,
what would be called by us alliteration. Note in 1:5 the expres-
sion 7 pa 7^3 in 1:6 and 2:6 f7~*K? ; in 1:7, VBBfQ nap ;
in 1:8 )»jra in 2:9 15*3 ; in 2:18 mo?x B*X*>1
In view of the fact that our study has revealed so many of
enafsfa e 1 sbbuS xtflv as II
'iF,q jgnol sriJ" lo riiQnal Ij3m**i<
eini
t nl .1 .rlo lo 61 tn^ G »vv nl i&ssriJ xo *iQonu/ff oj nou
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iol iBDlieoq s t yCf 9v«fi fjw V:S nl • . nfl rioi
3J5 beau ai. u> II: I nl , ernljse^ erU nl ^IJ-nQypsi'i y^*> v
oooc ail lo eaBo ^Ino 6&S el ,^119-H q\bs
brrit ^i>teoq ; 16 crcoT slrlJ" rtobnU
• il&t$m#jtiii bis \d bellBO ©d fclucw >t£ffw
I c?l fttf nx tyf* srs ? f 8:1 nl
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the forms of Hebrew poetry as outlined in our description of these
forms, we feel justified in regarding the first two chapters of
Habakkuk, as well as the third, as poetry. And now for the
strophical arrangement, if there is any.
Proof of the Strophe in the Book of Habakkuk.
It will be remembered that according to Koster, the criteria
for the strophe were to be found in the following: the recurrence
of the refrain as in Isa. 9:8-10:4; the divisions in the sense of
the passage; such expressions as "hark", "see", "woe", "Thus saith
Yahw eh"
.
In the Book of Habakkuk we do not find the refrain, but we
do find both of the other criteria, viz, the divisions in the
sense of the passage, and such expressions as "woe".
As examples of the first, note 1:2-4; 1:5-6; 1:7-10; 11;
12; 13-14; 15-16; 17; 2:1; 2:2-4.
As examples of the second, note: 2:6b-3; 2:9-11, 2:12-14;
2:15-17; 2:18-20.
©di iqI won bnA .^Jooq as x bnlriJ ©riJ 8£t IIsw as ,jfutf>{£djeK
• 5iu2i>IjBdBH lo >iooS erii ni ftrlqoiJ'S ©riJ- lo loo^A
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* ©o^ 3/3 enoiaaeiqx© noua bnu t ©BBaE.sq ©riJ lo ©ansa
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Reconstruction of the Text of Habakkuk.
1„ Dialogue between Yahweh and the Prophet, 1:1* 2:4.
Title- :n, ?^l1 t^tW n ) T "HW
I. The Prophet's Complaint, vv. 2-4,
yoz?n k^i nfrp ruinp (2)
: y» ttrYn k^i Don ^p>i< pyr«
— r vT_r " •
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B3
> in *opi pK ?Jjnn no^> (3)
mj^ com Y»i
nirn Mjn (4)
p'isrTnx vjeqd yzn *3
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II. The Chaldeans being raised up, vv. 5-6.
•learn S| faa -no (5)
1-MDn-i -inonDnn
••• " r j - -
uyfffsifnn S*go *j|rT»3 (6)
meani "ion Man
1. v. 5, line b. Emend the text on the basis of Isa. 29:9,
substituting for M.T. , the hithpalpa'el, -inpnpnn. Bee notes
on translation, p. 117.
J -J J.
.^jtuaitfisifiH 'io ixeT aitt lo aoi t out sb aoo^H
S « tit tJofjqorH oAi b«s rtsw.'isY ne©wJ»d 9u§oJL3
-fan r:r«
t
r
-k} \ roof as'cs
i b
.9-3 ,vv ,qu tsaiei |ni9i aaasblsrfO 9(11
fix i f t f • C ' ** *
r,r
; r
» ggr rntcnr
3 9CII1 4G .7 '.
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III. A detailed description of the Chaldeans, vv. 7-10.
Kin K1U1 d'^k (7)
:k2P, fiwi 4j§»p 4j$p
i^d-ic cjvngap (8)
Rfi? con5> (9)
2
p? prp \d'?d2 Kim ( 13)
i*? pnvo dm Tin
pn'Ef 1S3D~>3^ Kin
IV. The Chaldeans' attitude changes, v. 11.
nn ff^n T k (11)
- ) y-r JT
DCffKl
A" T •'
: in'D 4 t
1 •• V )
1. Drop the words nensj •isski at the end of v. 8b. See notes
in translation section, p. 118.
2. EWJ'JS fiDJQ. 1 fcmend the text by substituting ]ni for noJD.
Cf. Lev. 20:3, Ezek. 15:7. For full discussion see notes in
translation section, p. 119.
1(CI) tmi cs?£ f a 'nsb
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'S'f afaiow ad* qo'i(
.occi iol t<U ani iu iiis-iua \
fli asJoa ssa noiaauoaib iiu' 51 .jtesjl »6 :Q8 .veJ .10
V. The Prophet's Confidence in Yahweh, v. 12.
jifrp dil?d nnN M>n (12)
VI. The Prophet's Difficulty, vv. 13 - 14.
pi Mhtd d)]'^ n'nt (1$)
-
_ T1JT
» n »JT3 din n»ym ( 14)
: 12 K0"i3
VII. The Chaldean Atrocities Narrated, vv. 15 - 16.
h|yn up| n>3 (15)
Iflioao^ lepi 16m^ naTi p~^y (16)
Vp^n JD5? HDHD ^
VIII. The Prophet's Question, v. 17.
fens pni is (17)
^Instead of n-lOJ of M.T. in v. 12b, which is undoubtedly the
1st per. plu., read m'oj, Niph. Ptc. This is in hanrony with
the context. See notes of Translation Section, p. 121.
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IX. The Prophet Awaiting Yahweh's Answer, Ch. 2:1.
m'6j?K 'niDVCTfjJ (1)
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-
• — :
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X. Yahweh's Answer, vv. 2-4.
no k* * ?r)'n * »
j^j?
m ( 2)
nV^n-^y ik3) | tin an 3
: i3 joi'5 ^n*. ipo*
"rfM ?TTn Tf| *a (3)
3T3'! n^i r?^ nen
f?~n3n scnon^oK
: iC? *'3~ ,, 3
V3 f»'E3 Jfti^ift n?cy run
I.* 3^n, 2: Id. fcnend the text by use of instead.
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See notes in translation section, p. 124.
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1In 1:1 we have the title of the book: "The Revelation
Which Habakkuk the Prophet saw."
In this section (1:2-2:4) we have ten strophes. The
first strophe is contained in vv. 2-4, The criterion here, as
in the great majority of instances where the strophe is found,
is the division in the sense of the passage. The question as
to how we are to be sure when we have a change in the sense of
the passage is a matter to be determined by the individual
student
.
Our first strophe, vv. 2-4, is composed of nine lines.
The first three lines follow the Pentameter or kinah movement.
This movement was first observed by Budde in the Book of Lamen-
tations, and is the regular form used in the dirge. The other
six lines of this strophe vary from the movement of the first
three, and seem equally divided between the trimeter and the
tetrameter movements. We say " seem equally divided", because,
due to our limited knowledge of Hebrew metre we cannot be sure
whether some of the long lines are only apparently so or not.
It may be that some of the shorter words were considered as
part of the following words, so far as accent was concerned.
This would seem probable in view of the prevailing regularity
of the trimeter movement.
However, following the present plan of accentuation and
measurement, the fourth line would follow the trimeter movement
the fifth, the trimeter. The sixth and seventh lines are tri-
meters; the eighth and ninth are probably tetrameters.
In this strophe the poet complains of Yahweh's apparent
lack of interest in good people who are suffering from the
8?>'i3 erfJ
9 "IB
.f ft «ifj uia
Jeill srii lo Jnemevom exi-t oioil x»lbv eriqoiJs siriJ 1c ssniX xxa
^rivj njs *7GJ9fnx*t'^ 8fi-^ rt99W^ocf I>9f".'Xvxib vXXjsw.po msss I^/id coirlJ
ijjs 9d Jonn*o aw e^ioiH we«ideH lo ©abeXwomJ beilmll use oJ- ei/fc
3J3 £>©ieLxBi":oo el'iow ioJ TDfie 9iiJ lo ©tnos iBrfS so' Y fi,n ^
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.
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results of the miscarriage of justice. It does not appear to
the writer that we could separate any of these lines from the
rest of the passage without destroying the sense of the passage.
And so we give it as our view that these verses (2-4) form the
first strophe.
The second strophe is contained in vv. 5 and 6 and con-
sists of eight lines. In v. 5 we have the trimeter movement;
in v. 6, for the most part, we have the trimeter also. Only
in the first line do we seem to have an exception. This line
seems to be tetrameter.
There is no question in these verses with reference to
the change in the sense of the passage. In the preceding
strophe the poet was complaining about the unsatisfactory con-
ditions around him. Here we have Yahweh's response to his
complainings. The Chaldeans, a bitter and impetuous nation,
will be raised up to avenge their wrongs.
The third strophe is comprised in vv. 7-10 and consists
of thirteen lines. Here again the measure is considerably
mixed, the division being almost equal between the trimeter and
the tetrameter. In v. 7 we have one trimeter, and one tetra-
meter. V. 8 consisting of four lines, has two trimeters (the
first two) and two tetrameters (the last two). In v. 9 there
are three lines, all having the trimeter movement. V. 10 con-
sists of four lines: Only the second has the trimeter movement,
the other three being tetrameters.
In this third strophe the poet describes in detail the
warlike qualities of the Chaldeans.
The fourth strophe is a short one of three lines, and is
eo'i'I eenil e&Qr'J 'lo yn& 'si&isqsz Lluoo sw
sriJ" lo sense edJ" snivelJ est Ji/orWlw mum
Y,InO . osIjs leJemi'iJ1 on J Qv^ri ©w
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contained in v. 11. The movement here is the trimeter, In
this strophe the attitude of the would-be avenger changes. He
whom Yahweh raised up to be His avenger, himself, becomes an
offender: in that he imputes his success to his own powers.
The fifth strophe is found in v. 12, and consists of
four lines. All are trimeter, except the first, which is
tetrameter
,
Here the poet reminds Yahweh of his undying qualities
and recalls the purpose for which the Chaldeans were raised up.
The sixth strophe is contained in vv. 13 and 14, and
consists of six lines. V. 13 contains four lines, and the
tetrameter is the prevailing movement: the first two lines being
tetrameter; the third trimeter; and the fourth pentameter. V.
14 contains two lines, one trimeter and one tetrameter.
In this strophe the prophet complains to Yahweh of the
injustice of raising up an avenger to punish a people who are
more righteous than the agent raised up to punish them.
The seventh strophe is contained in vv. 15 and 16 and
consists of six lines. In v. 15, lines one and three are trimet-
er, while line two is pentameter. In v. 16, the first line is
pentameter; the second, trimeter; and the third, a dimeter, which
Kelly (Strophic Structure of Habakkuk, p. 105) says belongs to a
class of parallelisms very common in the Psalms. In the cases
that he cites (2:11; 9:9; 12:3), the first line makes a full
statement, and this statement is repeated In different form, and
with fewer words, in the second line.
Here again the prophet describes in detail the blood-
thirsty disposition of his nation's conquerors.
lebne'l "to
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The eighth strophe is found in v. 17, and contains only
two lines. The first line is trimeter; the second tetrameter.
. The prophet wonders if this wholesale slaughter of the
nations is to be kept up indefinitely.
The ninth strophe is contained in ch. 2:1, and consists
of four lines. The first, second and fourth have the trimeter
movement, while the third is of tetrameter.
The prophet proposes to stand on his watch-tower and see
what answer Yahweh will return him.
The tenth strophe is contained in vv. 2-4 of ch. 2, and
consists of nine lines. In v. 2, the first and third lines are
trimeters, the second tetrameter. In v. 3 there are four lines,
all of which have the trimeter movement except the second, which
is a tetrameter. In v. 4, there are two lines, the 'first being
a tetrameter; the second a trimeter.
Here we have Yahweh 's answer to the prophet's complaint
above.
There is an appointed time of reckoning for this haughty
nation, drunk with conquests. It has not yet come, but will
surely come, because his soul is puffed up in him; but the
righteous shall live by his faith.
In our study of this section we note that the prevailing
measures are the trimeter and the tetrameter, with now and then
a pentameter, and at least once, a dimeter.

2. The Woes, 2:5-20.
I. The Prophet's Comment, v. 5-
2
niv n5>i vn* naa
piz?* x'^i A 1.33 **ni
II. A Prose Introduction to the Woes, v. 6a.
•iNfc"* ^z>o l^j? ofD rrtiTKttn (6a)
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III. The First Woe, vv. 6b - 8.
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nig""*?* Instead of M.T. , read See notes in translation
section, p. 126.
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nu\ Read instead, with Nowack, .>ellhausen and Marti, ni,*i?.
See notes in translation section, p. 126.
3
*ip. x, !» v » Instead read with Nowack -iiokm. See p. 128.
4
"»r}D~"jy. Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti, think it a gloss. With
This view the writer agrees. 3ee p. 128.

IV. The Second Vioe, vv. 9 - 11.
1p'3V y*i y*3 »S3 vfn (9)
rip 61193 d-ibJ
'it v.-r ;
-rjn*3> nwa asjp ( 10)
p*jl o^g nfsq.
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V. The Third «oe, vv. 12 - 14.
cmn V y ru'2 * Vn ( 12)
ni«33 ni'n' n«o njn KV^n (13)
13 S'op •ly:'' ' 1
: •icy ?n"n3 d^dr? 1
i»"iKn n^qfi *a (14)
nfir? it'33~nH njn}
nt3JP in M.T. should be read nisi?, following the LXX.
See notes in translation section, p. 129.
2
NEini in M.T. should read riN&nJ See notes in translation
section, p. 129.

VI. The Fourth !?oe, vv. 15 - 17,
" " f.
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m*i>p npato ( 16)
H to? Den ^2 (17)
\- : C« ! ; ;
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^jnpn necp, v. 15b. Bead instead ttnon cjcd. See notes in
translation section, p. 131.
2}"iym t v. 16b (last word). Read instead ^jnm. See notes
in translation section, p. 132.
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VII. The Fifth «oe, vv. 18 - 20.
H?* hot) 'jfepi ^ % vltTng (IB)
p?p rw is'' ncS "»d
n:P £n "•o'k * in (19)
CD-H ]3R^ , HJ?
: .1
V
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r • ' /•• - v r ••
f^'l^ ^n? n|nM (23)
JlTf' xin, v. 19c, seems to be a gloss — Nowacj, Bib. Heb.
Translation, p. 133.
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In the second section (2:5-20) our problem is made con-
siderably easier, so far as the strophical arrangement is con-
cerned. Here we have not only the "division in the sense of
the passage" to help in determining the beginning and ending of
the strophe, but the constantly recurring expression, "floe" at
the beginning of several paragraphs. So that it is pretty
generally agreed that we have here six strophes.
Using this expression "Woe", which regularly recurs at
the beginning of a paragraph, as a criterion, we find the fol-
lowing verses form separate strophes: vv. 6b-3; 9-11; 12-14;
16-17; 18-20, This leaves only v. 5 unaccounted for, which
is clearly a separate strophe, on the basis of the difference
in the sense of the passage.
In the first strophe, v. 5, there are six lines, all of
which, except the third, have the trimeter movement.
In this strophe the text offers considerable difficulty.
If our slight emendation is correct, the sense of the passage
is that the Chaldean is N a man filled with wine. He does not
know when he has en\>ugh^tbut insists on overrunning all the
nations; and in making all peoples his victims.
In the second strophe, vv. 6b-0, we have the first of
the "taunt songs". Because of his overbearing attitude, the
Chaldean is going to cause the many nations he has plundered
to rise up against him, and he be for booty unto them.
The first part of v. 6 is a prose introduction to the
strophe which begins with 6b. This strophe consists of eight
lines, one of which is followed by a refrain. The prevailing
measure here is the trimeter. The two exceptions to this are
5
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the second line of v. 7, which is the refrain, and the first
line of v, 8.
The third strophe is contained in vv. 9-11, and con-
sists of eight lines. Here also the trimeter mar ement is the
prevailing measure: the exceptions being the first line of v. 9,
which is a tetrameter; the third line of v. 9, which is a dime-
ter; and the third line of v. 10, which is also a dimeter.
The fourth strophe is contained in vv. 12-14. Here
again we have an eight line strophe, arranged as follows: v.
12 consisting of two lines; v. 13 of three lines; v. 14 of
three lines. In this strophe the trimeter movement prevails,
except in the first line of v. 13, where we have the pentameter.
It is interesting to note that in this strophe there is
no direct address made to the oppressor as in the other three
woes
.
The fifth strophe is contained in vv. 15-17, and con-
sists of ten lines and a. refrain. The trimeter movement is
the prevailing measure. The exceptions are the second line
of v. 15, which is a tetrameter, and the third line of v. 16.
The refrain follows the last regular line of v. 17.
The sixth strophe is contained in vv. 18-20, and con-
sists often lines. The exceptions to the prevailing trimeter
movement are: the first and third lines of v. 18; and the fourth
line of v. 19, --all of these being tetrameters. A number of
scholars would have v. 18 precede v. 19 in order that the "woe"
may stand at the beginning of the strophe; but this does not
seem necessary to the writer for the following reasons: It is
clear that v. 18 cannot be logically connected with the preceding
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strophe because of the unmistakable difference in the sense of
the two passages; and the further fact that this expression
"Woe" at the beginning of the strophe is not by any means our
only criterion for determining when we have a strophe. As a
matter of fact, in the great majority of cases, it is deter-
mined by the "division in the sense of the passage". And
finally, the one thing which seems to the writer very apparent
from his study of Hebrew Metre, is the manifest insistence of
the Hebrew poet on absolute freedom in the matter of the form in
which he would express himself. The fact that we find trim-
eters, and tetrameters, and pentameters all together in one
strophe shows that he did not lay great stress on consistency,
so far as it had to do with the form of his poetic expression.
-
The Psalm, Ch. 3.
Title, 3:1.
I. The Prayer, v. 2.
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V. Yahweh in the Guise of a Warrior, vv. 9 - 11.
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In ch. 3, besides the superscription in v. 1 and the sub-
scription after v. 19,. we seem to have eight strophes. While
we have occasional variations from it, the movement in the main
seems to be trimeter*
The first strophe is v. 2, the prayer.
Here we have five lines and the measure is quite regular. The
second strophe is composed of vv. 3-4, Here we have a manifest
change of thought.. The prayer is ended and the author is con-
cerned with the majesty and brilliance of Yahweh as he approaches.
This strophe is composed of seven lines and the measure is
regular
.
The third strophe is composed of vv. 5-6, seven lines, and
describes some of the effects of Yahweh 1 s approach. "Before him
went the pestilence, and firebolts went out from his feet."
The fourth strophe is found in vv. 7-8, and is also com-
posed of seven lines. Here in v . 7 we note some variation from
the trimeter movement.
The fifth strophe is found in vv. 9, 10, 11, ten lines.
Here Yahweh is described as a warrior who has laid bare his bow,
and who is advancing upon his enemies, or the enemies of Israel,
fully panoplied for war. Nature is the first victim; the
mountains writhed in pain; the clouds poured forth water.
The sixth strophe is found in vv. 12, 13, 14, 15, eleven
lines. The nations now are beginning to feel the effects of
Yahweh's fury. In anger he threshes the nations. He goes
forth for the salvation of his anointed. We have several vari-
ations from the regular movement here: line 3, v. 13; lines 1
and 3 v. 14.
10 QOi
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The seventh strophe is found in v. 16, six lines. Here
the mcv eraent throughout is trimeter except in line 4, where it
is dimeter. This strophe shows the effect of Yahweh's mani-
festation upon the poet himself and his people.
The eighth strophe is found in vv. 17, 18, 19, eleven
lines and a subscription which seems to be a musical direction.
Here we have an expression of triumphant faith. Though all
nature should fail them in bringing forth the sustenance they
need, the poet will trust in Yahweh who is their sure defense.
i awor
U brw
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THE PLACE OF HABAKKUK HJ THE HISTORY OP HEBREW THOUGHT
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Thus far, our main concern, in the study of the book of
Habakkuk, has been In questions of literary and historical
criticism; and while these are very important, and have great
value for a thorough understanding of the book, any treatment
which only took these phases of the book into consideration
would be wholly inadequate to meet the needs of the situation.
The Hebrew prophet was not merely a student and writer,
in the ordinary conception of that term, he was Yahweh's
spokesman in the world. In his times, he was the living,
human link between Yahweh and his "chosen people". It was
the prophet's privilege,, no less than his outy, to "cast up a
highway" for his people, in order that he might make easy their
approach to their God.
If one would know fully the story of Israel's religious
development from the beginning of her history until its close,
he must needs study the history of prophecy in Israel. The
prophets were ever in the van of Israel's religious progress.
Each of the prophets made his own distinct and unique contribu-
tion to this religious development.
It will be the aim of this section to set forth, at some
length, Habakkuk 1 s most valuable contributions to the theologi-
cal thinking of his times.
1. The Problem of Suffering in the Old Testament and
Habakkuk's Contribution to it.
In early times suffering was looked upon as a penalty for
sin. This was not only true in Israel, but among other ancient
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peoples also. Among some of these ancient peoples the vie?; ob-
tained that mankind was just a puppet of the gods; that when
misfortune came it was not necessarily a sign of sin, but was due
to the caprice of some angered Deity. However, the view in early
Israel was that Jehovah was an£e red by some sin committed, and
showed his anger by bringing suffering upon the sinner.
One of the earliest statements of this view of suffering
is that given In J's account of creation (Gen, 2:4b-3:24). In
ch. 3, especially/the author of the narrative gives an extended
account of the origin of suffering. Tne woman was beguiled by
the serpent, and she in turn tempted the man, and both ate of the
forbidden fruit and were now paying the penalty for their disobe-
dience. The man must earn his living by the sweat of his brow;
the woman must bear the pangs of child-birth; the serpent must
crawl upon his belly in the dust and be the constant victim of
man's enmity. Indeed, we get the impression that death itself
might have been avoided if man had not sinned.
As to the character of the sin, it might vary greatly. It
might be ceremonial as in the case of the sin of Israel spoken of
in 1 Sam. 14: 31-55, where the people were said to have sinned
because they ate the meat of their slain animals with the blood.
On the other hand, it might be distinctly ethical, as in the .case
of Ahab's appropriation of Ilaboth's vineyard to himself (1 Kings
21). It might be intentional, as in the case of David's sin
against Uriah (2 Sam. 11); or unintentional, as in the case of
Jonathan's eating the honey when the order ted been given that no
honey be eaten (l Sam. 14:27, 43).
The point to be kept in mind is that in early Israel
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suffering was regarded as a penalty for sin.
The Eighth Century Prophets.
Nor did the eighth century prophets take a fundamentally
different vie?/ ©^the subject. Their contribution was in the
matter of insistence upon the primacy of the ethical over the
ceremonial. Note the wonderful outburst of Amos in ch. 5:21-24:
"I hate, I despise your feasts, and I will take no delight in your
solemn assemblies
. * . . . .but let justice roll down as waters and
righteousness as a mighty stream." Hosea follows in much the
same vein in ch. 5:6; and Isaiah is, if anything, more bitter in
1:10-17, in his denunciation of external ceremonialism, and in
his demand for higher ethical standards. And T.'icah ( 6: 8) sums
up, in a beautiful way, the view of the eighth century prophets
as to Jehovah's requirements. But all of them insisted that
Israel was doomed because of her sins. She was bound to suffer
as a penalty for her sins.
The writer of Deuteronomy took much the same view as the
eighth century prophets except that he placed more emphasis on
ceremonialism than did they. He emphasized national prosperity
as the reward of faithfulness to Jehovah (Oeut. 38:1-4).
A Change in the Conception of Suffering.
Thus far we have noticed that while the eighth century
prophets in particular made an important contribution to the
problem of suffering in the fact that they insisted upon putting
more emphasis on ethical transgressions than upon those of a
ceremonial character, there was still very general agreement that
suffering was the penalty for sin. However, during the period
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embracing the reign of Josiah, and later, we note a change in the
conception of suffering on the part of the writers of that period.
This is usually attributed to two things: "The Deutronomic
Reformation 621 3. C.J and "The growth of individualism."
The burden of the plea of the eighth century prophets was
that Israel's only hope of escaping the inevitable doom that
awaited her was to make herself <x righteous nation. This her
statesmen strove to do, and felt they had very largely succeeded
in doing by putting into effect the Deutronomic reforms. How-
ever, instead of a.verting the predicted doom, their righteous
king Josiah was slain at Megiddo, (60S 3. C.) in an effort to
keep the invading Egypt ions under Necho from crossing his terri-
tory.
Nor did their calamities end here. Jehoahaz, the succes-
sor to Josiah, was deposed, after three months and taken to
Egypt to die. Jehoiachin was carried a captive to 3abylon' in
597 B. C.J and finally Jerusalem itself was captured in 586 B.C.,
and the best of the population taken down into Babylon for a long
period of captivity.
These circumstances inevitably reacted upon their view of
suffering, and doubtless upon their theology generally. No more
could they view suffering simply as a penalty for sin. A new
apologetic must be written for the Yahweh religion; a new philos-
ophy for suffering must be set forth.
The fir st to sound this re w note was Jeremiah. He was not
surprised at Judah 1 s sufferings, because Judah hod sinned, and it
was to be expected that she would pay the penalty for her sin.

But there were some things about Yah v.*en's dealings that were
enigmatical to him. However, his problems are mainly personal.
The first of these problems he raises in ch • 12:1-3, where he
wants to know why the wicked prosper and the righteous suffer;
but immediately he drops it as too difficult of solution for him.
Again he wants to know why Jehovah should choose him to be a
"laughing-stock" and "derision", and then like a "deceitful
* brook" should fail him. However, he concludes that fellowship
with Jehovah is worth all the anguish and misery necessary to at-
tain such fellowship.
Jeremiah made an important contribution to the problem of
suffering. As Professor Knudson observes (Religious Teaching of
the 0. T, p. 281)'- "He showed by his own experience not only that
suffering was not inconsistent with fellowship with God, but that
in the light of this fellowship no ground could be felt for com-
plaint against the divine justice,"
It 7/as not possible for Ezekiel to deal with this problem
in the subjective and individual way followed by Jeremiah. With
the fall of Jerusalem the problem had become a burning national
issue. Some were ascribing their misfortune to their too exclu-
sive worship of Yah weh (Jer. 44:17-19). They were discouraged
and disposed to resent this treatment on the part of Yahweh.
Their resentment against Yahweh was expressed in Jer. 31:29 and
Ezek. IS: 2, in the words of the proverb: "The fathers have eater-
sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge." While
the Jews believed this to be the explanation of their suffering,
it aid not square with their sense of justice,
EzeKiel was not interested in the matter of reconciling
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the hard fate of Judah with justice, he was only interested in
clearing the fair name of Yahweh from the aspersions cast upon
it. His idea is always to vindicate Yahweh* Said he, there
is no such thing as vicarious suffering. "The soul that sin-
neth it shall die. The son shall not bear the iniquity of the
father, neither shall father bear the iniquity of the son; the
righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him, and the wick-
edness of the wicked shall be upon him." (Ezek. 18:20).
Ezskiel was not surprised that Israel was being punished;
he was rather surprised that her punishment had been deferred so
long. This was to be accounted for , not on the basis of Yah-
weh's compassion for Israel, but left his reputation be lowered
among the heathen on account of his inability to protect his
chosen people. It was this same desire to vindicate his holy
name that would cause Yahweh to restore Israel.
Deutero-Isaiah and Job.
The fall of Jerusalem raised doubts in many minds as to the
correctness of the traditional view of suffering. With the ques-
tion raised as to the justice of the treatment accorded Israel in
the punishment she was receiving, came the opportunity and inspir-
ation to more elaborate attempts at a solution of the problem.
In response to this demand there was produced two of the greatest
writers on the subject. These were the unknown author of ch. 40-
66 of the Book of Isaiah--who for the want of a better name is
known as Deutero-Isaiah—and the author of the Book of Job.
Deutero-Isaiah lived near the close of the exile. His
great concern was the suffering of Israel as a nation. He

begins his prophecy with the statement, "Comfort, comfort ye my
people, saith your God." He speaks constantly of the suffering
servant and the character of his work. There are those like
A. S. Peake (Problem of Suffering) who think he has the whole
nation in mind when he speaks of the suffering servant. Others
think he has reference to an ideal Individual. But whichever
view we adopt does not affect the point we are considering. It
was Deutero-Isaiah 1 s view that not only were the sufferings of
servant undeserved, but he was actually suffering for others.
Accepting Peake 's view that Israel was the figure he referred
to in the term "Suffering Servant," the prophet would say of her
as follows: Israel has suffered terribly; but for the most part
her suffering was undeserved. The only explanation adequate
for the rent of her sufferings was that they were vicarious and
redemptive ("He was wounded for our transgressions, he was
bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement of our peace was
upon him; and with his stripes we are healed." Isa. 53:5).
Israel's exile did not mean that she was out of favor
with Yahweh, but that Yahweh was using this means to teach the
world the Yahweh religion. By Israel's stripes the rest of
mankind was to be healed.
As Professor Knudson says (Religious Teaching of the Old
Testament, p. 284) "No deeper or higher thought concerning
suffering is anywhere to be found."
The most elaborate discussion of this problem is to be
found in the book of Job. The date of the book is uncertain
but the consensus of opinion among scholars is that it was at
least a century after the time of Deutero-I saiah
.
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The Book cf Job consists of five parts: (1) The Prologue
(chs. 1-2); (2) The Colloquies between Job and his three friends
(chs.' 3-31); (3) The Discourse of Elihu (chs. 32-37); (4)
Jehovah's reply to Job (chs. 38:1-42-6); (5) the Epilogue (chs.
42:7-17) .
Several views are herein given as an explanation of suffer-
ing. In the prologue, the hero Job is described as a perfect and
upright man. Satan asks permission of Jehovah to test him by
means of affliction. Permission is given and one affliction after
another i3 imposed upon him. His property is taken, his children
perish; and he himself is afflicted with a loathsome disease.
Here is the implicit suggs stion that suffering is heaven's
test of goodness.
In the second section (chs. 3-31), we are given the benefit
of the debates between Job and his three friends on the "why" of
his suffering. His friends accept the old traditional view that
suffering is a penalty for sin. Since Job is a sufferer he must
have sinned. To this view Job objects very vigorously. He con-
tinues to assert his innocense and is certain of ultimate vindica-
tion sometime, somewhere (ch. 19:25-27).
Here we have two explanations of suffering— the old tradi-
tional view that suffering is the penalty for sin, and the view
of Job, that much of suffering is undeserved, and that there* will
ultimately be vindication for the sufferer.
In the third section (chs. 32-37), we have the discourse of
one of the bystanders, Elihu. He differs with both Job and his
friends, and expresses the view that suffering ha$ a disciplinary
value--it is one of the voices by which God warns and restores
) 5 ( a-i . i
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men.
And finally In chs. 38f., We are told trial the whole
universe is an unfathomable mystery in which evil is not more
mysterious than good.
But Job's discussion, elaborate and full as it was, did
not solve the problem; and so it continued to be the subject
of discussion by other writers who followed him. Particularly
is this true of the Psalms. Take the 37th for example. Here
the author enjoins his readers not to worry because of evil-
doers, because the wicked were soon to be "cut dov/n like the
grass, and wither as the green herb". On the other hand, the
righteous wore to dwell in the land, and delight themselves in
their faithfulness.
In some ways the highest conception in the solution of
this problem, found in the Old Testament, is that found in
^salm 73. Here the Psalmist has been troubled about the
prosperity of the wicked. They are not in trouble as other
men. They have more than heart can wish and increase in
riches
.
The Psalmist's thoughts in this connection had been ex-
ceedingly painful for him until by faith he gets a full glimpse
of his own wealth in God. Earth recedes, heaven approaches,
and the veil is lifted. For a few moments he is permitted to
commune directly with his God. Then he realizes now immeasur-
ably superior to the wicked is his lot. Listen as he sings:
"Nevertheless I am continually with thee: Thou hast holden up
my right hand. Tiiou wilt guide me with thy counsel, and after-
ward receive me to glory. Whom Have I in heaven but thee?
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And there is none upon earth that I desire beside thee: My
flesh and my heart faileth; but God is the strength of my neart
and my portion forever."
Prof. Humbert in an article In the "Biblical World,"
Sept. 1918, says of this Psalm: "The soul partakes of the divine
mysteries of a mystic communion and rises to an immovable
assurance of the faith that lifts up mountains, even the mount-
tains of pain. It is no more, as in Job, the struggle to grasp
God; it is the full possession of God and supreme peace in this
possession."
The old Hebrews did not solve the problem of suffering,
nor, have we. In the last analysis any hope for its solution,
so fa r as we can see at present, must rest upon our faith In
Jesus and his promises for the hereafter.
Habakkuk f s Contribution to the Problem of Suffering.
The question now arises as to Habakkuk' s contribution to
the problem of suffering.
The fall of Jerusalem was doubtless responsible for the
prophecy of the practically unknown prophet, Habakkuk. He
seems to have been a contemporary of Zzekisl, and both were
younger contemporaries of Jeremiah.
Just as ti* fall of Jerusalem made it necessary xor
Ezekiel, who was among the exiles in Babylon, to address himself
to a solution of this new phase of the problem of suffering; in
the same way, Habakkuk, who probably lived in Palestine, was
called upon to give a solution of the problem. Further, he
must give words of comfort to his fellow-sufferers in the home-
land.
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Hie method of approach to the subject Is diametrically op-
posed to that of Ezekiel. He does not set as his first and fore-
most 'Objective, the vindication of Yahweh, but demands that Yah v. eh
vindicate himself. With him Yahweh is on trial and he waits to
see what answer He will return to his prophet (ch. 2:l) . -or
does he put all the stress on Israel's sin as Szekiel was wont to
do, He dares to sound a new note in this problem. While duly
conscious of Israel's sin, ho is not convinced that their suffer-
ing is altogether the result of their sin. If this were true
how does it happen that they who were raised up to punish Israel
for their sins, were more wicked than those whom they would pun-
ish? &e dared to question the justice of such treatment. In
this he was the people's tribune, the great commoner, the one
who interpreted the questionings of the masses of the suffering
in Israel, who at this time were like sheep without a shepherd.
Nor did he question in vain. In answer to his query there came
a reply that, while it did not settle mathematically the problem
of suffering, was a great source of comfort to those who waited
on his message and were in sore need of It; and as well, a sou? ce
of comfort to those who have lived since his day. It was to
this effect: The righteous in Israel need not have any fear be-
cause their country had been overrun by a powerful but wicked
enemy. This triumph was onl}' temporary. The root of the down-
fall of these haughty conquerors was in themselves. Only the
righteous people would live ultimately, and this because of their
faith.
As Professor Knudson says (Religious Teaching of the 0. T.
p. 279) Habakkuk's book marked "The beginning of speculation in

Israel." In that consisted its chief significance. He was the
first who really dared to question the traditional view that suf-
fering was the result of sin. His answer was, as we have seen,
that the righteous- would ultimately triumph, and the wicked just
as surely perish. This solution did not constitute much of an
advance, and certainly was not the final word on the subject,
but it paved the way for other and more elaborate attempts at a
solution of this most difficult and baffling problem.
2 . The Apocalyptic Hope in the Old Testament—Habakkuk'a
Contribution To It.
One of the things most evident in the Old Testament is the
belief everywhere that better days are coming for Yahweh's chosen
people j and especially is this hope for the nation pronounced.
Hot only is this to be noted in what may be called Israeli formal
history, beginning with Moses and the Exodus, but intimations of
that better- day are to be seen in that period known as the Patri-
archal period. Note the promise made to Abraham (Gen. 12:3):
In thee shall all families of the earth be blessed."
This note is continued in the preprophetic period as may
be seen from the "Blessing of Jacob" (Gen. 49) and the "31essing"
of Moses" (Deut. 33). In his last charge to the people (Deut.
32) Moses suggests that if they keep the law of Jehovah, they will
capture the land from their enemies and will prolong their days in
it.
Perluaps, nothing was more indicative of the hope that would
not die in Israel than their ancient benediction found in Hum. G:
24-26, and chanted daily by their priests from the steps of the

temple (Robinson, Religious Ideas of C. T. p. 184).
"Jehovah bless thee and keep thee:
Jshcvah make his face to shine ui^on thee;
And be gracious unto thee;
Jehovah lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee
peace .
"
Every time this was said, they reminded themselves and the people
generally of their firm faith that Yahweh would ultimately bring
the choicest blessings to his people. Israel's hope of the
future appeared in various forms, one of the most prominent being
the "Day of Yahweh"
.
The Day of Yahweh.
By the 8th century B. C. there had grown up a popular be-
lief in what had come to be known as the "Day of Yahweh" . Ac-
cording to this view there was to come suddenly a day when Yahweh,
Israel's great king, would intervene in the world in behalf of
his people, Israel. In that day all Israel's enemies would be
overcome, and Israel would be supreme among the nations.
Amos, the first of the literary prophets, criticised this
popular belief. While he shared in the view that there would
come the "Day of Yahweh", his interpretation was entirely differ-
ent from the popular view. There was to be a day of Yahweh, but
it would be a day of darkness rather than light. I'oi only the
other nations, but Israel was well would be doomed, because of
her sins (ch. 5 ; 18).
From the time of Amos this phrase 'and doctrine became a
central idea in the utterances of the prophets. 3y them it is
interpreted to mean the day in which Yahweh will reveal himself
i
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fully and completely to the v/orld as Its moral Governor.
There seems to have been three stages in this idea of the
"Day 'of Yahweh": (a) The view of the pre-exilic prophets.
These prophets thought of the day of Yahweh primarily a.s the time
when Yahweh would punish Israel for her sins, though other nations
would be included also. ^ote the view of Amos (3:2) : "You only
Have I known of all the families of the earth; therefore I will
visit upon you all your iniquities," Note also Ilosea 4:3 and
2:18f
.
One of the most interesting of the prophets in this con-
nection is Zephaniah who lived about a century after Amos. He
represented the day of Yahweh as near at hand. It was a day of
trouble and desolation. All the nations were to be assembled,
and Yahweh 's wrath was to be poured out on all the kingdoms; and
all the earth was to be devoured with the fire of his jealousy
(chs. 1:14-18; 3
-8 )
.
In the view of most modern scholars, it was Zephaniah who
was responsible for the view in Israel which obtained down to the
New Testament times, that there would come upon the world a judg-
ment world-wide in scope. 3efore his time it was local and
political; utterly without any eschatological significance. But
to this view Professor Knudsor.(Religious Teaching of the 0. T. p..
359f.) objects, and, as we think, with good reason. He thinks
such an advance step could hardly have been taken by a man, who
in no other regard, showed any capacity for constructive thought.
H e. argues, further, that if the idea had been original with
Zephaniah, he would have presented it in a concrete form as, for
instance, a world-flood or fire. Zephaniah, however, seems to be
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dealing with traditional material.
As matter of fact, this idea of doom to the world seems to
have 'come from an early period in Israel f s history, and perhaps
antedated its history.
In the view of the earlier prophets, the "Day of Yahweh"
was to mean exile to Israel. That is to say, in brindng about
Israel's downfall, Yah we h would reveal himself as a righteous
Deity, absolutely determined to see that the ends of justice were
served.
(b) The view of the Exilic writers.
With the coming of the Exile the judgment on Israel seems
to have been fulfilled, and during the Exile, and at the period
of the Restoration, the judgment of the day of Yahweh is spoken
of as being visited upon the heathen world. For example, Xsa.
13, written about 555 3. C., represents Yahweh as being angry
with Babylon, and as planning to use the Medes as his instrument
of punishment.
Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 44ff) awaits a day in which Yahweh
will reveal himself in gracious deliverance of his people from
Babylon. Haggai (2:6f) speaks of a time when Yahweh will shake
the heavens, and the earth, and the dry land, and all nations,
and fill the temple at Jerusalem with his glory. 'In that day
all the kingdoms of the nations shall be overthrown. This
same idea is expressed in Zechariah (chs. 1-8). In Zech. 14 it
is asserted that the nations will gather for an attack on Jeru-
salem, but Yahweh will make an escape fcr his people through a
cleft in the mount of Olives. Ultimately Yahweh will be king
over all the earth, and Jerusalem will be the city of his
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habitation. We find the same note in Psalms 93-99.
(c) The third stage was after Israel was restored, and was
falling into sin again. The prophets ind to warn ner again of the
corning of the day of Yahweh as in the case of Malachi (3:2f;4:5f).
He reminds his hearers that when Yahweh comes he will be like a re-
finer's fire and like fuller's soap. His task will be to purge
Judah and make of her a righteous nation.
The Coming of the Ideal Eingdonu
Another form under whicn Israel's hope of the future ex-
pressed itself was in the view of the ideal kingdom that was to be
established at Jerusalem.
In the preceding section we called attention to the popular
tradition prevalent during the time of Amos that the "day of Yahwoh"
would be the day on which Yahweh would avenge himself on all
Israel's enemies. On this day all these nations would be des-
troyed, and Israel would be supreme.
This tradition had its origin and inspiration in Israel's
conception of Yahv/eh's relation to her remarkable history. Early
in their history Yahweh ia d led them out of Egypt by the hand of
Moses; established them in Canaan despite the protests of the
tribes who inhabited the land; and had raised them to power and
prestige under David and Solomon.
In later years, this period embracing David's reign came
to be regarded as the golden age of tne nation's history, and,
when misfortune came to them, they longed, hoped, and prayed for,
the return of their ideal kingdom. As Peters (The Religion of
Hebrews, p. 429) so accurately observes: It was really not David
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they longed for, but the kingdom and glory of David. What they
did was to actually idealize tho Davidic kingdom of the past and
make ,it the complete embodiment of what they hoped the day of
Yahweh would really mean to them. As an evidence of this popular
view note the words of Nathan to David in 2 Sam. 7:5-16. In v.
18 we have the following: "And thy house and thy kingdom shall be
made sure before thee: thy throne shall be established forever."
As we have said, above, the prophets took note of this tradi-
tion and belief. More, they interpreted it, especially that part
pertaining to the 11 day of Yahweh"
,
differently from what the people
usually understood it to mean. But they never rejected it entire-
ly. According to them the nation must suffer terribly for all her
sins, but, after she was purged, «. glorious future awaited her.
For example, no prophet was more stern than Amofl in his
denunciation of Israel's sins, and his prediction of certain doom
that av/aited her because of her sins; and yet even he seems to
realise that this judgment is not eternal. In ch. 9:3-9 he says:
"Behold, the eyes of the Lord Jehovah are upon the sinful kingdoms,
and I will destroy it from tne face of the earth; save that I will
not utterly destroy the hois e of Jacob, saith Jehovah. For lo, I
will command, and I will sift the house of Israel among all the
nations, like as grain is sifted in a sieve, yet shall not the
least kernel fall upon the earth". We are not unmindful of the
fact that the above verses arc regarded by many scholars as having
been added by a later hand but their reasons are not convincing to
us
.
Then note Rosea 1 s words of hope in ch. 2:14f: "Therefore,
behold, I will allure her, and bring her into the wilderness, and

speak comfortably unto her. And I will give her her vineyards
from thence, and the valley of Abhor for «. door of hope; and she
shall' make answer there as in the days of her youth."
But it is in Isaiah that we have the most beautiful and
thrilling expressions of this hope of an ideal kingdom. Note
ch. 1:26: "And I will restore thy judges as at the first, and
thy counsellors as at the beginning: Afterward thou Shalt be
called the city of righteousness, a faithful town." Again, note
that beautiful passage in ch. 2:2-4 (found also in Mic. 4:1-3):
"And it shall come to pass in the latter days, that the mountain
of Jehovah's house shall be established on the top of the moun-
tains, and shall be exalted abov e the hills; and all nations
shall flow unto it, etc."
Other such passages are found in chs» 4:2-6; 9:1-6; 11:1-10.
Jeremiah (chs. 30, 31; 23ff) also writes of the new day
that would come to Israel after the captivity. In ch. 17:25 we
read: "Then shall there enter in by the gates of this city kings
and princes sitting upon the throne of "David, riding in chariots
and on horses, they and their princes, and the inhabitants of
Jerusalem; and this city shall remain forever."
Haggai and Zechariah look forward to the speedy fulfillment
of the old national hope. With a new temple erected, Yahwe
h
would shake the heavens and the earth and all the nations, and
would enable them to secure the precious things of all the nations
and would fill his house, the temple, with glory (Hag. 2:6-8).
One of the most remarkable expressions of this new day to
which they are urged to look forward is found In the writings of
Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 65 : 17f ) . Here the prophet speaks of the
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creation or new heavens and a new earth; &nd a Jerusalem that shall
never again know sorrow.
• An these are indicative of the undying hope in Israel that
better days were coining for the "chosen of God".
The Personal Messiah.
Still another form under which this national hope expressed
itself was in the belief in the coming of a personal Messiah. As
in the case of the "day of Yahwen" , there seems to have come down
from very early times a belief In Israel, that in time a Messiah
would come. Note Gen. 49:10-12: "The sceptre shall not depart
from Judah, nor the ruler's staff from between his feet, until
^hiloh come; and unto him sha.ll the obdience of the people be
G t C o
This traditional conception was taken account of by the
prophets in their view of the Messianic kingdom. In this con-
nection there are three outstanding passages: Isa. 9:1-6; 11:1-5;
Zech. 9:9. In the first passgae the Messiah is described as a
wonderful child, upon whose shoulders the government would be
placed. His name would be called Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. T^ere would be no end
to the increase of his government and he would uphold the kingdom
of David with justice and righteousness. In the second passage
it is declared that the spirit of Yahweh shall rest upon him, and
he shall judge with righteousness the poor, and with equity the
meek of tie earth. In the third passage, Jerusalem is told to
rejoice at the coming of her king. He rides no war-horse, but
comes to bring peace.
- I • -
'
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Thus far our study of the personal Messiah has been in his
guise as the ideal king* Perhaps his most remarkable representa-
tion Is in the character of "the Suffering Servant". There has
been some question here as to whether Israel as a nation is meant
here, or some ideal Individual. As Professor Knudson says
(Religious Teachings of 0. T. p. 375), it is not a matter of any
special importance whether He is understood as a.n Individual or in
a collective sense. It is sufficient for our present discussion
that he be recognized as the agent through whom mankind was to be
saved. And how beautifully his sufferings are described: "Sure-
ly he hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; yet we did
esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. But he was
wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities;
and the chastisement of- our peace was upon him; and with his
stripes we are healed" (Isa. 53:4-5).
Another figure used to describe the personal Messiah was
"Son of man". This representation is found in the book of
Can i si (ch. 7:13f).
But wnether we find the Messiah represented as the. Ideal
King, the Suffering Servant, or the Son of Man, it is all a part
of that larger conception that better aays are coming for Israel,
Yahweh's chosen people. It was this conviction that gave them
comfort in their times of trial, and nerved them for all the
coning -days
.
Habakkuk's Contribution to the Apocalyptic Hope a
The question now arises as to Habakkuk's contribution to
Israel's Apocalyptic hope. Neither his ministry nor his prophecy
was a long one. There was not the opportunity, afforded a

prophet who wrote at much greater length, to
#
develop anything re-
sembling a system of theology. There was just one impulse which
moved, him to phophesy, and that was to give comfort to his people.
The particular phase of the Apocalyptic hope which engaged
his attention may be said to be the "day of Yahweh"
. As we
noted in our discussion of the ""Day of Yahweh", there were three
stages in its development: (1) That by the pre-exilic prophets, to
the effect that it would be a day when Yahweh would punish Israel
for her sins; (2) The view of the prophets of the Exile, viz: that
henceforth Yahweh 1 s wrath would be visited upon the heathen; (3)
The view of the prophets of the Restoration, to the effect that
Yahweh will again purge Judah, which has again fallen into sin,
after which her better days would come.
Habakkuk, who wrote in the period immedia tely following the
Exile, and the fall of Jerusalem, was the leader of that group of
Israel's prophets who predicted the downfall of Israel's enemies.
He was not unmindful of Israel's sins. There was little question
in his mind as to the justice of the punishment with which his na-
tion ijad been visited; but Yahweh 1 s wrath, as far as Israel was
concerned, had spent itself. Henceforth it would be visited upon
the haughty oppressor whose might was his god.
Standing on his watch-tower, he dares to question Yahweh
himself as to what the future held for his people. Kote the
answer: "The vision is yet for the appointed time, and it
hasteth toward the end and shall not lie; though it tarry wait
for it; because it will surely cone, it will not delay (ch.2:3)".
That is to say, although the most terrible calamities had befal-
len the Jewish people, they need not think this was the "day of
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Yahweh"; nor need their enemies think it. The "day of Yahweh"
was yet to come. ^hia day would be the day when righteousness
would be exalted; when the proud and the haughty would be
debased.
™hen follows a severe excoriation of the marauders who were
responsible for the bad plight of the Jews. These marauders were
the Chaldeans. Nations that they had robbed would rise up sud-
denly and attack them, and they themselves would be plundered by
their, former victims.
Ultimately the cause of Yahweh would triumph; and the
earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of Yahweh
as the waters cover the sea.
Habakkuk's contribution to this problem in Israel's
religious thinking, would seem to be considerable. Just as he
was the first to question the traditional view with reference to
the problem of suffering, he was among the first, if not the
first, to set forth the view that the "day of Yahweh" was not
the exile, which saw the downfall of Israel's hopes as a nation;
instead, the'hay of Yahweh" was yet to cone, and it was to be a
manifestation of Yahweh 1 s power over a proud and haughty nation.
Ultimately the Yahweh religion and Yahweh' s will would be known
and accepted over all the earth.
3. The Conception of God in the Old Testament and Habak-
kuk's Contribution to it.
We begin with a brief inquiry into the ancient Hebrew's
conception of God.
First, it must be thought of as evolutionary and progres-
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sive, starting from the low and crude conception held In common
with the rest of their Semitic neighbors and attaining unto the
lofty ethical conception set forth by the prophets.
(1) The view during the time of Moses.
There is reason to believe that the Hebrews were polythe-
ists prior to tbe time of Moses. This is suggested by their
plural name of God, ElOhim. However, from the time they ac-
cepted Jehovah as their God at Horeb-Sinai, they acknowledged no
god except him.
It is not surprising, however, that they did not in this
period have the highest conception of Yahweh their God. They
thought of him as having great power* "The earth melts under
his tread, and fire devours his adversaries." When he whis-
pered the mountains shook, and people could not look on his face
and live. And yet even here he was interested in Israel his
chosen people. because of his great love for them he did many
marvelous things. He brought them' out of Egypt and established
them in Canaan. For this act of salvation on His part, He de-
mands from them absolute fidelity. He gives them his law. They
must have no other god before Him. They do not aeny the
existence of other gods, but insist that Jehovah is Israel 1 a
God, and Israel must serve him.
(2) The Period of Judges.
During this period the most that can be said for the Hebrew
religion is their great faith in Jehovah their God. He had
brought them out of bondage and was their hope of permanent
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establishment in Canaan. He is still believed to reside on Sinai
and to come from thence to fight for his people (Judges 5:4f); the
earth still trembles and the mountain quakes at his presence. He
was believed to be pleased at occasional sacrifices of human beings
a3 is seen in the case of the sacrifice of Jepthah's daughter
(judges 11:34-40). He was responsible for Samson's great strength,
but departed from him when his hair was cut. He also gave Samson
more strength that he might wreak revenge upon the Phillistines
.
(3) -he Period of Monarchy.
The building of the temple at Jerusalem and the tendency to-
ward a centralization of worship tended to make Israel think of
Jehovah as the God .of Israel, and ultimately as the God of the
whole world. However, this view did not come ttt once as may be
seen from "David's words in I Sam. 26:19, where he complains about
being driven out from the inheritance of Jehovah to serve other
gods. There is the suggestion of an ethnic deity. Jehovah iia s
jurisdiction only in Israel. This is seen also in Solomon's
building not only a. temple to his God, but temples to the gods of
his wive^s as well.
(4) The Period of the Prophets.
During this period the conception of God reached its high-
est point of development, each prophet making some contribution to
this development. At the close of the prophetic period, Jehovah
had come to be recognized as <* moral and spiritual Personality.
He was the creator and sustainer of the universe, and had power
over all nature. He was the God of history, who not only was
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interested in the doings of mankind, but, in the long run, con-
trolled them. This was not only true of Israel, but of other
nations also. He was a God of righteousness and love, slow to
anger, and plenteous in mercy. He vas the God of the whole
earth, the only true God. He is the first and the last and can
not give His glory to others.
Israel finally reached the plane of absolute Monotheism
in her .conception of Jehovah, but as was said above, this was not
reached at once, nor by any one prophet, but was the results of
the contributions of them all. For example, we have noted
Moses 1 contribution, viz: Jehovah, alone was to be worshipped
by Israel. This we call monolatry. It was A;nos who first
emphsized the ethical qualities of Jehovah. He was a God of
morality and righteousness s, rather than ceremonialism and ex-
ternal forms. Hosea emphasized his love; Isaiah his sovereignty,
immanence and spirituality; and finally the high peak of absolute
monotheism spoken of above, was reached by Deutero-Isaiah . Our
problem in this study is to find the contribution made to the sub-
ject by Habakkuk.
Habakkuk's Idea of God.
God was from everlasting; He could not die. That is to
say, He was not finite and mortal, but infinite and immortal.
While the third chapter was pro-bably taken from the Psalter by
a later editor or scribe, his description of Yahwell and his
powers, doubtless, comports well with the conception of the
average pious Jew's conception of God in Habakkuk's day. Here
the author dwells at length on the majesty and power of Yahweh.
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The very report of Yahweh brought down to the prophet
through the years, made him afraid. Yahweh came from Teman.
This • sugge sted his wisdon and strength. His glory covered
the heavens, and the earth was full of his praise. He was
the all powerful, and all nature trembled at his tread. Prom
beneath His feet went forth fiery bolts; he stood and measured
the earth; he scattered the eternal mountains and caused the
everlasting hills to bow, but His going forth was for the salva-
tion of his anointed,
Yahweh was not only the God of Israel, but controlled in
the affairs of the nations. It was not merely in Israel but
among the nations that the raising up of the Chaldeans was caus-
ing consternation. Yahweh was working marvellously among them
as well as in Israel. Moreover, it w?s Yahweh who was raising
up the Chaldeans that bitter and hasty nation who were under
the impression that their might was their god. *hen they had
served hi 3 purpose for them he would cause them to perisn.
And finally, Yahweh alone was Cod. All other objects
by that name were simply the work of men's minds, dumb idols
that had no life in them. More and more would men come to the
view that ^ahweh alone is- God until the earth is full of the
knowledge of his glory as the waters cover the sea.
While it cannot be claimed that Habakkuk made any
particular contribution to the conception of God in his day,
he was abreast of the highest conceptions of God of that
period. He fully agreed with the view expressed earlier by
Jeremiah that the gods of graven images were in reality no
gods at all.
#
There is also implicit in his teaching, both
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the ideas of the righteousness of God, and His love; and, while
he probably did not attain unto the conception of Deutero-
Isaiah as to the absolute sovereignty of Yahweh over all nature,
men, and nations, he, nevertheless, had a very advanced concep-
tion of Yahweh and His overlordship in the affairs of the world,

VI .
SUMMARY.
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SUMMARY .
Almost nothing is known of Habakkuk's personal history.
That he held a high place in the thought of the people of his
day, and succeeding generations, is attested to, however, by
the legendary material that has grown up around his name. Most
of these traditions and legends, however, are so manifestly fan-
tastic and unreliable that very little confidence can be placed
in any of them.
Our difficulties ao not end with the personal history of
the prophet, but really increase as we examine some of the
"problems" in the book itself. These problems are: The "Wicked"
and "Righteous" in ch. 1:2-4; the relation of 1:5-11 to 1:2-4,
especially as it concerns the Chaldeans; the identity of the
"wicked" and "Righteous" in 1:13; the authenticity of 2:9-20 and
ch. 3; and the aate of the prophecy.
A careful survey of the field of Old Testament literature
reveals the fact that few books in the Old Testament have been
studied more exhaustively than has the book of Habakkuk. Schol-
ars, both ancient and modern, have labored zealously to make clear
the meaning of this unique little book. But while much labor has
been expended, and, doubtless, considerable progress made toward
the book's unfolding, there still remain ^ar.y problems within the
book, and concerning it, which have not yet been solved.
Prior to 18G0 the traditional view, as to the authorship
and unity of the book, was almost universally held. Beginning,
however, with Von Gumpach in 1800, the tendency of modern criti-
cal scholarship has bee- to doubt the authenticity of the book as
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a whole, and to bring the dates of the several parts down to a
much^ later period.
In this connection many different theories have been pro-
posed as a solution for the problems found in the book. Store-
house has made the following classification of these theories:
(l) The Two-Oracle Theory; (2) The Fragmentary or Composite
Theory; (3) The Reconstructive Theory; (4) The Redactional
Theory; (5) The Interpretative Theory,
Von Gumpach was the father of the Two -Oracle theory. It
was his view that, the book was composed of two distinct prophe-
cies; one predicting an invasion by the Scythians; the other,
deliverance by the Chaldeans. He was followed in this hypoth-
esis by De Goeji, a ^utch scholar in 1861 J although De Goeji
left it o.n open question as to the identity, of the invading foe.
Gumpach and De Goeji 's main contribution to the problem
consisted in being the first to attempt a critical study of the
book of -labakkuk.
The next to deal with the subject in any far-reaching
way, was Giesebrecht, who, in 1890, gave notice of a rearrange-
ment of the book. Giesebrecht asserted that 1:5-11 was not
originally a part of the prophecy but was added later by the
prophet, and placed before 1:1, as an introduction.
Giesebrecht 1 s fundamental conclusions have been accepted,
with individual modifications in- each case, by Wellhausen,
Nowack, and Peaks.
The leading advocates of the Fragmentary theory are W. 3.
Stevenson and Karl Marti
. While the views advanced by these
two scholars are totally different, they, nevertheless, have one
Jpc.
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thing in common; thoy would divide the book up into a number of
segments, having little or no connection, either logically, or
in a .literary way, with each other. Neither hypothesis has been
strongly supported by scholars.
The "'original and ablest exponent of the view, classified
here as the "Reconstructive Theory", is Karl 3udde. According
to this view, the Assyrians were the oppressors referred to in
ch. 1:2-4, and 'the Chaldeans were the liberators of Judah.
Habakkuk's prophecy, in that case, is not directed against the
Chaldeans, but against the Assyrians.
This view has had support with some reservations from a
number of modern scholars, among whom are George Adam Smith, and
A. Von Hoonacker.
As Davidson has pointed out, however, this view of 3udde's,
tho ably argued, is open to a number or serious criticisms, and
is far from satisfactory.
The sponsor for the hypothesis known as the "Redact ional
Theory", was J. '.I. Rothstein. Rothstein claimed that chs. 1 and
2 were not originally arranged as at present, but came to their
present arrangement through a considerable redactional process.
Rothstein' s hypothesis, however, while demonstrating the keen
insight of the writer into the literary writings. of prophetic
times, has not been very convincing to modern scholarship. It
gives the impression of being too elaborate for the ancient
Hebrew editor.
The last general type or class of hypotheses examined were
those known as "Interpretative Theories". Here we find many and
divers views expressed by as many different scholars.
;C
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First there is the Tiew of 3etterridge , who agrees with
Budde that Assyria was the oppressor, rather than the Chaldeans,
but holds to a much earlier date for the composition of the
book, viz: 701 B. C. As a logical sequence of his view of the
date of the prophecy, Betterridge insists that Habakkuk was an
associate of Isaiah, the son of Am.oz.
The same objections may be urged against Betterridge 1 s
"Assyrian" theory as was done in the case of Budde 1 s argument,
'viz.: if the Assyrians are meant, it is strange that nowhere in
the book of Ilabakkuk are they mentioned. His view as to the
date is not convincing.
A most unique view is that by Peiser, who holds that the
book wr. s written in Ilineveh by a Jewish prince, probably the son
or grandson of Manasseh, who had been taken to Nineveh as a
hostage, and who aspired to the throne of his Jewish fathers.
This view of Peiser' s is quite ingenious, but is too
arbitrary to be regarded as even probable.
Doubtless one of the most radical views set forth in con-
nection with the book of Habakkuk is that by Bernard Duhm . He
thinks the book is composed of six distinct poems, all closely
connected and treating of the same subject. They are written
in well-constructed four-line pieces. The metre in all of
these poem3 is perfectly regular. Wherever there i3 irregular-
ity in the metre, that is an indication of "corrupt text", and
the offending syllable, word, or group of words must be stricken
from the text.
Another instance of Bunm's radical treatment of the texi
is seen in the method by which he arrives at the view that the
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Greeks under Alexander the Great, rather than the Chaldeans, were
the oppressors to whom Habakkuk referred. Duhm's hypothesis has
not commended itself, to any large extent, to serious scholarship.
Other important views are those advocated by Happel, Lan-
fcerburg and Davidson.
Happel thinks the prophecy is meant to be eschatological
,
and was really written in post-exilic times.- Although the
Chaldeans are referred to, they are only a type of the powerful
enemy who would rise up in the Messianic age.
Lanterburg takes the position that the Chaldeans are the
oppressors and the Persians are the liberators of the Jews.
Neither of these theories ha3 won the support among
scholars
.
The theory, that has had the largest following among
scholars, is that by Davidson. Davidson thinks we have in ch.
1:2-4 a complaint regarding wrongs and injustices in Israel,
after the manner of the ancient prophets. The oppressors are
the more prosperous Jews, taking advantage of their weaker
brethren. The Chaldeans are raised up to punish these injus-
tices. The book was written, however, after the Chaldeans
had been long on the stage of history. Ch. Ii5-ll, therefore,
where is found a prediction of the raising up the Chaldeans, is
not a prophecy, "except in form. It is <x reference to the past,
an explanation merely of their presence and meaning as instru-
ments of Jehovah."
Davidson himself, however, admits that this view of the
book lias something artificial about it although such scholars
as Driver, Orelli and Kirkpatrick have accepted his fundamental
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conclusions
,
And now for a brief summary of the writer*s own conclusions
touching the problems of the book of liabakkuk and the reasons for
these conclusions.
Take it first in the question of the identity of the
"wicked" a.nd "righteous" in ch. 1:2-4. ™ae most natural sense
of the terms used in these verses would suggest that two classes
among the Jews themselves were referred to. Such terms as
"Torah" and Mishpat" were characteristic prophetic terminology,
and would be intelligible only to a Jewish public, «nd only then
when used with reference to other Jews.
The "wicked" then who "encompassed the righteous" and
caused "justice to go forth perverted" were the more prosperous
Jews who oppressed their' less fortunate fellows. There is no
necessity to confuse the terms "wicked" and "righteous" in 1:2-4
with those referred to in 1:13. In the latter case it is clear
that the reference is to the haughty Chaldean tyrant, of whom it
is implied in 1:5-11, that he was being raised up as an instru-
ment of Yahweh to bring relief to the oppressed Jews. In 1:13,
however, this Chaldean had become arrogant, because of his mili-
tary successes, and is now accurately described by the prophet as,
"The wicked" who "swalloweth up the man that is more righteous
than he .
"
As to the problem raised by 1:5-11, it is the writer's view
that these verses represent the reaction of the people of Judah to
the coming of the Chaldeans ,- during the early stages of their ad-
vance into Palestine. Tne n they were looked upon as saviors, as
Yahweh's instruments of justice.

Tne situation has now changed, however, and the prophet,
writing after the capture and destruction of Jerusalem, is try-
ing to comfort his people. The whole sweep of their relation
to the Chaldeans passes before him. In these verses he reminds
his countrymen of the high hopes placed by them in the rising up
of the Chaldeans. At that time they seemed to be Yahweh's
chosen instrument to bring justice, and freedom from oppression,
to the oppressed Jews.
The prophet simply notes this in passing. This is not
the "burden" of his prophecy. It comes later in his words to
the effect that the haughty man shall perish, but the just shall
live by his raith.
Now the prophet is simply giving them a bit of the history
of their connection with the Chaldean to make more impressive his
prophecy, a little later touching the destruction that is to
come to these marauding people. "•
Ac to the authenticity of 2:9-20, there seems to the writ-
er no plausible objection to the view that it was originally a
part of the prophecy, and written by the prophet Habakkuk, al-
though it may have been "worked over" by a later editor.
The "woes" here pronouned against the Chaldeans are ve ry
similar to those pronounced by Isaiah (ch. 10:5ff) against the
Assyrians. The roles to be played by the two peoples were much
the same. 3oth, in the thought of the two prophets were to be
Yahweh's instruments of justice; but in their prosperity, both
took another view of it . Their success had come through their
own strength, they imagined.
When one remembers that Habakkuk was a strong admirer of

the writings of Israel's greatest prophet, it is not surprising
that he would imitate him in this matter of uttering maledictions
against a tyrannical foe.
Further, the maledictions were the logical sequence of the
situation described in ch . 1:12-17, and the vision referred to in
ch. 2:2-4. If the proud and haughty Chaldean was to be destroyed,
there would be the need of a detailed description of such destruc-
tion .
In the case of en. 3, it appears evident to the writer that
it did not originally belong with chapters 1 and 2.
in the first place, it does not seem to reflect the histor-
ical situation found in chs. 1 and 2. In ch. 1:2-4 the prophet
is woefully disturbed about the chaotic conditions, socially and
religiously, which exist among his people, and wonders why their
God, Yah weh, allows such conditions to continue. In ch. 3:2 the
writer apparently has no anxieties whatever. He is writing of
Yahweh's work M In the midst of the years."
The theophany in ch • 5:3-13 shows the same dissimilarity,
in a historical way, with chs. 1 and 2, as aoes ch. 3:2.
Chapter 3 seems to be a Psal:.a, formerly belonging to the
Psalter, and taken from there by a devout Levite, during the 3rd
Century 3. C., and by him attached to the book of Habakkuk.
There is certain evidence in the Psalm itself which sug-
gests its early connection. First, its title, "A prayer of
Habakkuk the prophet set to ohigionoth" . "Shigionoth" is a
musical term, and its presence in this ode would suggest that it
was used in the temple worship.
Again note the presence of the musical term "Selah" r which
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is found nowhere else but In the Psalter, except for the three
times found in this chapter. And finally, note the subscription
after v. 19, "For the chief musician, on my stringed instruments."
This would seem to designate the particular collection of Psalms
to which this hymn belonged. The fact that there were fifty-five
^salms collected in the middle Greek period for use in the syna-
gogues, and in view of the further fact that the collection known
as "Belonging to the Director" was formed during this same period,
and that this title is attached to our Psalm, we conclude that it
was during the middle Greek period. that this Psalm was taken from
the Psalter, and added to the book of Habakkuk.
One of the most difficult problems connected with the book
of ^abakkuk is that touching the date. Here we find, among
scholars, the most divergent views.
If the authenticity of 1:5-6 is granted, the book was un-
questionably written during the Chaldean period (625-538 3. C.).
When it comes to a decision as to the particular time during this
period when the book was composed, the evidence is not so clear.
Further, every proposed solution of this problem must take into
account, all the historical situations implied in ch . 1. For
example, ch. 1:2-4 would suggest a date immediately following the
battle of Carchernish, or near 600 3. C. Ch. 1:5-11, however,
gives the impression of a different situation, a situation where
the Chaldeans are better known than would appear to be possible
in 600 3. C. A much fuller knowledge of the Chaldean character
is suggested in ch. 1:12-17. Here we find a complete reversal
of the apparently cordial feeling with which the Chaldean was
welcomed in 1:5-6.

Any solution of the problem of the date of ^abakkuk, we
repeat, must take into account the marked change In style and
spirit of the prophet's references to the Chaldeans.
The key to the solution of the problem seems to be: To
think of the book as having been the result of religious reflec-
tion, spread over a long period, and representing conclusions
reached after a long mental struggle.
To the writer it seems that the conditions described in
1:2-4 v/ould have most likely have obtained during the period
between 597 B. C. and 586 3. C., when, because of the instabil-
ity of the national government, there would be more or less of
violence and bloodshed, and frequent instances of the miscar-
riage and perversion of justice. That such conditions did pre-
vail during this period is borne out by the prophecies of Eze-
kiel, known to" have been uttered during this period.
Further, this view gives the longer time, necessary for
this prophet to get that fuller knowledge of the Chaldean
character which he reveals in 1:5-11. Here it may be inferred
from the prophet's tone that his people have had a chance to
know at close range something of the Chaldean's prowess as a
fighter and conqueror.
One occasion for this fuller knowledge would seem to be
furnished in the first deportation of the Jews in 597 B. C. 3ut
even this instance of Chaldean military efficiency does not seem
sufficiently drastic and cruel as to warrant the intense bitter-
ness shown by the prophet in 1:12-17, against the cruel con-
querors of his nation. Such an attitude can only be explained
by some such event as the destruction of Jerusalem, in 586 3. C,
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where the king's sons were murdered before his eyes; the king him-
self blinded, and carried away in chains; the city given over to
the soldiers for plunder; the city walls torn down J and the temple
utensils carried av/ay, to Babylon.
Here, in the mind of the writer, is to be found the occa-
sion for the prophet's bitter reference to the Chaldeans in 1:
13-17. was the memory of those awful days when Jerusalem was
be ins plundered and her citizens carried into captivity that was
in his mind when he said of their conquerors, "They have swallowed
up nations more righteous than they."
If our view of the several historical situations, described
in ch. 1 is correct, the book of Habakkuk was written shortly after
the fall of Jerusalem, either 536 8 . C. or 535 3. C. It was writ-
ten while the national calamity was fresh in the minds of his
readers •
In answer to the question as to how this aate can square
with the statement in 1:3 relative to the raising up of the Chal-
deans, we reply, dabakkuk's work as a prophet did not consist in
predicting the coming of the Chaldeans, but their downfall. His
book was written to bring comfort to his sorrowing countrymen in
Judah, who had almost lost hope because of the destruction of
Jerusalem. It was his privilege to "write the vision" in such a
way that all might read it, that their God Yahweh was still
interested in righteous peoples; all others must ultimately per-
ish. Only the righteous would live, and that because of their
faith.
Gome otner reasons which support the view of the late date
of Habakkuk are: (l) Unlike'the other prophets, he makes no
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mention of the doom that is to come to Judali; (2) His aim, appar-
ently, is to comfort, and give encouragement to his people. This
would suggest that he was a contemporary of Ezekiel after 586 B.C.
because of Ezekiel's known change of his method of prophecy after
that date. (3) The book was a "problem study", and these are
known to have come much later in the history of Hebrew literature.
(4) The question raised by the prophecjr would seem to be most
pertinent in a great national crisis such as the destruction of
Jerusalem would bring.
And now itteralng up, briefly, the results of our study of
the book of I-Iabakkuk, we arrive at the following conclusions:
'•' The Book of Habakkuk, as at present arranged, is composed
of two entirely distinct sections, viz: ens. 1 and 2, and ch . 3.
Chs. 1 and 2 were written by the prophet Habakkuk shortly after
the fall of Jerusalem (586 or 535 3. C.) for the purpose of giv-
ing comfort and hope to his discouraged countrymen. Ch. 3 was
originally a part of the Psalter used in the regular services of
the second Temple, and was doubtless attached to the prophecy of
Habakkuk by some devout Levite who recognized their spiritual
kinship
.
The terms "wicked" and "righteous" in 1:2-4 refer to the
two classes of Jews in Palestine, but in 1:13 refer to the Chal-
deans and Jewish victims, respectively* Because of the oppres-
sion of one class of Jews by their more fortunate countrymen,
the Chaldeans were raised up to punish them. But in time the
Chaldeans forgot their role as Yahweh's "rods of chastisement,"
and essayed to make conquests in their own right. Because of
this change in their attitude they are to be severely punished.
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The nature and character of their punishment is sot forth in
detail in 2:6-20.
The book is the result of years of reflection and medita-
tion upon the strange workings of God in the recent misfortunes
which had come to Israel, and represents the prophet's conclusions
on the difficult problem. His solution is given in ch. 2:4, "The
righteous shall live; and that by his faith."
The Book of Habakkuk made valuable contributions to the
theological thinking of the Hebrews. In the matter of the
Problem of Suffering, he was the first who really dared to ques-
tion the traditional view that suffering was the result of, sin.
His answer was, as we have seen, that the righteous would ulti-
mately triumph 'if they would possess themselves in patience.
In the matter of Israel's Apocalyptic hope, he was among
the first to set forth the view, by implication, that "the day of
Yahweh" was not the Exile, but was yet to come, and was to be a
manifestation of Yahweh' s power over a proud and haughty nation.
In his view of God, he was fully abreast of the most ad-
vanced conception of his day. The gods of the heathen were ir-
reality no gods at all. The knowledge of the glory of Yahweh
would ultimately spread over the world as the waters cover the
sea. He was a practical monotheist.
Our study of ore of the most remarkable little books ever
written, has come to a close. It left' its indelible impression
upon the thought and life of Israel and thereby of all mankind.
Wherever there is suffering; wherever and whenever any soul has
the courage to break away from traditional conceptions of thought,
and start out along different lines; wherever any individual or
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group has the faith to trust the infinite God to ultimately ca'use
the tight to triumph in His world, the teachings of the Book of
riabakkuk will loom lp.rge in such an individual's or group's
thinking, and be a mighty source of inspiration in whatever he or
it accompli sheS.
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